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4 Preface
PREFACE Children, the people who will run the world in
the future, are the fundamental resource of any
society. By various means every generation tries to
shape its children according to its own aspiration
in the hope that someday these young ones will run
the society in a better way-whatever the word "better"
means.
Implicitly or explicitly, every element of the
society today will have some influence on the gener-
ation of tomorrow, be it the educational system, the
nutritional and medical program, the physical environ-
ment in which we live, or the attitude we have toward
our children. Poor families being the majority in
today's society, do not have any resources to waste.
Moreover, they need public help to pull them out of
poverty and thus they are more affected by a govern-
ment's policy than wealthy families. It is the govern-
ment's obligation to provide them with minimum re-
sources so that their lives can function adequately.
Shelter is one of these necessary resources for it
serves as a framework within which most of the daily
activities take place. When the government provides
shelter for these families, it is important to know
whether this "framework" helps or hampers the daily
activities and development of the children.
During the past thirty years (1950-78) the Muni-
cipality of Taipei has built 29,052 units of public
housing for low-income families. Using the average
household size of 5.2 persons, approximately 151,000
people have been covered by this policy, including
30% who were children under 15 years of age or 45,300.
It is the government's policy to continue pro-
viding similar housing and coverage for the fore-
seeable future. Therefore, this thesis will examine
the possible effect of the government's housing policy
on the behavior and attitude of low-income people,
especially children in early adolesence who are not
so young as to stay at home yet not so old as to gain
full accessibility to the adult's world. It is hoped
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that the study can provide a reference to policy
makers and designers so that a better environment can
be achieved in the future.
OBJECTIVES
The study is intended to provide a better
understanding of the overall situation rather than
to offer specific conclusions. It attempts to address
the following questions:
1. What is the activity pattern of children in
low-income families?
2. How do these children and parents regard
their spatial environments?
3. What are the possible causes which affect
the activity pattern and the attitude?
4. What bearing do these conclusions have on
housing policy?
During the summer of 1978, the author selected
three areas in Taipei for study: two public housing
developments in Nan Chi Chang and Min Sheng Com-
munity, and one old developed area in Liu Shiang
Community in which a renewal program was being pre-
pared by the municipality. A total of 38 households
were visited; for each family one child who was be-
tween 10 and 15 years of age and one of the parents
were interviewed, and their activities were obser-
ved. The data collected from these field surveys
provide a base from which analyses were made and
recommendations were proposed.
This study is trying to demonstrate that an in-
depth study of a small sample can be a useful research
tool to explore the users' needs. The recommendations
from this study can be used as guidance to improve
the living environment of low-income people. However,
due to the small sample and the empirical approach,
the author has neither the intention to make a ri-
gorous comparison among different sites, nor are
cross-cultural issues addressed, nor will the result
be statistically valid. Because of this nature, the
findings and recommendations heavily depend on the
interpretation of the rough material and are better
used for redefining the housing problems rather than
to provide solutions.
CONTENTS
1. Urban context: the general background of the city
of Taipei in which this study took place; the data
of the physical setting as well as its socio-economic
and political characteristics.
2. Data collecting and site selection: detailed
description- of the techniques and procedure used in
collecting the data and the criteria used in selec-
ting the study area.
3. Analysis, findings and recommendations: the re-
sults of the data, the interpretation, and the re-
commendations concerning the modification of housing
policy, planning/design implementation, and future
research.
4. Appendix:
a) the background data of the three localities
and the results of the on-site observations;
b) the dialogues between the author and members
of these households interviewed.
c) a review of the sampling procedure and the
original questionnaire.
5. Bibliography
6 National Context
NATIONAL CONTEXT
TAIWAN, REPUBLIC OF CHINA
105* 120'
Mongolia
1. Physiographic setting: Taiwan is situated
off the southeast cost of the Chinese main-
land bounded by the Taiwan Straits on the
west, Bashi Channel on the south, the East
China Sea on the north, and the Pacific Ocean
on the east. Lying between 119'18'03" and
124'34'30" East Longitude, and 21'45'25" and
25*56'30" North Latitude, Taiwan consists of
a total of 86 major islands including Taiwan
proper and the Penghu Island (the Pescadores),
with a total area of 35,982 square km. Taiwan
proper, 394 km. long from north to south,
142 km, wide at the broadest from east to
west, with an area of 35,961 square km., is
dominated by the Central Mountain Range which
runs from north to south and divides the
island into the rocky, rugged regions of the
east and the fertile plains of the west. There
are 49 peaks rising over 3,000m above sea
level. Most of the rivers are short and swift,
none of them is commercially navigable but
the strems yield hydroelectric power.
2. Climate: Climate is subtropical in nor-
thern and central Taiwan, tropical in the
south. With an average temperature of about
27*C, hot and humid summers last from May to
Octor while winters are mild and humid with
an average temperature of about 15*C. The
typhoon season is from June to Octorber,
with wind velocity as high as 250 km per hour
typhoons have caused serious floods and
damage to crops and buildings during the past
years.
3. Histroy: The original inhabitants of Taiwan
are believed to be of Polynesian stock. The
Chinese crossed the Taiwan Straits from the
Provinces of Fukien and Kwantung as early
as the 12th century. From 1624 to 1641, Taiwan
was under Spainsh domination and from 1641
to 1661 Taiwan was ruled by Dutch. In 1661,
the Dutch were outset by Cheng Chen-Kung
who held out from the Chinese mainland after
the Manchus occupied it. By that time the
population of Taiwan was about 34,000. Large-
scale immigration began and by 1810, the popu-
lation had reached two million. The Manchu
government made Taiwan a province in 1885.
In 1895, Taiwan was ceded to Japan at the
conclusion of the first Sino-Japanese War.
In 1945, Taiwan returned to China as a re-
sult of the Cairo Agreement. After communist
took over mainland China in 1949, Taiwan
became the effective territory of the Republic
of China. Taipei is the temporary capital.
4. Economy: In 1976, per capita income stood
at US$809, the gross domestic product was
US$14,732 billion and the growth rate record-
ed a 11.76%. In average, the economic growth
between 1953 and 1976 was about 7% per annum.
Official foreign exchange rate before February
1978 was one U.S. dollar to 38 New Taiwan
dollars, now the rate is float.
5. Demography: At the end of 1976, the popu-
lation was 16,508,190. The population density
was 458.79 persons per square km., highest in
the world. About one-fifth of the population
is made up of the mainland-born or the child-
ren of mainland-born parents. Except for the
200,000 aborigines, the rest are descendants
of Chinese who came to Taiwan before 1895.
6. Socio-cultural: There were 3,083,376
households at the end of 1976, with an aver-
age household size of 5.28 persons. The rate
of illiteracy of population above 15 was re-
duced to 16.22% in 1975 because of the longer
compulsory education which has been extended
from six to nine years since 1968. The popu-
lation growth rate has been reduced to 2.12%
in 1976 if compared with 3% before 1966.Among
the population the age group between 10 and
14 has the highest percentage (12.15%).
7. Housing: During the past 15 years the
annual housing investment was 2.2% of GNP
which was relatively low if compared with
other countries. Land is limited due to the
high population density, the high,steep
mountain geographic feature and the need
to balance the use between urbanization and
agricultural development. In 1976, the govern-
ment estimated that the housing demand during
the next six years (1976-81) was 600,000
units in Taiwan province and 110,000 units
in Taipei city. If only Taipei city is con-
cerned, only 23,000 units will be construc-
ted by the municipality during that period.
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URBAN CONTEXT
TAIPET
1. Physiographic setting and climate: Taipei
is located on a large prehistroic lake basin,
at latitude 25* North, longitude 121' East.
On the east, south and north sides are moun-
tains. Tatun and Seven Stars are two peaks,
which have an altitude of more than 1,000m.
On the west, there are three rivers, Tan Sui,
Hsin Tien and Chi Lung. By its northern loca-
tion Taipei is in the subtropics with an
annual average temperature of 22*C. The mean
annual rainfall is about 2,118mm. Taipei
belongs to seasonal wind weather zone. The
period from July to September is typhoon
season.
2. History: Taipei was made a prefecture in
1885, and an area of 441 hectares were laid
out as its administrative district. Initial
construction started in 1895. The develop-
ment objectives at that time were primarily
farming, irrigation and transportation. In
1895, 4,424 hectares were added to the ori-
ginal district. In 1932, another 1,833 hec-
tares were added. Taipei was made a provin-
cial city in 1945, when Taiwan was returned
to the Republic of China from Japanese occu-
pation. In 1967, Taipei became a special
municipality and the city area was expanded
to include six surrounding districts, with a
total area of 27,214 hectares. The present
city plan was drafted after Taipei was made
a special municipality. At present, Taipei
is the political, cultural and economic
center of the Republic of China.
3. Government: Taipei is the temporary capi-
tal of the Republic of China. The city is
divided into 16 districts (chu) and district
into li which are basic administrative units.
Neighborhood meeting is held on the li level
every six monthes and is sponsored by the
district government to provide a channel of
communication between government and local
residents.
4. Demorgraphy: The population of Taipei in
1976 was 2,089,288. The annual population
increase was 4.17% between 1967 and 1971,
and 2.58% from 1971 to 1976. Before 1972,
approximately half of the increase was due
NORTH
to the immigration from provincial area,
after 1972 the social increase dropped
sharply to only about 15% of the total popu-
lation increase. 32.3% of the population in
1976 was aged under 14, it is expected to
drop to 19.9% in 1996; while the percentage
of the age group between 15-44 is expected
to increase from 48% in 1976 to 60.6% in
1996.
5. Socio-economic: In 1976, there were 480,000
households with an average size of 4.35 per-
sons. The annual income per household in 1976
was NT$167,079 or US$4,397 (foreign exchange
rate was 1 U.S. dollar=38 New Taiwan dollars)-
Approximately 60% of household whose income
were below average.
6. Housing: House with a floor area under 60
sq meters is considered to be affordable by
average income families. In 1975, 40% of the
total housing stock in Taipei was this type,
but it was still insufficient if compared
with the number of the below-average-income
families which was 60% of the total house-
hold, and only half of this income group
who owned their own house. It was estimated
that between 1976-96 703,026 dwelling units
or 35,151 units per year are needed to meet
the increase of the population, the rising
living standard, the demand to own a house
and the rehabilitation of deteriorated
houses.
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The mansion area of upper-middle and high income people.
Increasing demand of public and private transportation.
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DATA COLLECTING
Research Design
Before chosing the appropriate techniques
which will be employed in collecting data;
two questions have to be answered first:
- What is the purpose of this study?
- What are the advantages and disad-
vantages of these available tech-
niques?
Since the purpose of this study is to
provide a better understanding of the over-
all complex phenomena between behaviors and
attitudes of residents in low-income fami-
lies and the possible impacts of existing
housing policies rather than to determine
specific conclusions, a general investiga-
tion is preferred rather than a specific
probe.
To chose the appropriate ways of collecting
data the time, manpower and other needed
supporting resources have to be considered.
Finally, structured interview and field
observation were chosen as the principle
means. The questions suggested by Lynch in
"Growing up in cities" were adopted, modi-
fied and used in the structured interviews.
Free drawing technique was used to probe
the images of children about their physical
environment. Children were also asked to
describe the detailed activity in one spe-
cific weekday (the daily activity log).
Parents as well as officials and planners
were asked to make a preferencial choice
from a set of improvements. Field obser-
vations were carried out, notes about child-
ren's activities were made to cross check
the validity of verbal responses. A com-
parison table of the advantages and dis-
advantages of these employed techniques is
listed below.
Survey Procedure
1. To familiar the way of life in general
through contact with the following people:
- Neighborhood representatives
- Storekeepers
- Officials of the District government
- Teachers of primary and junior high schools
- Representatives of the city elected
from this area
- Policemen
Collecting background information about
this area.
2-. Take pictures of this area systematically.
Make notes on the base map about the time
and place where pictures were taken.
3. Make a land/building use map; check with
the existing situation.
4. Interview the parents. Take pictures of
the interior and the immediate outdoor
space. Take random samples within the
site with similar socio-economic status.
5. Interview the child.
6. Observation
On one weekday and one Sunday, 3 times a
day, observe the outdoor activities of
children between 10-15 years old in this
area, also observe the activities in a
public open space (a "planned" park or
playground is desireable) which is the
nearest one to this site. Record the number
of children, the types of activities, the
way children use their physical environ-
ment and the way they are influenced by
it. Randomly select 15-20 children in the
open space and identify their ages and
the locations of their homes.
7. Interview the planners, scholars, offi-
cials and ask them to do the priority
ranking.
8. Collect other relevant background infor-
mation.
Sample Size
A total of 38 households from three different
localities were visited, in each household
one child and one of his/her parents were
interviewed. The distribution of the sample
classified by sex, age and locality is listed
below.
Min Nan Chi Liu
By Sheng Chang Shiang Sum
sex Boy 8 15 7 30
Girl 3 3 2 8
By
age 10 - 1 - 1
11 2 1 - 3
12 - 4 4 8
13 4 5 2 11
14 3 3 2 8
15 1 3 1 5
16 1 1 - 2
Sum 11 18 9 38
Structured interview Free drawing Daily activity log Priority ranking Field observation
Advantage - When used in a pilot study - It cuts through language - Provides a detail record of - By providing a set of choices - An easy, non-obstructed and
it can provide many pers- barriers and reveals feel- the child's activity in a it is possible to detect the fairly precise way to record
pectives for researchers ings and concepts that the specific weekday. This preferencial manner of the and identify the number of
to get some insights into verbal expressions method record can be analyzed in residents and when compared children doing outdoor acti-
what more sophisticated and can not explore. a quantitative way and can with officials' or planners' vities, the group size and
direct questions should be - By comparing with the real- be the base of comparison. choices it can provide the the specific locations of
asked in a more structured ity, these drawings can contrast and alert the children at play. It also
study later. show the area which indi- decision-makers and designers. indicates the time pattern
- Easy to carry out. vidual child choses to draw of these activities.
- Less effort is necessary as well as a collective
for the respondent. image they perceive about
- Provide the opportunity for the physical environment.
clarification of ambiguous - Can check the degree of
or conflicting information. congruence between the
- The validity of the mater- image and the activity.
ial obtained can be esti- - Can alert the decision-
mated by skill interview- makers about the local/
ers. city images the children
- The data can be analyzed in have.quantitative terms.
Disadvantage - Some skills of the inter- - It usually only serves as - Because of the small scale, - For the illiterate the inter-
viewers are needed to pro- a description about the time section study, the act- viewer needs to translate, in
cess the interview smoothly. children's world and cross- ivity reported is not nece- this way the respondent can
- The response of the inter- check other information ssarily a "typical" one. not have a comprehensive over-
viewer can be a source of obtained rather than to When analyzing on the col- all picture of the available
bias. predict the future behavior. lective base the result: choices and distortion may
- The response of the sub- may be distorted by the occur.
ject is depend on his/her "untypical" characteristic - Some of the choices are " con-
past experience. of the data. ditional", if the respondents
- The classification of the don't occupy the same back-
responses depends heavily ground the choices are not on
on the interviewer's in- the same base to be chosen.
terpretation and can be- The choices provided were
influenced by the circum- limited by the researcher's own
stance under which the in- experience hence it may cons-
terview took place. traint the response.
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SITE SELECTION
When selecting the site and the population
to be studied, the following criteria were
considered:
- to reflect the existing and the fore-
seeable future public housing policies;
- to pocess the common socio-economic
characteristics of people in low-income
families;
- to have similar geographical settings
in general yet different in some aspects
so that comparison of the effect of
different physical layouts can be made.
Three localities, Nan Chi Chang, Min Sheng
community and Liu Shiang community were chosen,
with a total of four sites, two sites from
Nan Chi Chang and one each from Min Sheng
and Liu Shiang.
The first two, Nan Chi Chang and Min Sheng
community reflect one branch of the on-going
public housing policies: to build as many
dwelling units as possible in the available
land which is usually located in the city
limits. The Liu Shiang locality represents
the other branch of the policy: build public
housing by urban renewal projects.
All the residents in the four sites have the
common characteristics of low-income fami-
lies: low income (below the city average),
less educated, and high percentage of popu-
lation under 15 years old. Their physical
settings are common in some aspects: located
near a river with some natural environment
nearby, and high population density living
in small dwelling units; but they are also
different in other aspects: Nan Chi Chang
has the 5-story walk-up flats with linear
form; Min Sheng has the 4-story walk-ups
with double loaded corridor and courtyard
form; both were recently planned and built
by government. While Liu Shiang has the 2-
story row houses with some one story il-
legally built squatters and few 4-story walk-
ups scattered in this area which has been
developed for more than 20 years by indi-
vidual and small contractors.
The following table gives a detail comparison
among the four sites, the relevant data of
Taipei city were introduced as reference.
ac r6.g o n rf m to
THE PEOPLE
Population
No. of household
Average household size
Annual income
Population distribution
0- 5
6-10
11-15
16-19
20-60
60-
Education
illiteracy
primary
junior high
senior high
college
other
THE SITE
Area
Population density
THE DWELLING
Building type
Major material
Floor area per unit (sq m)
Floor area per person (sq m)
Development mode
Developer
Year of construction
TENURE
Dwnership
Rental
Averge length of occupency
1Nan Chi Chang (site #1)
5,539
1,176
4.71
NT$95,912 (US$2,534)
18.55%
12.44%
10.92%
6.9 %
48.91%
2.28%
9.58%
44. 77%
17.37%
16.93%
10.47%
0.88%
(1,027)
689)
604)
382)
(2,709)
( 126)
2Nan Chi Chang (site #3)
4,099
815
5.03
NT$92,150 (US$2,425)
14.09%
11.24%
11.05%
8.59%
51.95%
3.08%
20.84%
40.2 %
14.89%
17.62%
5.96%
0.49%
20,944 sq m
2,647 (net, person/ha)
5-story walk-ups
Bricks with reinforced
26.7-46
6.3-9.76
Instant
Public
1975
82. 79%
17.21%
1.56 years
578)
460)
453)
352)
(2,129)
( 126)
3Min Sheng Community
965
192
5.03
NT$93,480 (US$2,460)
10.47%
13.42%
14.33%
12.57%
47.12%
2.09%
9.41%
54.12%
10.59%
17. 65%
5. 88%
2.35%
15,424 sq m
2,664 (net, person/ha)
5-story walk-ups
Bricks with reinforced
21.4-44.6
4.25-8.86
Instant
Public
1975
69.33%
30.67%
1.62 years
(101)
(129)
(138)
(121)
(455)
( 20)
5,768 sq m
1,673 (net, person/ha)
4-story walk-ups
Bricks with reinforced
40-46.7
7.95-9.28
Instant
Public
1971
73. 69%
26.31%
3.25 years
4 Liu Shiang Community
5,845
1,017
5.75
NT$139,920 (US$3,682)
11.4% ( 569)
11.0% 551)
11.1% ( 558)
9.8% ( 492)
50.2% (2,514)
6.5% ( 326)
(not available)
44,197 sq m
1,322 (net, person/ha)
one and two stories row houses
Wood,bricks
49 (average)
8.54 (average)
Progressive
Private
More than 20 years
66.3%
33.7%
For most owners :more than 10 years
For most renters:less than 5 years
Taipei
2,089,288 (1976)
480,000 (1976)
4.35 (1976)
NT$167,079(US$4,397)
10.71%
9.14%
10.33%
7.77%
56.32%
5. 73%
9.66%
35.0 %
11.8 %
23.14%
17.9 %
2.5 %
27,214 ha
76.77 (gross, person/ha)
14.15 (1975)
B k ound Informa n
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FRAMEWORK
OF ANALYSIS
Man -Environment RelationshipConceptual Framework
The diagram listed on the right represents the
author's general view toward the man-environ-
ment relationship in a simplified form. It is
the author's believe that "attitude" is for-
mulated by perceiving one's socio-economic
and physical environment and has influence
on his own behavior. The environment, both
the socio-economic and the physical, not
only can contribute directly to one's atti-
tude and hence have an influence for his be-
havior indirectly, but also affect the be-
havior directly as well. Since these four
elements are too general to be useful, the
first purpose of this analysis, therefore,
is to find out what specific components of
each factor we are dealing with.
The "attitude" is the key factor in the net-
work for the following two reasons:
1) it is relatively more difficult to be
"measured" or "described";
2) it is the mechanism which formulates
the meaning of environment at an abstract
level and gives the direction to each indi-
vidual in the way which he prefers to move.
Without understanding the attitude of people,
any proposed change or improvement will be
irrelevant.
However, understanding attitude can only
provide answers to whether a specific change/
improvement is necessary, but only when we
have a better knowledge about "why" the sub-
jective dissatisfaction was generated can
we point out "what" should be improved.
Therefore, the second purpose of this study
is to give explanations about the meaning
of the interrelationships between different
elements.
The following flow chart shows the process
which the analysis actually followed.
Process of Analysis
Fruaion of
gnrlobjectives
Collection of data
Analysis of housing Analysis of children's Analysis of children'spolicy & parents' attitudes activity pattern
Description of the
general characteristics Identification of the Description of 
the
of te exstin andcriteria used for general characteristicsof the existing and evaluating the environ- of children's activity
housing policies ment patern
Interpretations of the
findings and determi-
nation of the possible
causal relationship
Recommendations:
1. Policy modification
and design imple-
mentation in general
2. Improvements related
to the areas studied
3. Issues for future
research
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ANALYSIS OF
HOUSING POLICY
Since a comprehensive and clearly stated
housing policy is missing at the present time,
be sorted out by carefully examing the imple- seeable future public housing policies. The proposed for the first and second six-year
mentational results of the policies in the past past-present period covers a total of 28,882 plans (1976-81 and 1982-87). Two charts which
and the pieces of information scattered among
different official reports which are related
to the future policy.
The following table presents the general
the major ingredients of the policies can only characteristics of the existing and the fore-
Past-present (1950-77)
Project size The project size during the past
(number of 28 years was generally less than
units per 600 units per site, but precise
site) data before 1962 are not avail-
able.
Planning/con-
struction
mode
Location
Eight types of housing were iden-
tified:
Types Period Units
- Cooperative 1950-60 3090
- Assistance to 1961-66 2309
private invest-
ment
- Subsidized for 1961-71 9310
citizens
- Subsidized for 1966,67 1300
government em- 71
ployees
- Relief 1969 504
- Resettlement 1962-65 9976
- Urban renew 1970,71 518
- Public housing 1975-77 1875
in general
The first four types (54.3%) were
either private-built or cooperate-
ly built with municipality, while
the last four (45.7%) were all
planned and built by govennment.
Scattered all over the city
Financial aid Loan of up to 80% of the total
unit cost or 200,000 New Taiwan
dollars (US$5,263), whichever is
less, is available with an in-
terest rate of 9% per year in 15
years payment. Government is sub-
sidizing the interest rate.
Tenure All dwelling units are sold
to citizens.
Dwelling units Units in the same category (in
assigning terms of floor area) are assigned
process to qualified applicants by lottery.
Building types Varied from 2-story row houses to
5-story walk-ups.
Dwelling unit Most of the resettlement housing
size and the general public housing
built between 1963 and 1976 are
under 60 sq. meters. Other types
of housing are larger, between 60
and 150 sq. meters.
Onsite public No public facilities such as play-
facilities ground, market and kindergarten
were provided.
Public manage- No public management system has
ment been built into these projects.
Future (1978-84)
The project size proposed for the six
new communities is mucn larger, De
tween 2,000 and 11,000 units per site.
For the other urban renewal projects
the sizes are between 80 and 900 units
per site.
All projects proposed have only one
type-public housing in general, which
will be planned and built by the muni-
cipality.
All the six new community development
projects will be located in city skirts,
the other urban renewal projects will be
in the inner ring of the city.
Loan is expected to be increased to
NT$240,000 (US$6,326) for dwelling
units in highrise buildings (above
six stories). Interest rate and year
of payment will be the same.
A small portion of the units will be
for rent, others are for sell.
It is expected to continue the exis-
ting policy
Walk-ups of four or five stories and
some highrise.
Dwelling size will be determined by
resident's income. It is expected to
have the size between 40 and 80 sq.
meters per unit.
Public facilities will be provided
for the six new community developments
and some of the large scale urban re-
newal Projects.
Public management will be provided for
the six new community developments and
some of the large scale urban renewal
proiects.
units built between 1950 and 1977; the future related to the project size and the percentage
period covers the years between 1978 and 1984, of tenure transferred of the "resettlement"and
and includes six new community developments and "general public housing" are also pre-
and several urban renewal Projects, which are sented for reference,
Project Sixe
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ANALYSIS OF
ATTITUDE
Priority Ranking
Parents, local leaders, planners, scholars
and officials were asked to list their priority
for improvement in the living environment of
low-income families by selecting 5 out of 23
items which were proposed by the author. Space
was also provided for other suggestions of
the respondents if desired,
24 parents, 6 other people from the same
localities, 6 planners, 1 professor and 1 police
official responded to this ranking test. Their
choices were calculated in two ways: weighted
and unweighted. In the weighted calculation,
choices were asigned different points accord-
ing to their priorities indicated by the res-
pondent; 5 points for the first priority,
4 points for the second priority, etc. The
unweighted calculations were derived by simply
counting the frequency an item was chosen,
regardless of the priority it was asigned.
l.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11:
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
Results derived from the two different cal-
culations were consistent. Therefore, the
following table presents the final results
only by their relative importance among the
items, irregardless of the way it was cal-
culated.
Findings
Although the choice was limited and some items -
were conditional (for example, "to own a house
instead of renting one" was likely to be chosen
only by those people who didn't have their
own house). However, the result still shows
some diversity of preference between residents
and non-residents. The resident group empha-
sized interior space, secure tenure and the
need for indoor recreational areas. While
the non-resident group emphasized open space,
interior space, traffic hazards and conve-
nient location of schools. This discrepancy
of value judgement may partially explain the
tendency of government to carry out urban re-
newal projects with emphasis on providing more
outdoor open space for recreational use.
low response NO: no response R
To let children study at a school which is the nearest one
to their homes.
To let children study at a school which has better teachers.
To have more space to live in.
To reduce the traffic flow on the street nearby.
To own a house instead of renting one.
To increase open space.
To set up more street lights.
To reduce the number or prohibit the establishment of a
"red light' district.
To reduce the number or prohibit the establishment of
billiard rooms.
To reduce the number or prohibit the establishment of
factories.
To reduce the number or prohibit the establishment of
amusement rooms.
To restrict the locations of motorcycle repair shops.
To establish professional training programs in schools.
To increase the frequency and expand the service area of
garbage collecting.
To increase the water pressure.
To improve the quality of public transportation.
To have a T.V.
To establish government sponsored childcare and kin-
dergarten services.
To finance dhildren who study at junior high school
through the government.
To reduce tuitions and fees of senior high school for
children in low-income families.
To establish medical welfare for children in low-
income families.
To allow local groups to use small government grants
for local neighborhood improvement.
To build an indoor athletic field or playground.
esidents Non-residents
- 4
6
1
2
6
5
2
3
1
NO
NO
NO
NO
5
5
6
NO
3 -
Attitude
1. The definition of the attitude
The definition made by Rokeach was used as
a reference. He defined the word "attitude"
as : an actitude is a relatively enduring
organization of beliefs around an object
or situation predisposing one to respond in
some preferential manner (Rokeach, 1969).
In this thesis the word "attitude" does not
follow the above difinition rigorously,
because this is not a longitudinal, time
series study. The word "attitude" in this
thesis does not necessarily pocess the char-
acteristic of "durability".
2. The process of identifying the attitude
The following process was followed to esti-
mate the most widely held attitudes of the
residents.
a). Review the interview contents and
examine the responses the residents
gave to various questions.
b). Propose a set of attitudes.
c). Classify the responses according to
this set of attitudes. When the
resident didn't give reason to axplain
his answers or when the given reason
involved more than one attitude, one
or more reasonable attitudes will be
inferred to explain his answers.
d). If the proposed attitudes didn't
interpret the responses in a reason-
able manner, it was modified and a
new set of possible attitudes was
proposed. Repeat the process until it
is acceptable.
e). Make a positive-negative judgement
when classifying the response. The
'negative" means that when the resi-
dent was giving his answers, he was
giving a negative evaluation about
the existing environment. The "posi-
tive" is the reverse.
f). Calculate the number of responses
under each attitude.
3. The attitudes of parents and children
The following attitudes were proposed:
- Sufficient quantity of dwelling space
- Sufficient quantity of outdoor recre-
ational space
- Appropriate location of public faci-
lities
- Better quality of dwelling utilities
- Lower population density
- Better quality of public facilities
and services
- More homogenous neighbors' attitudes
and behaviors
- Better environmental quality
- More secure tenure
- Better financing situation
- Better management in local public
affairs
- Less adults control
- More playmates
Since these attitudes were identified
through the analysis of responses which
always referred to the existing environ-
ment, these attitudes are considered to be
valid in the future only when the govern-
ment's policies and other socio-cultural
factors are still following the general
trend in the past. If these external con-
tributions change, the attitude will also
change.
A more detailed definition was provided
which serves as a criterion when proceed-
ing the process of identifying the res-
ponses. This definition includes an "object"
and a "situation" to which the attitude
referred. Because the object is a general
catalog in some cases notes were also
provided to describe the range the object
covered. While the objects vary the "situa-
tion" in which the attitude occured is always
referred to "living in the existing environ-
ment".
Examples were presented here to illustrate
how the attitudes were identified from the
content of interview.
(Examples shown here are coming from different
interviews)
1 Milton Rokeach. BELIEFS, ATTITUDES AND VALUES:
A THEORY OF ORGANIZATION AND CHANGE, p.112. 1969
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Identification of Attitudes
PREFERENCES
Sufficient quantity of
dwelling space
Sufficient quantity of
outdoor recreational
space
Appropriate location of
public facilities
Better quality of
dwelling utilities
Lower population
density
Better quality of
public facilities
and services
More homogeneous nei-
ghbors' attitudes and
behavior
Better environmental
quality
More secure tenure
Better financing
situation
Better management in
local public affairs
(Parents only)
Less adults control
(Children only)
More playmates
(Children only)
OBJECT
Quantity of dwelling space
Quantity of outdoor
recreational space
Location of public
facilities
Quality of dwelling
utilities
Population density
Quality of public
facilities
The diversity of other
neighbors' attitudes and
the way they behave
Environmental quality
Secure tenure
The income/expenditure
ratio
The quality of management
on local level
Adults' control
Playmate
POSITIVE-NEGATIVE EVALUATION
More is better
More is better
Generally speaking,
closer in distance is
better but with some
exceptions. A noisy
airport nearby is not
desired.
Better quality is desired.
Lower is better.
More equipment , more
efficient, and higher
quality is better.
Less discrepancy is de-
sired
Less natural hazards,
less noise, etc, are
desired. More natural
settings and objects are
preferred.
Secure is desired
More money earned and
lower living expense is
desired
More efficient, better
organization and better
managers are desired
Less is better
More is desired
NOTES
Indoor space
Outdoor recreational space was limited to on-
site open space and/or open space which is adjacent
to the site
Public facilities include: parks, playgrounds,
schools, fire stations, public medical facilities,
libraries, etc.
Dwelling utilities include: water and sewage
drainage ditches on-site, construction material,
electric power lines, etc.
The density only refers to out-of-home, community
population density,it does not include the density
within the dwelling which will fall into the
sufficient quantity of dwelling space.
The quality refers to the performance of the edu-
cational programs in schools, the equipment,
efficiency and ability of police system, the faci-
lities and the condition of maintenance in a public
park, water pressure, garbage collection, fee for
a public swimming pool, etc.
Neighbors' attitudes and behaviors include the
things they believe, the way parents teach their
children, the activities the children do, etc.
Neighbors are people who are in frequent contact
during daily life, in this case, people who live
nearby and people who share a common living space
are more important than others.
Environmental quality covers the pollution of
water and air, the high level of noise, the traffic
hazards and some psychological fears about fire,
deep water, cemetery, etc.
A secure tenure does not necessarily mean that
the resident has to own the dwelling in a legal
term. As long as the right to live in a dwelling
is not threatened the tenure is secure.
The income/expenditure is also affected by the
location due to the different living standard
in different areas within the city.
The local public affairs is limited to those on
the neighborhood level (in this case, on the same
site). It includes maintenance of the public
utilities, space, the decision on the saving or
spending of neighborhood funds, the response of
government to the neighborhood meeting, etc.
Adults can be parents, school teachers, elder
brothers or sisters, relatives and neighbors.
Playmates can be schoolmates, neighbors, rela-
tives or other friends, but do not include family
members.
Examples
Parents' Attitudes
Q: Compared with the place you lived be-
fore, do you think this place is better
or worse?
A: The place where we lived before was a
one-story house. There were more places
that children could play, and the
neighbors were friendly. Now we are
living in a flat with not much room for
children to play. I don't have much time
to get acquainted with the neighbors.
Negative-less outdoor space now.,
less friendly neighbors.
Q: Did you suggest anything in the neigh-
borhood meeting?
A: Yes, we asked to extend the existing
bus route from Nan Chi Chang to this
neighborhood many times. We also need
services such as a bank and post
office.
Negative-not appropriate locations of public
facilities
Q: What do you think that the government
should do for this neighborhood?
A: I am just a woman and I don't know
much about public affairs. Sometimes
the motor which pumps the water up to
the roof doesn't work. The manager did
not respond to our complaint. Some
other people complained about the un-
maintained public space, but they did
not get answers from the managers.
Negative-poor quality of dwelling utility
inefficient management
(inferred) unco-operated neighbors
(people are less concerned about public space)
Children's Attitudes
Q. Can you describe the place you lived
before?
A: It was an illegally-built house that
we bought from somebody. It was very
small.
Positive-more dwelling space now
Q: Are there places which you think are
dangerous?
A: At the cross road where I take the bus
there is too much traffic. I would be
afraid if I had to cross the street.
Negative-traffic hazard
Q: Are there places that you don't like
to go?
A: School.
Negative-(inferred) adult's control
Q: Besides home where are the three places
you like the most?
A: The Park of Youth; I like to climb
mountiins and go to the Zoological
Garden.
Positive-more outdoor open space
better recreational facilities
The later two-mountain and Zoological Garden are not
directly related to the evaluation of the locality
hence they were not counted as either positive or
negative.
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Children's Attitudes
Attitudes
1. Sufficient quantity
of dwelling space
2. Sufficient quantity
of outdoor recrea-
tional space
3. Convenient location
of public facilities
4. Better quality of
supporting utilities
5. Lower population
density
6. Better quality of
public facilities
7. More homogenious
neighbors' attitudes
and behaviors
8. Better environmental
quality
9. More secure tenure
10.Better financing
situation
ll.Less adults' control
12.More playmates
Nan Chi Chang Min Sheng Liu Shiang Sum of Total
P N R S P N R S P N R S P N
16 6 - 22 3 4 - 7 4 3 - 7 23 13
10 3
13 2
1 4
13 5
1 14 3 3 2 8 3 8 -
3 18 2 6 1 9 5 3 -
- 5 1 4 - 5 - - -
- 18 3 8 1 12 5 2 -
9 2 1 12 5 1 6 12 4 4 -
1 15 1 17 - 4 - 4 1 10 1
17 45 8 70 2 16 11 29 5 9 4
- 1 - 1 - 1 - 1 - 3 -
- - - 0 - 1 1 2 - - -
6 9 11 26 1 6 9 16 1
- - 1 1 2 - 3 5 7
3
3
36 CO
Findings
Children
11 16 14 33 PA 1. Children were very sensitive about the
quality of environment, they expressed
8 20 11 35 PA their anxiety and fear toward noise,
traffic hazards, polluted and dangerous
0 2 8 10 CO rivers, ponds, and even a deep open drain-
7 21 15 37 CO age ditch. When they were asked 
about
their favorite places, the Zoological Gar-
8 18 7 32 PA den, the Botanical Garden, the Youth Park,
the countryside, the beach and some sub-
12 2 29 33 PA urbs were frequently mentioned, which
revealed the nature-oriented character of
18 24 70 117 PA these children. The overall evaluation
concerned with the environmental quality
3 0 5 5 CO was very negative regardless of the diffe-
0 0 1 2 PA rent areas where these children lived.
1 5
- 10
8
9
18
3
47
16
NO
NO
86 92 22 54 35 48 143 194 403
Degree of influence of housing policy=(responses CO: Completely affected by housing policy
of COs + half of responses of PAs)/total PA: Partially affected by housing policy
responses = 214/403 = 53.1% NO: Not affected by housing policy
P/N ratio = 143/194 = 0.74 P: Positive evaluation
N: Negative evaluation
R: Referred (no P-N evaluation)
Parents' Attitudes S: Sum
Nan Chi Chang Min Sheng Liu Shiang Sum of Total
Attitudes
p N R S P N R S P N R S P N
1. Sufficient quantity 4 14 - 18 - 6 1 7 1 4 - 5 5 24 30 CO
of dwelling space
2. Sufficient quantity 10 2 1 13 2 3 - 5 - 10 - 10 12 15 28 PA
of outdoor recrea-
tional space
3. Convenient location 17 8 2 27 5 12 - 17 4 4 1 9 26 24 53 PA
of public facilities
4. Better quality of 9 13 - 22 5 14 - 19 1 - - 1 15 27 42 CO
supporting utilities
5. Lower population 1 4 - 5 - 11 - 11 - 4 - 4 1 19 20 CO
density
6. Letter quality of 11 11 1 23 4 1 1 6 2 - - 2 17 12 31 PA
public facilities
7. More homogenious 5 30 4 39 1 22 2 25 8 9 3 20 14 61 84 PA
neighbors' attitudes
and behaviors
8. Better environmental 7 19 2 28 2 3 3 8 2 13 1 16 11 35 52 PA
quality
9. More secure tenure 1 1 - 2 1 - - 1 - 4 1 5 2 5 8 CO
10.Better financing 10 2 3 15 5 7 1 13 1 3 6 10 16 12 38 PA
situation
ll.Better management on - 11 1 13 3 9 1 13 - 6 1 7 4 26 33 CO
local public affairs
76 115 28 88 19 57 123 260 419
Degree of influence of housing policy-(responses
of COs + half of responses of PAs)/total
responses = 276/419 = 65.9%
P/N ratio = 123/260 = 0.47
2. "Adults' control", "population density",
and"dwelling space" were the next most
frequent factors mentioned. Except for
"adults' control", the other two aspects
were positively evaluated.
3. "Location of public facilities", "atti-
tudes and behavior of neighbors", "out-
door recreational space" and "quality of
public facilities" have received similar
responses. The most distinguishable is
that neighbors' attitudes and behaviors
was mentioned in a very negative way
which was highly contrast to the other
factors. Children in all three localities
had a very negative view toward people
in their neighborhood. If compared with
the parents' attitudes, one will find
that parents also had a very negative
attitude toward their neighbors.
4. In the evaluation of the locality as a
whole, only Ilan Chi Chang was the one
evaluated "close to" positive, the other
two localities were considered negatively.
The overall evaluation by children was
positive. (P/N ratio = 0.74).
Parents
1. Parents had a more evenly distributed res-
ponse pattern. The attitudes and behavior
toward the neighbors was mentioned most
frequently and in a very negative way.
2, "Location of public facilities" and " qua-
lity of environment" were also frequently
mentioned- The location issue received a
slightly positive response, particularly
for the people in Nan Chi Chang because
of the nearby Youth Park,
The quality of environment was generally
considered in a negative manner. Parents
perceived the traffic hazards and the
dangerous water area as threatening to
the play of their children They were also
bothered by the noise.
3. "Dwelling utilities", "financing situ-
ation", "local public affairs", "quality
of public facilities", "dwelling space"
and "outdoor recreational space" were
frequently mentioned. Among them only two
were positively evaluated- the "quality
of public facilities" and the "financing
situation", which seem to reflect the
success of the redevelopment of the Min
Sheng Community and the general improve-
ment of the living standard due to the
economic progress in the past thirty
years. The other four were negatively
evaluated, especially the management
issue which may be interpreted as a lack
of communication between the local govern-
ment and residents, and it can also be
attributed to the high population den-
sity and lack of coordination among re-
sidents.
A contrast between Nan Chi Chang and Liu
Shiang was apparent when people evaluated
their outdoor recreational space. People
in Nan Chi Chang have a large and well-
equipped park close to their homes, while
in Liu Shiang buildings were densely built
and crowded toghther with the only open
space the very narrow alleys between build-
ings.
4. In the evaluation of the locality as a
whole, all parents evaluated their environ-
ment in a negative way. The overall evalua-
tion by parents showed that adults were
more critical about their environment than
children. (P/N ratio was 0.47 of parents'
v.s. 0.74 of children's).
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ANALYSIS OF
CHILDREN'S
ACTIVITY
PATTERN
In this thesis, the children's activity
pattern is defined in terms of:
- the amount of time spent on different
places and activities;
- the daily traveling distance;
- the places visited on the daily basis;
- the number of playmates the child has;
- the types of playmates (the relationship
between the child and his/her playmates);
- the outdoor activities performed.
Based on the information gathered from the
interviews, the table on the right presents
the activity pattern of the thirty eight
children according to the aspects defined
previously. Because of the author's inten-
tion and the limited time for observation,
this activity pattern mainly stresses on the
characteristics of the daily lives of these
children and does not include other features
which might be found on the weekly, monthly,
seasonally or yearly basis.
The time budget which is related to the time
children spent on different activities is
presented on the next page,
KEY
X The child has indicated that he/she
performs this activity on the daily
basis, or has acturally done it in the
preceding day of the interview.
Time spent: the amount of time of a child's
awaken hours he/she spent on different places.
Pu Public space: streets, open spaces, etc.
Spu Semipublic space: schools, parks, etc.
Spr Semiprivate space: courtyards, corrridors,
etc.
Pr Private space: dwellings.
Traveling distance: the radius of daily tra-
veling distance in meters. The first number
indicates the actural maximum radius the
child traveled in the preceding day; the se-
cond number indicates the average traveling
distance in general but does not include the
traveling distance between home and school.
Playmates:
F Family members
C Classmates
N Neighbors
Activities performed:
Bl Ball games
By Bicycling
G Group games
W Wondering
S Special sports which require equipments
such as: skating, swimming, tennis, etc.
Children's Activity Pattern
Tiie spent () Traveling
Case Age Sex Pu Spu Spr Pr distance
NAN CHI CHANG
1 10 N 31 69
2 11 M 43 10 47
3 12 N 1Co
4 12 M 28 72
5 12 M 15 85
6 13 M 100
7 13 M 28 72
8 13 M 33 67
9 13 M 25 75
10 13 M 57 43
1l 14 M 22 78
12 14 M 19 81
13 15 M 13 87
24 15 M 38 62
15 16 14 6 19 75
16 12 F 100
17 14 F 10 90
30-350
50-350
8000-300
600-600
350-550
5500-50
800-400
450-450
1000-50
50-200
500-350
50-500
350-350
1700-500
5500-350
0-350
450-450
Near hone Street
x
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X X
X
X
X
X
Places visited
rlanned reople's Urpianned
open space house School cpen space
x
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
Jo. of Playmate Activities
Shop playmate F C N El By G W S
Many
Many
Many
X Many
Few
Many
X Some
Few
Many
Many
Many
Some
Many
Few
Many
Many
Few
X
X X X
X X X
X X X
X
X
X X X
X
x
X
X
X
X
X X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X X
X X
X X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
x
X
X
X
X X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
18 15 F 3 97 80-350 X Few X X
MIN SHENG COMMUNITY
19 11 m 43 57 30-1200 X X X X Many X X X X
20 13 M 56 44 800-600 X X X Many X X
21 13 I 45 7 48 150-150 X X Many X X X X
22 13 M 30 11 59 2000-100 X X X Many X X X X
23 13 M 37 7 56 650-650 X X X X Some X X X X
24 14 M 12 31 14 43 2000-650 X X X X Many X X X X
25 15 M 14 33 53 2000-600 X X Many X X X
26 16 M 6 25 69 70-650 X X X Many X X X
27 11 F 24 76 30-850 X Few X
28 14 F 100 0-250 X X Many X X X X
29 14 F 37 63 2000-600 X X X Many X X X
LIU SHIANG COMMUNITY
30 12 M - - - NA-50 X X X Many X X X
32 12 M 17 83 700-50 X X X Many X X
32 12 F1 60 40 300-30 X X X Many X X
33 12 1 14 86 30-120 X X X Many X X X
34 13 11 43 31 26 400-400 X X X X X Many X X X
35 13 M 52 48 650-40 X X X Many X X
36 15 M 39 61 2000-150 X X X X Some X X X X
37 14 F 6 34 60 1000-20 X X Few X X
38 14 F 23 30 47 100-100 X X Few X
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Time Budget (Sample size: 37 children) 5 Boy 0 Girl person per half-an-hour The classification of activity is defined on the opposite page.
Morning Afternoon Evening
CLASSIFICATION - C ) C C) MC CD C3 C3 CD CD CD CD CD 0) C) C) C3 CD C3 C: CC C) C3 CD C) C) C) C) CD C> C) CD Nan Chi Mn Lan Total Percen-
OF ACTIVITY n Co n Cn cn C) N) CR n C) If C n C) n C) N -C n C) n C) on C No co In C) n C) In C In
.j- 44 "I4 t.o 4.O N.. co CIO (n0 0) C) C) .i-I C.J -4 -t IN C14 PN "I __J- -0i- i) 1'. LO LO I,- 1-. 00 0)0) 0) C) C)4 -
_1 7i1 -6,i -1 ' .- 9 4
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
S 1 so$ I soU I
I ggs00 0
I is so I I
iI Iilhfh hItflfum
I sell I
91114ggg11ggg 1 1
IN-NOME6 SOCIALIZING
IN-NOME
OBLIGATORY
OUT-OF-NOME
8DISCRETIONARY
OUT-OF-HONE
OBLIGATORY
10 OUT-OF-HOMEFAMILY
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Analysis of Children's Activity Pattern
Classification of Activity (1)
Relaxation (2)
Arts, hobbies, and sports
Reading
Televidion and radio
In-home family
In-home socializing
In-home obligatory (3)
Out-of-home discretionary
Out-of-home obligatory (4)
Out-of-home family
Out-of-home socializing
Work-related (5)
Shopping and personal service
Lossfcation of activity Lee o1ntrcto
Location of activity Level of interaction
In-home Out-of-home Personal Family Other
X X
X X
X X
X X
X X
X X
X X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
Obli- Discre-
gatory tionary
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
(1) Activity is classified according to the
location of activity, level of inter-
action and the obligatory/discreationary
characters of the activity.
(Chapin, 1969)
(2) "Relaxation" includes taking a nap during
the daytime.
(3) "In-home obligatory" includes: meals,
personal chores, houseworks, homework,
attending younger siblings.
(4) "Out-of-home obligatory" includes: study
at school, household errands, medical
care trips.
(5) "Work" refers to money-earned jobs.
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Findings
A summary of findings is listed below, it
shows the common characteristics of activity
pattern cross different localities as well
as the difference between them.
NAN CHI CHANG
Time budget - Children in this site had the
by location highest percentage of time spent
at home (78%).
Time budget - Although children had spent a
by activity relatively high proportion of
free time outdoors (29.2%), a
large portion of it was with
family members. If compared with
the other two localities, they
spent much less time on socializ-
ing with others outdoors (5%),
and more time on relaxing at home
(14.3%).
Traveling
pattern
Places - The Youth Park was frequently
visited used and mentioned.
- Streets were also used fre-
quently.
Number of - 5 out of 18 said they had "few"
playmates playmates
Types of - Schoolmates were as likely as
playmates neighbors to be playmates
Types of - "Ball" games were the most
activity common activity mentioned
MIN SHENG COMMUNITY
- The pattern was between Nan
Chi Chang and Liu Shiang
- The Pattern was between Nan
Chi Chang and Liu Shiang
- The two courtyards were heavily
used and the park had no impor-
tant role in these children's
activities
- 1 out of 10 said he had "few"
playmates
- "Ball" games were the most
common activity mentioned
LIU SHIANG COMMUNITY
- Children spent the highest
proportion of time outdoors
(44%)-
- Children had more free time
spent outdoors (31.6%) (out-
of-home discretionary, out-of
home family and out-of-home
socializing). They also spent
the highest percentage of time
on socializing with other peo-
ple outdoors (18.3%).
- Streets were heavily used but
"pocket" parks were used only
by nearby residents.
- 2 out of 9 said they had "few"
playmates.
- Neighbors were most likely to
be playmates
- "Group" games other than ball-
playing were most popular.
C-
COMMON CHARACTERISTICS
- Children spent most of their
time at home (more than 50%).
- The discretionary time children
had spent outdoors was between
20% and 30% of their wake hours.
However, the proportion of
the time that was spent per-
sonally or with other people
varied from locality to loca-
lity.
- Combined with "places visited"
the traveling pattern sugges-
ted two levels of distance
ranges: one was very close to
home, generally within a 50m
radius in which children wan-
dered around and played at no
specified locations; the
second range is large in which
children generally traveled
with some specific destinations
(school, relative's house, a
recreational facility, etc.)
- Places very close to home were
most frequently visited.
- Most of these children had
"many" playmates. It was diffi-
cult to precisely define the
number but generally speaking
it was between ten and fifteen.
- Neighbors were most likely to
be friends while siblings were
less likely to be playmates.
- Girls tend to chose classmates
instead of neighbors as their
playmates.
CROSS CHECKr ,4 WiTH FIE-L D BSEVATION
- On-site and park observations
clearly showed the time sequence
pattern: most of the outdoor
activities occurred in the
afternoon. Min Sheng locality
showed the highest contrast
among different times, the two
other localities were less
obvious.
- By locating the homes of park
users, it is suggested that the
service range of a park was
proportional with its size. The
Youth Park in Nan Chi Chang has
a city-wide service range, while
parks in Min Sheng or in Liu
Shiang have services ranges
smaller than 400m.
- From observations it is indicated
that in every site there were
always some locations which
were regularly used as meeting
and playing places. This was
especially obvious in the case
of Liu Shiang.
- On-site observations pointed
out that girls aged 10-15
generally appeared less frequen-
tly than boys and younger girls.
- On-site observations indicated
that girls and boys between 10-
15 years old had a tendency to
segregate when they were playing;
boys and girls under 10 were
mixed.
- Most of the activities observed
on site were group games, bicy-
cling, talking, sitting and
watching. Ball-playing on site
was less frequently observed
than reported from interviews.
This was especially true in Liu
Shiang where ball-playing was
almost not exist on site.
- Group games which have gambling
character were common in Nan
Chi Chang and Liu Shiang but
was not seen in Min Shang
communitv.
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ANALYSIS OF
CHILDREN'S
DRAW ING
Children were asked to make two drawings
during the interview: one about the area he/
she lived, the other one about the city of
Taipei. Each original drawing was drawn on
a 40x40 cm sheet of white paper by using a
black felt-tipped pen. Three drawings from
different localities and two city images
are presented here. Detail illustrations
were also given to each drawing based on
the information gathered from the interview.
The drawings were analyzed for the follow-
ing:
- the actural area the drawing covered;
- the comparison of the drawing with
the reality;
- the congruence between the places
shown on the drawing and the places
the child actually went;
- the number of places, activity spots,
special buildings, and landmarks in-
dicated on the drawing;
- the configuration/style of the drawing.
It is hoped that with the analysis of these
drawings some light can be shed on answer-
ing the following question:
Can drawings be used as a way of indi-
cating the quality of public facilities
of a city in terms of the accessi-
bility of low-income children in the
surveyed age group?
Findings
The drawings show that the perception about
their environment by children in the selected
age group possesses the following character-
istics:
1. Most of the drawings are locally
oriented. Generally speaking, the area it
covered was small, within a 500 meters radius,
and some were even smaller and only covered
an area of 50 meters in radius.
2. Orientation was much more consistent
in the local maps than in the city images.
3. Places shown on the drawings were
usually the places where the child had
actually been.
4. If only the city image was concerned,
57 places, buildings and streets have been
drawn with a total frequency of 89 from the
children's drawings. Only two places appeared
at least once on drawings from each locality:
the President's House and the railroad station
(9 times) ; and only five other places (18 in
frequency) had been mentioned by children in
more than one site: the Zoological Garden,
the Botanical Garden, the Park of Youth, the
Circle where there were many restaurants
and food stands, the New Park which is loca-
ted at the city center, and the East Gate
which was left as a landmark from the already
torn-down wall of Taipei. For the rest of
the 50 places shown (62 in frequency) 33
places out of the 50 can be identified as close
to the child's present house or close to the
place where he/she lived before. The rest of
the 17 places were experienced personally
by the children.
5. Some drawings were "map-like" which
suggested that children of this age may
already have developed the ability to organize
the world they percieved as if they could
see the city from the air. However, even if
this ability had been developed, there still
was very limited capacity to "read" the city
as a whole if considering that most map-like
drawings were local drawings and they only
covered a very small portion of the city.
Furthermore, no city drawings were well
organized and they were less correctly orien-
ted when compared with local drawings.
6. Some places which were expected by the
author to appear on the city drawings were ei-
ther mentioned only a few times or not at all.
These places are: the "Kiddieland" which is
located next to the Zoological Garden; the
Ta Tun Water Park, a private recreational
center with emphsis on the water-related
activities; the Jung Hsing Garden, a private
well-planted and well-maintained garden;
the mansion area where middle and high income
people live; and the movie district in the
city center. Among these places only the
"Kiddieland" appeared on one of the child-
ren's drawing, others were not mentioned at
all. There are two possible explanations:
a) the drawing required some skill to
present hence it restricted the free res-
ponse from these children;
b) the city did exclude these children
from its facilities due to the limited mo-
bility of these children and their inability
to pay.
However, definitive conclusions can not yet
be made, and future research is required
to provide more concrete evidence.
From the previous analysis, the drawing
technique can show something other than the
verbal expression, if its validity of re-
presenting these children's minds can be
accepted. By accompaning this technique with
an interview it will become a non-expensive
and useful tool to investigate the problems
of children which they encounter in their
urban lives.
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The five drawings presented here are only a
sample selected from the total of 60 drawings
made by children. The following table lists
the number of city and local drawings ga-
thered from each studied area.
City Local Sum
Nan Chi Chang 13 17 30
min Sheng 7 11 18
Liu Shiang 3 9 12
23 37 60
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City Image
The two city images, one from Liu Shiang
the other from Nan Chi Chang, almost covered
all the major places in Taipei and gave a
fairly precise description about the physical
setting. Yet two children perceived the city
in their own ways and the area they had
covered was different.
The first drawing gives an overall picture
about the geographical features: to the north
of the city there are high mountains; to
the west the city is surrounded by a river
and the Taipei basin is full of buildings,
Besides this general statement, the boy also
picked up some of his favorite places: the
Zoological Garden, the Botanical Garden, the
Park of Youth and the horseback-riding field.
The overall orientation and the locations of
his favorite places were consistent with the
reality.
The second one ignored the physical back-
ground but concentrated on the functions and
meanings of these buildings. It covered the
major open spaces of the city: the Zoological
Garden, the Botanical Garden, the Park of
Youth, and the airport; it showed some land-
marks: the President's House and the Taipei
railroad station; and it indicated two sub-
urbs: Nei Hu and Ching Tan. The drawing also
presented some facilities on the local level:
a theater, a technical high school, a market
and the main street which bounds Liu Shiang
Community.
Both of the two drawings were oriented in
such a way that the north is on the top of
the drawing. Both showed some misoriented
elements: in Liu Shiang, the two suburbs and
local elements; of the two suburbs one should
be to the northeast the other should be to
the southeast. The movie theater, the street
and the school should be toward the south-
west. In the case of Nan Chi Chang, the Tam
Sui River was correct but actually the Park
and the horseback-riding field are closer
to the Hsin Tien River.
Nan Chi Chang
This 13-year old boy described the area as
he were moving along the street. The "eleva-
tion-style" drawing was a combination of the
activities he had experienced and the build-
ings he saw. All the buildings were precisely
represented: whether low-rise houses or
walk-ups; and the number of the stories and
the shape of the buildings were clearly and
accurately shown. The drawing also correctly
reflected the somewhat confused street lay-
out. His description was as follows:
"This is my home; this is the building
opposite to ours. This is the main street,
these are low-rise houses; going along
the street you will see the Park. If you
go further you will see the horseback-
riding club. Further down is the flood
wall. The wholesale market is in this
direction. As you pass the Park, Nan Chi
Chang is right there. This way leads to
my school (Hsin Ho). There is a newly-
built primary school (Wan Ta Primary
School) on Tung Yuan Street. Next to
this school there is a military base.
If you go further down on Tung Yuan
Street you will see a movie theater;
There are some two-story row houses in
this area, and the District Clinic
Center is here."
Min Sheng
The drawing of this 16-year old boy was in
"map-style", it gave all the major elements
of that area: school, street, buildings,
bus terminal, rice field, airport, brick
kiln, flood wall, a peasant's house and
even the two machinegun towers from which
guards overlook the access to the airport.
The drawing only indicates the elevation of
prominent landmark elements: the machinegun
towers, the chimney of the brick kiln and
the ricefield. The orientation of the drawing
was consistent with the reality.
Wan Ta
Primary
School
Sand excavation
Liu Shiang
In this drawing the boy presented his social
life as well as the physical setting. Look-
ing only at the physical environment, the
effect of the underlying social structure
and the significance of some "spots" in the
child's daily life wouldn't be realized.
The alley was a very important place in
which most of his daily activities took place.
He met and chatted with friends, played cards,
"rubber bands", and etc. The alley was
divided into two parts (territories) and this
boy included much more detail on his part
and left the other half almost blank. He
indicated all the names of his eight good
friends who shared this part of the alley
and mentioned that they did not play with the
children in the other half.
The open drainage ditch was heavily polluted;
the once small park (or more correctly, vacant
land) has become a storage for cast iron.
The small stand and flagpole are landmarks in
these children's eyes. The machine which
excavates sand from the river bed and the
sand piles were further interesting places.
The only large and accessible open space was
along the river bank. Besides that, the
narrow alley was the domain of the boys.
River
- Bus terminal
Open drainage ditch
Cast iron
- 2-story row houses
MAlley
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my home
Min Sheng Liu Shiang
Flood gate
To Nan Chi Chang
J in Sheng
Junior High School1
Nan Chi Chang
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CONCLUSIONS
In this section attempts are made to relate the various findings
which were derived from the analyses of attitudes, activity patterns,
housing policy and the physical environment, and to provide explanations
of these phenomena. Since direct causal relationships among these factors
cannot be completely certified in this study, these conclusions will
better be viewed as a set of hypotheses which need to be examined more
rigorously in future research. They are presented in the form of pheno-
menon-interpretation, the "phenomenon" states the observed facts, and the
"interpretation" relates these facts to different attributes. Recommen-
dations are followed to point out the direction of improvement on the
policy and design level, and the direction of future research.
1. Phenomenon: Children and parents, regardless of the area in
which they lived, used similiar criteria in evaluating their living
environment; however, aspects were emphasized differently by this two
age groups.
Interpretation: From the attitude analysis it shows that children
and their parents have used ten similar ctiteria to evaluate their living
environments, the only difference is that children add two other criteria:
"less adults control" and "more playmates", and parents add a different
one "better management of local public affairs".
The two groups emphasized quite different issues: children con-
sistently mentioned the "quality of environment" most frequently, while
on the other hand, parents mentioned "the attitudes and behaviors of
neighbors" more than any other items. The similarity and difference may
be attributed to two factors: a) the particular developmental needs re-
flected in the children's awareness of environment; b) socialization
process of Chinese society.
Twenty out of thirty two children (62%) reported that the place
they lived was very noisy, but when they were asked about the feeling of
crowdedness, eighteen out of thirty (58%) said they did not feel the
place was crowded. On the other hand, many children also indicated
natural settings such as zoo, park, countryside as their favorite places.
This suggests that children in this age group may have not yet lost their
preference about natural settings and objects and they are very sensitive
about hazards caused by the heavy traffic, high level of noise and
polluted water and air. While their parents, having gone through the
socialization process, have adapted to these stresses and the social
and cultural values which heavily stress inter-personal relationships.
Hence adults, guided by these principles, are more critical of the
association with people than the quality of the physical environment.
From Chinese literature, old sayings and the author's personal
experience, it is suggested that Chinese tend to associate people by some
social ties such as: school relationships (schoolmates), working relation-
ships (collegues or co-workers) and origin relationships (coming from
the same place); by these means one can identify the person with whom he
is dealing as belonging to a "group". Strangers with no such ties are
less likely to be friends. However, this value system is more likely to
be possessed by middle and high income people than by the low-income class.
Low-income people, because of their limited mobility and less extended
social life are more acquainted with their neighbors than middle and
high income people, especially when they have lived in the same place
for a long time. It is apparent that children have less social prejudice
because of less social experience and not yet complete incorporation of
social rules.
The similarity of choosing the criteria for evaluating the environment
was unlikely to be caused by the influence of parents on their children
during the interviews, because some children were interviewed when their
parents were out of the home, and they still showed this response simila-
rity.
2. Phenomenon: Children and parents who lived in different localities
emphasized different criteria when evaluating their environment.
Interpretation: The following chart shows the first four criteria
mentioned most frequently by parents and children. The "+" and "-" signs
represent the positive and negative evaluation respectivelyp "0" means
there are equivalent positive and negative response.
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Nan Chi Chang
Children
1 - Quality of
en vi ronment
2 - Adults control
3 + Quantity of
dwelling space
4 + Location of
public facilities
+ Population density
Parents
1 - Neighbors' atti-
tude & behavior
2 - Quality of
environment
3 + Location of
public facilities
4 0 Quality of
public facilities
Min Sheng
- Quality of
environment
- Adults control
- Population
density
+ Quality of pu-
blic facilities
- Location of
public facilities
- Neighbors' atti-
tude & behavior
- Quality of suppor-
ting utilities
- Location of
public facilities
- Management
- Financing situation
Liu Shiang
- Quality of
environment
- Neighbors' atti-
tude & behavior
- Quantity of
outdoor space
+ No. of playmates
- Neighbors' atti-
tude & behavior
- Quality of
environment
- Quantity of
outdoor space
- Financing situation
0 Location of
public facilities
This chart reveals the followings:
a) The difference in children's perception suggests that children in
Nan Chi and Min Sheng have less interaction with other people in terms
of more perception about adult control and less mentioned playmates.
While in Liu Shiang, children tend to have more interaction with other
adults and children and hence were more aware of the importance of their
playmates. This is also supported by the time-spent pattern and field
observation which showed that there were more adults who disciplined
children not of their own, more tightly associated play groups, and
higher percentage of children playing outdoors in Liu Shiang than in the
other two sites.
b) Children are less critical about the crowdedness than the noise level.
c) The only positive evaluation of parents (location of public facilities)
happened in Nan Chi which can be explained as having a nearby and well-
equipped large open space (the Park of Youth). The complaints about the
poor quality of supporting utilities in Min Sheng can be traced to the
broken water pipes which caused the seriously flooded basement; and the
complaints about poor management in Min Sheng public housing can be ex-
plained as a result of unwilling mixture between the people from mili-
tary settlement and other low income families, and the physical confi-
guration of the building because residents are forced, and in most of
the cases, failed to cooperate with people of different attitudes to
use and maintain some shared space (corridor and courtyards).
3. Phenomenon: Although children's activity in general has common
characteristics in time spent and traveling distance range, there are
still some differences, however, in terms of time spent, types of
playmates, and types of activity across the three sites.
Interpretation: The following diagram was proposed to explore the
underlying factors which are most likely to be responsible for the situa-
tion observed.
Relation between activity patterns and other variables
Time spi
pattern
Quantity of
dwelling
space
Children's per-
ception about
the quality of
the facilities
in the play area
Children's per-
ception about
the no. of play-
mates
Parents' percep-
tion about the
safety of the
play area in
physical terms
Parents' percep-
tion about the
safety of the
play area in
social terms
The distance
between play
area and home
The layout of
the street
The height of
buildings
No. of people Overall pro-
who share a % ject size (po-
common space pulation den-
sity)
Duration of
occupancy Income
Tenure
Dwelling space
S i l tie-Types of a
playmates
Types of
activity
Parents' working
schedule
Location of faci-
lities
Layout and paving
material of the
open space
oc a s
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Due to the lack of information, this model cannot establish the
relationships between different phenomena or between different factors,
e.g., between the time spent pattern and the types of playmatese or
between the height of buildings and parents' perception of safety, etc.
However, by carefully examining the information available, the following
analysis attempts to give an approximate estimation of the contribution
of each factor to the phenomena observed.
a) Insufficient dwelling space may force children to stay outdoors
longer and make it difficult for parents to keep their children inside of
the house, however, a "sufficient" dwelling space does not necessarily
have the ability to keep children indoors. The "threshhold" of the
dwelling space which will have the effect of forcing people to stay
outside is probably more important than the amount of space itself.
b) Places where children visited most frequently are apparently very
close to their houses. Therefore, the proximity factor has an important
role in this context and the streets, which are the immediate open space
available to these children, were used frequently.
c) Circulation/open space layout is different from site to site in this
study. A more closed and less traffic-encouraged layout. may be perceived
as a sign of safety and will encourage parents to let their children
play outdoors. In this case, the narrow alleys in Liu Shiang are much
safer than the streets; the court-yards in Min Sheng have the same effect
too.
d) The effect of the height of buildings is unable to be determined, but
it may virtually show no difference between a 4-story walk-up and a 2-
story row house, although signs indicates that people living in flats tend
to have less communication between different floors than on the same one.
e) Layout of the circulation pattern and the overall project size can
determine the number of people who share a common space, which usually
is the access space such as street, corridor, courtyard and staircase.
Project size is generally decided on the policy level in which the city
as a whole is taken into consideration. The on-site circulation layout,
on the other hand, is a design consideration and probably is more critical
than the overall population density since it directs the flow of the
potential users and can encourage or discourage the social contact to
some extent. It may have even greater effect when being applied in the
low-income context because of the way people associate with their
neighbors (the proximity factor).
f) A survey of the existing public housing done by the municipality
suggests that a secure tenure doesn't guarantee a longer length of
occupancy. On the contrary, the information showed that most of the
original inhabitants sold or rented out their units after 5 years of
occupancy (see chart on page 13, "tenure transfered"). This may suggest
that the insufficient dwelling space coupled with the rising income of
that family are the major factors causing people to move.
g) Social ties such as the origin where people came from, working for
the same organization or study in the same school may have less effect
on low-income people than on middle or high income families because of
the less extended and mobil life style the low-income people have.
However, it is obvious that military personnel in Min Shang have a much
closer relationship with each other than with other residents (but this
is less significant among their children), which may be attributed to:
lived in the same settlement before, working for the same institution,
and most of them came from mainland China.
h) The closer, in physical distance, or more specifically using of the
same common space, can increase the probability of making friends between
neighbors, although it does not guarantee the friendship. This is
supported by the parents' responses that most of -the people they know
are those who live next door or nearby.
i) Quality of public facilities has an influence on the types of
activity children did only in terms of the equipment a planned open
space can provide, which greatly affect activities such as swimming,
basketball and tennis, but has less influence on informal baseball
playing, roller skating, bicycling, badminton and other group games,
because these activities do not necessarily require such "planned"
facilities, and the frequency and the location of occurance of these
activities are probably more affected by the proximity factor. The
surface material which may prohibit one game and enhance the other,
the layout of the street which may create a sense of unsafe to parents
to not let their children play outside, and the income of the family
which may prohibit children to play a specific kind of game simply
because they cannot afford the fare to and for the facility.
Public Housing Department of Taipei Municipality. THE SURVEY OF LIVING
ENVIRONMENT AND LIVING CONDITION OF EXISTING TAIPEI PUBLIC HOUSING. 1977.
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The existence of some generally not accepted activities such as
gambling and hanging out in a billiard room may be attributed to the
parents' perception and interpretation about these activities, and the
working schedule of parents. Some parents may simply not conceive such
games as gambling, and others may not have the time to watch what their
children are doing when they have to work for most of the time to earn
a living.
4. Phenomenon: Boys and girls have different activity pattern.
Interpretation: Girls tend to be told to stay at home or play
close to home more often than boys. They also tend to have more school-
mates than neighbors as their playmates. This may be heavily influenced
by the traditional perspective of their parents toward females, which
demands girls to play quietly, to help their mother to do the housework,
to attend younger siblings, etc. Because of the mandatory education,
school became an effective medium for introducing friends to them.
5. Phenonemon: The attractiveness (service range) of an open space
is affected by its size and equipment.
Interpretation: The relationship between the service range of an
open space and its size and equipments is unlikely to be linear. There
may exist a threshhold along the dimension of the size and equipment,
that when reaching that point, an open space can attract more people
from a greater distance. For those people who are attracted to come from
a distance, it is less possible for them to use the space on a daily or
even weekly base. Therefore the key point from the point of view of
open space planning is to discover the threshhold of a park/playground
to determine its effective service range.
6. Phenomenon: Parents and children in low-income families may
know much less about the city than the middle and high income people.
Interpretation: Signs from the interviews of parents and the
drawings of children indicate that both have strong local-orientation,
even though some of the families have lived in Taipei for many years.
This seems to be one of the major characteristics of low-income people,
that their explorations of the city is very limited and it may be due to
the little Leisure time they have and their inability to afford some of
the recreational services.
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RECOMMENDATIONS Problems identified Recom.mendations
which refer to proposed
On the local/design level
This section consists of 1) recommendations in general, which serve
as a guideline to direct the improvement in similar situations; 2)
recommendations especially concerned with the study areas, and 3)
recommendations concerned with future research.
The recommendation is an action of change. Before reaching this
stage, two conditions have to be fulfilled:
1) the problem has to be identifiedg
2) the causes which generate the problem have to be estimated.
As far as the first condition is concerned, the question that should be
asked in this study is: what aspect of the living environment do these
low-income people complain about the most? and the question which is
related to the second condition is: what are the factors which are most
likely to be responsible for those complaints?
The first question was answered through the analysis of users'
attitudes and behaviors and the answer to the second question has been
pointed out in the conclusion. A general statement concerning the
direction of action is given before recommendations so that the problems
can be pin pointed; notes are followed to further define the problem as
clearly as possible, then recommendations are proposed on two levels:
1) On the local/design level: recommendations follow the existing
policies, the constraints involved are generally on the local level and
are less complicated. The effect of these recommendations is more direct
but affect fewer people.
2) On the city/policy level: recommendations involve many complicated
constraints on the city and policy level, and if carried out, will cause
more fundamental changes. The effect is not so direct but affects many
more people.
The following diagram summarizes the problems identified and the
recommendations proposed.
1 Environmental
quality
2 Neighbors' atti-
tude & behavior
3 Adults control
(children only)
4 Management of
local affairs
(parents only)
5 Supporting dwelling
utilities
6 Dwelling space
7 Population density
on the neighbor-
hood level
8 Quantity of outdoor
recreational space
9 Location of public
facilities
Improve street layout
Improve circulation
layout in buildings
Exclusive use of roof space
Increase dwelling
ceiling height
Utilize on-site or
nearby vacant land
Coordinate local schools
to utilize the facilities
Reconsider the allocation
of recreational space
Improve the design, con-
tract process, and cons-
truction supervision of
public housing
On the city/policy level
Reconsider the location
of public housing
Relocate polluting indus-
tries and reinforce the
execution of environmental
law
* Utilize vacant land
Improve public trans-
portation
r Increase social ties by:
- providing secure tenure
increasing dwelling
space
- improving school as-
signing process
- improving public hou-
sing assigning process
Re-evaluate the promises
the municipality can offer
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Problems are listed in the order of their relative importance in
terms of a) frequency of reference; b) total number of negative res-
ponge of each criterion; and c) P/N ratio. 1 The lines in the diagram
indicate the contribution each recommendation has to various problems.
It is clear that most of the problems need a comprehensive and inter-
discipline solution, but two recommendations still can be identified
for their greater potential in the problem-solving process. They are:
1) to improve the street layout (which is on the design level); and
2) to increase the social ties (whcih is on the policy level). A-more
detailed illustration of the recommendations is followed.
The recommendations in general are intended to be used as a guide-
line. They are based on the analysis of users' behavior and attitude
and the causal relationship is interpreted by the author. Therefore,
it is essential to make sure that the following two conditions exist
before applying them:
1) Residents of other areas have expressed similar complaints
about their environment or more systematic research on this area validates
this pilot study;
2) The causes which generate the problem are similar to those
indicated in this study.
Recommendations in general
I Addressed to improve the quality of environment in terms of lowering
the noise level, minimizing the traffic hazards, reducing the water and
air pollution and increasing the accessibility for children to enjoy
natural environments.
Notes: 1) Noises are generated by a) residents (especially children) who
live in the same building or nearby; b) traffic which goes through
the site; c) cars and motorcycles which are generated from or
ended at the site because of the needs of some residents' occupation.
2) "Water pollution" refers to the polluted river which was caused
by dumping industrial wastes and digging the sand from the river
bed.
1 See table on page 16. These are referred to the figures listed
under "Total", "Sum of N", and the ratio between "Sum of P" and "Sum
of N" respectively.
3) Air is not only polluted by some industrial wastes but is also
strengthened by the wastes and dust caused by traffic.
4) Zoo, park, mountain area, countryside, riverfront and beach
were frequently referred to as natural environment.
Recommendations Consequences
On the local/design level
1. Selectively change/modify the layout
of some on-site streets to a dead-
end form
On the city/policy level
2. Avoid locations which are too close
to places like airport, streets with
very heavy traffic, and wholesale
market
3. Relocate the upstream polluting in-
dustries or reinforce the execution of
environmental law
4. Utilize the vacant land along the
river to become parks
5. Provide direct bus service from
identifiable low-income residential
area to city park, zoo, and other
public recreational area
- To reduce the through
traffic, its hazards,
noise and wastes
- To reduce the no. of
people who use the
street so as to reduce
the noise caused by local
residents. Also, by in-
creasing the possibility
of getting acquaintant
with each other, noise
can be more tolerable
- Can avoid heavy traffic,
noise and polluted air
- Reduce water pollution
- Increase the available
recreational space
- Increase the accessi-
bility of residents to
the recreational space
2 Addressed to reduce the conflict caused by different attitudes
possessed by residents and some social behaviors not commonly accepted
by them.
Notes: 1) Reasons which have been given are: a) "too many kinds of
people" which implies high density especially in terms of a
large number of people who share a common non-private space
(staircase, local street, alley, courtyard); and different
life styles; b) "bad influence from bad kids"; behaviors that
are not commonly accepted are: children forming a gang;
hanging around in a billiard room; gambling instead of studying;
smoking, etc. Such unacceptable behaviors also came from off-
site where rascals, hoodlums, and ruffians were gathering in
some places; c) "low morality and less public consciousness".
Parents thought it is this reason which caused people not to
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clean the public space (not even want to cooperate), but it
can also be interpreted that not only the attitude toward
maintaining the public space is different but this "not-my-
business" manner can also be reinfroced by the physical design
when such a public space (staircase, corridor, courtyard, roof,
and access streets or alleys) is shared by "too many people"
which makes tracing the responsibility of vandalism and coope-
ration among residents very difficult.
21 Other reasons which caused such conflict are: prejudice toward
less-educated neighbors; lack of understanding their neighbors;
unfriendly neighbors; habits which are considered to be too showy
and luxurious.
3) Part of children's responses can be attributed to the influence
from their parents.
Recommendations
On the local/design level
1. Change/modify the circulation layout
to a dead-end street form
(same as recommendation 1-1)
2. Reduce the no. of people served by
each staircase of corridor
3. Prohibit the roof to be used by
people other than those living in
the same building
On the city/policy level
4. Provide secure tenure and sufficient
dwelling space
5. Continue the existing educational
policy: assign children living within
the same school service range to study
at the same school, furthermore, con-
sider assigning children who live in
the same block or building to the
same class
6. When assigning dwelling units to appli- -
cants the similarity/difference of
Consequences
- To minimize the no. of
people who share the
space and increase the
possibility of acquain-
tance and cooperation
among neighbors
- (same as above)
- (same as above)
- To increase the possi-
bility of longer occupancy
hence increase the acquain-
tance among residents and
reduce conflict due to
unfamiliarity
- To increase the social
ties among residents via
schoolmates/classmates
relationship of their
children. Conflict among
parents can be reduced
through the familiarity
about their children's
playmates
- To increase the homo-
genious and to reduce the
their social status have to be con- value conflict
sidered. These social ties are: being
neighbors before, work for the same
institution or have the same occu-
pation, having the same origin, and
having the same family name
No recommendation can be made to improve the juvenile deliquency because
of the limited knowledge the author has in the fields of criminology and
education.
No recommendation is made concerning the reduction of the population
density by reducing the overall project size because of the difficulty
of breaking constraints such as the limit of available land.
3 Addressed to reduce the children's feeling of being controlled by
their parents or other adults.
Notes: From the parents' point of view, some control such as asking chil-
dren to do homework or housework, or keeping adolescent daughters
inside are necessary. This is due to the very strong traditional
and cultural perspective toward child-rearing and it is very dif-
ficult to change within a short period of time. Therefore, no re-
commendation will be suggested in this area. Other control exercised
by parents which were due to negative perceptions about the play
environment of their children can be improved through physical and
social rearrangements. The most frequently mentioned one is that
their children will have bad influence from "bad kids". This per-
ception can be real, i.e., parents did observe some unacceptable
social behaviors from their children's playmates; or it is simply
because parents do not want to allow children to play with some-
body with whom they are not familiar.
Recommendations
on the local/design level
1. Selectively change/modify the street
layout to a dead form
(same as recommendation 1-1)
On the city/policy level
2. Assign children who live in the same
block or building to the same class
(same as reconendation 2-5)
3. Improve the public housing assigning
process so that the similarity and
Consequences
- To reduce the through tra-
traffic
- To increase the social
ties among neighbors
- To increase the famili-
arity among residents
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difference of applicant's social
status can be taken into account
(same as recommendation 2-6)
4 Addressed to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of management
about local public affairs.
Notes: 1) There exist two management systems, one is the lin-li (community-
neighborhood) political structure in which the neighborhood repre-
sentative is elected by residents living within the lin's or li's
boundary, and these representatives are approved by the municipality.
This system is only concerned with things which are on the
community level such as: broken street light, blocked drainage
ditches, setting up a new post office, etc. The other system,
sometimes missing, is the committee of management. Managers are
elected by residents to maintain the building, collect the shared
service charge, etc.
2) The building management system can be operated by residents or
by government.
3) There is a tendency that once government has intervened into
the management and claim it is responsible for local affairs,
residents tend to attribute their dissatisfactions to government
even when a problem could be solved by residents themselves.
4) If a formally organized management system does not exist,
the degree of coordination depends heavily on the familiarity
among residents, the size of the group involved and the interest/
background of the involving individuals.
Recommendations Consequences
On the local/design level
1. If a formally organized management
system does not exist, it is im-
portant to maintain a small size of
social group, to increase the acquain-
tance among residents, and to minimize
the variety of backgrounds of indi-
viduals.
(refer to recommendations 1-1, 2-4,
2-5, and 2-6)
2. To improve the design of infra-
structure
- To increase the coordi-
nation among residents for
improving potential co;
hesive action
- To minimize the maintenance
problem
On the city/policy level
3. Before intervening in the local affairs,
municipality should carefully evalu-
ate its capabilities with what it can
reasonably provide
- To avoid the psychological
shift of the responsibility
from local to city and to
avoid disappointing resi-
dents in case of failing
to keep its promise
Recommendations concerning the improvement of neighborhood meeting and the
reformulation of committee of management cannot be proposed here
5 Addressed to improve the quality of dwelling utilities.
Notes: Complaints are usually concerning broken water pipes, blocked
sewage pipes, damaged water pump and broken lights in the corridor.
Furthermore, complaints are not only related to the utilities but
also to the inefficient management, uncooperative neighbor, and
difficulty of tracing the responsibility of the vandals.
Recommendations
On the local/design level
1. A well-designed, reliable utility system is essential. The design,
contract process and on-site supervision during the construction
have to be improved and reinforced.
6 Addressed to increase- the dwelling space.
Notes: The concept of "sufficient space" is very subjective, only in
some extreme cases can everyone agree what is "insufficient".
Nevertheless, the insufficient condition can be determined
through asking people and observing the way they actually use
their dwelling. Most of the families visited either have built
extra floors inside the dwelling or have converted the balcony
to a living/sleeping space. This is a sign of inadequacy.
Furthermore, almost all of the interiors of these dwellings,
with two exceptions in Liu Shiang where the family was living
in one room, were divided into small rooms by some partitions.
This shows that privacy among different family members,
especially between parents and children, is needed.
Recommendations
On the local/design level
Consequences
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1. When designing the dwelling unit, in- - Extra space can be obtained
creasing the ceiling height of part by building extra floor
or of the entire unit should be con-
sidered
On the city/policy level
Recommendations about increasing the dwelling space by reducing the buil-
ding costs such as: reduce the land speculation, increase the land acqui-
sition power of government, modulizing the constructional material, improve
the contract process and supervision of construction, provide standard
designs, etc; or increasing the accessibility of low-income people to the
housing market by lowering the interest rate of the loan or extend the
period of payment; all these have been recomemnded for years. It is not
the problem of not knowing the direction of action, but rather:, is a pro-
blem of detailed cost-benifit analysis which does not only include the
physical but also the social cost and benifit, the willingness to carry
it out and the budget allocation on the national level. Therefore, recom-
mendations of this kind are not repeatedly proposed here.
7 Addressed to reduce the on-site population density.
Notes: Crowdedness itself does not seem to exceed some critical point,
over which social structure will collapse totally as some mice
experiments suggested. Rather, it is the following situations
which bothered residents: the noise generated by other residentsi
the unmaintained public space, and the value conflict.
Recommendations Consequences
On the local/design level
1. To reduce the noise or make it more
tolerable by changing/modifying the
street layout
(same as recomemndation 1-1)
On the city/policy level
2. To increase the social ties and reduce
the value conflict by improving the
public housing and school assignment
process, providing secure tenure and
increasing dwelling space
(same as recomemndations 2-4, 2-5 and
2-6)
- (same as respective con-
sequence)
- (same as respective con-
sequences)
8 Addressed to increase the outdoor recreational space.
Notes: 1) "Increase" can be achieved in three different wayst a)
develop the undeveloped reserved recreational space to
increase the absolute amount of recreational space; b) utilize
the under-used vacant land, riverfront or school facilities,
and shift the use of circulation space into access/recreational
space; c) increase the efficiency of public transportation and
lowering the entrance fee to relatively increase the mobility
and accessibility of children.
2) The service range of a recreational space is restricted by
its size/equipment and the user's mobility.
Recommendations Consequences
On the local/design level
1. Utilize vacant land which is on site - Increase the outdoor re-
or nearby creational space
2. Coordinate primary and junior high - Increase the accessibility
schools to open their facilities to to the existing facilities
the public and space
3. Change the street layout to a dead- - Provide a substitute for
end form the planned recreational
(same as recommendation 1-1) space
On the city/policy level
More detailed recommendations about how to appropriately allocate the
planned recreational space, how to increase the efficiency of public
transportation, and how to lower the entrance fee of some facilities are
left to other experts and future studies. But recommendations of this
kind are probably less important than the improvements on the local level
since children tend to use the immediate space closest to their houses
most frequently.
9 Addressed to provide public facilities which are appropriately located.
Notes: 1) "Public facilities", from the children's point of view, generally
means the recreational facilities such. as swinning pools, baseball
field, basketball courts, etc. While from the parents' point of
view, it means bus stop, post office, bank, movie theater, market,
etc,
2) The word "appropriately located" generally means "close in
physical distance", but with some exceptions such as a noisy
airport, a busy wholesale market, or a main street with heavy
traffic, are not preferred to be nearby.
31 Since children are the main concern of this study, recommendations
will concentrate on the better located recreational space, other
types of facilities are not considered here.
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on the local/design level
1. The allocation of open space should
take the daily traveling distance of
children into consideration. It is pre-
ferred to be as close to the users as
possible. However, small size, locally
used public recreational space should
be located near main pedestrain route
to provide visual accessibility and
to avoid being "claimed" by the im-
mediate residents.
2. If it is impossible to provide suf-
ficient recreational space with con-
venient locations, local streets should
be considered to accomodate this use
by changing or modifying its layout
Recommendations about the three studied areas
Recommendations are listed according to their relative importance, as
estimated by the author. Priority is determined based on: the number of
complaints, the contribution the recommendation will have on the overall
improvement, and effort needed.
Recommendations about Non Chi Chang (site 11 and site I3)
First priority:
To reform the existing committee of management, find a way by which
residents and/or government can effectively express their demands and
supervise the managers they elected.
Second priority:
- To authorize policemen or neighborhood representatives to block the
on-site street especially in site #3 temporarily or permanently, to
minimize the through traffic.
- To clean the blocked drainage ditches.
- To coordinate the schedule of garbage collecting to match the working
schedule of most of the residents; or provide containers to store garbage
temporarily if residents cannot meet the regular collecting schedule.
- To provide post office on site by using the unoccupied ground floor
units, to provide both postal and banking service.
- To inform school about the gambling activities of some children, and
increase the frequency of home-visiting by school teachers.
- Increase the accessibility
of children
- Increase the accessibility
of children and make the
supervision easier
Recommendations about Min Sheng Locality
First priority:
To repair the broken water pipes and clean the flooded basement.
Second priority:
- To form a committee of management to handle local affairs.
- To pave the part of the main street which is beyond the flood gate so
as to reduce the air pollution caused by dust.
- To utilize the vacant land outside of the flood wall so as it can be
used for various group games.
Recommendations about Liu Shiang Community
First priority:
To carefully review the existing slum-clearance approach of the proposed
renewal project. Provide a detailed analysis which includes the physical,
economic and social costs and benefits. Clarify the objective of this
renewal project and establish performance measurements to be used in
evaluating the success/failure of the project.
Also, to review the detailed plan (the street layout plan) proposed by
the municipality, to minimize the through traffic and increase social
control over circulation space.
Second priority:
- To consider legalizing the illegally-built squatters. Provide technical
and/or financial aid to squatters and renters to rebuild, rehabilitate
the dwellings, or assist them to purchase houses from the market.
- To carry out a detailed study of this area, seiLectively modify the
street layout to: reduce the through traffic; shift pure circulational
use to access/recreational use.
- To utilize the vacant land along the riverfront for recreational
use, and regulate the sand dredging activity.
Recommendations about future research
Recommendations proposed here concern the future research as a
means of identifying the problems rather than efforts to find the
solutions.
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Recommendations
1. Since the general recommendations proposed previously are based on
the identification of the attitudes and activity patterns these re-
sidents exhibited, it is therefore essential to carry out further
research to validate that similar attitudes and activity pattern also
exist among other low-income people who live in different physical
environments.
2. It has been suggested in this study, that improving the circulation
layout and increasing the social ties are the two major tools to im-
prove the living environment of low-income people. Since street lay-
out is the main concern of physical designers, further study is
necessary to find out under what conditions what type of street lay-
out improvement and street control is effective and efficient, For
example, if street is permanently designed and built in a dead-end
form, it requires less bureaucratic coordination than if it can be
blocked by local residents or government on a temporary basis, but
once it has been built it is very difficult to be reversed, and some-
times undesired social interaction is also forced to occur by such
physical form.
Other variables such as street section and length, building types and
population density, and the location of the concerned street in the
overall circulation network have to be considered in the improvement
of street layout.
3. The current urban renewal policy mainly emphasizes the physical aspect
of a "deteriorating" area, and it also lacks the means of evaluating
the success or failure of a renewal project. Hence comprehensive and
clear indicators have to be established to estimate the social, eco-
nomic and physical characteristics of a deteriorated environment and
the performence of a renewal program.
4. One of the current public housing policies is directed toward highrise
development (buildings over six stories) for the reason of limited
land available, but there is no study whatsoever, to estimate the im-
pact of the highrise on the low-income people's life pattern, child
care and playing behavior, neighboring relationship, juvenile deli-
quency, management, etc. Therefore, such research is needed to care-
fully examine the result of this policy.
5. Finally, the goals, objectives, performence measurements, and cons-
traints of existing public housing policy are either missing or vague,
and the process of formulating the policy is not clear. Therefore, a
comprehensive and systematic study is needed to explore other alter-
native policies and to establich means of predicting and evaluating
the results of these policies.
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APPENDIX I
THREE SELECTED AREAS
NAN CHI CHANG
MIN SHENG
LIU SHIANG
In each of the three studied areas, the in-
formation presented here includes: descrip-
tion of the important features of the loca-
lity, site and dwellings; the related photo-
graphes; the field observation and the loca-
tion of the park-user's home.
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1 NAN CHII CHANG
Ch
D
H
M
P
R
S
T
Church
District Government
Health
Market
Police
Recreation
School
Temple
Main street
North-South Freeway
Primary information
site (sq. m)
population
population density
(net, person/ha)
average annual
income
building type
dwelling unit
(sq. m)
development mode
Site #1
20,944
5,539
2,647
NT$95,912
US$2,534
5-story
walk-ups
26.7-46
public,
instant
year of construction 1975
Site #3
15,424
4,099
2,664
NT$92,150
US$2,425
5-story
walk-ups
21.4-44.6
public,
instant
1975
A more detailed information is listed on
"site selection" (page 11).
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Background
The two sites were part of the Wan-Ta Urban
Renewal Project carried out in 1974-75. Be-
fore it was renewed, this area was occu-
pied by a large number of low-income people
living as squatters, many of the houses
were illegally-built and in poor condition.
The purpose of the Wan-Ta project was to
renew the two oldest districts in the city:
Wan Hwa and Ta Tung. Under the project
3,210 dwelling units were demolished which
contained 4,879 households. 4,036 units of
public housing and infrastructure such as
streets, water supply and drainage systems
were constructed. Most of the original
residents were relocated to public housing.
Units of the same category were assigned
by lottery, and they were subsidized by the
municipality in order to be purchased. Loan
were available of up to 80% of the housing
costs at 6% annual interest for 15 years.
Locality
1. The Park of Youth, converted from a golf
course in 1975, is equipped with many faci-
lities and became a major recreational space
in the city.
2. The horse-riding club and practice track,
is the only horse-back riding facility in
the city.
3. The flood wall, blocks the physical and
visual access to the river with the only
opening being the flood gate.
4. The expressway, built on top of the flood
wall, is a part of the inner expressway net-
work which was opened recently (1978), but
due to the incomplete road network, the
traffic in this area is light.
5. The wholesale vegetable market, is lo-
cated 500 meters to the south-east of the
sites, and is a major wholesale center in
the southern part of the city. Its daily
operation usually starts at 2 o'clock in
the morning.
6. Wan Ta Road, is a major local street
with heavy traffic.
7. Kuang Jen Primary School, is a private,
religious-related and relatively expensive
school, but it has a good reputation for
its musical education.
8. Keh Nan Street, used to be a major local
street which served most of the squatter
settlements in this area, and it became a
minor street after the renewal project.
Traffic volume is relatively heavy in com-
parison to its width.
9. Site #11, is one of the other eighteen
sites in this area which are under cons-
truction or will be used for public housing
in the future. In this site, fifteen 12-
story apartments were just completed.
10. Squatter settlements and military
settlements, consist mostly of low-rise
buildings, and the dwelling conditions very
from poor to fair.
11. Rsin Tien River, is one of the three
rivers which run across the Taipei basin.
Although it is still considered to be the
cleanest river in Taipei, the pollution
problem is nevertheless serious.
Site and Dwelling
- The dwelling size is small (under 45 sq.
meters) so that they are affordable by the
low-income families.
- Because the available land is limited,
the site contains as many units as possible,
the only remaining open space on-site is
the space required by the building code,
and is mainly used for circulation.
- Site #3 is more disrupted by traffic due
to its location (surrounded by streets) and
the on-site street layout which is sometimes
used as a shortcut by the local traffic.
- The ground floor layout is different. Shops
in site #1 open to both the main access and
the "back-alley" between buildings, but in
site #3, the ground floor can only be
approached from one side, there is no access
to the "back-alley".
- Most of the dwellings were divided into
rooms by partitions built by residents or
small contractors. An extra floor (mezza-
nine) was added, and the sleeping/living
area was extended to the balcony on the
second floor.
- Many of the ground floor units were ori-
ginally designed as commercial use, but are
now only used as a residence. It is obvious
that the area can not support so many shops.
- The interior space is clean and well
maintained, but not many people help to
maintain the shared space such as staircase
and sidewalk.
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Fifth floor
Family structure:
Mother (widow, illiterate), 3 sons and 2
daughters
Occupation of the househead:
Sewing clothes, sweeping streets for the
community
Tenure: Rental
Year of occupancy: Since june 1975
Third floor
Family structure:
Father, mother, 2 sons and 1 daughter
Occupation of househead:
Shce-maker (father)
Tenure: Ownership
Year of occupancy: Since August 1975
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PHOTOGRAPH (NAN CHI CHANG)
Upper left and right: Pictures were taken from site
#1 toward site #3'(left) and the concrete flood wall
(right). The street which surrounds the Park does not
have much traffic and it is partially used as play
area in the morning or late afternoon.
Lower left: Street scene on site #3.
Lower middle: Some residents who live on the second
floor have converted the balcony into living/sleep-
ing area, although this is illegal according to the
building code.
Lower right: Interior scene shows the mezzanine built
by the owner. The ceiling height of the dwelling unit
is 268 cm and the height of the mezzanine floor is
only 60 cm.
(Opposite page)
Upper left: Street scene on site #3. The fussball
on the sidewalk continuously attracts boys of ten
to fifteen years old to play.
Upper right: Streets are commonly used for ball
playing. Girls are generally not actively parti-
cipating the game. Children usually play under the
shadow to avoid the sun.
Lower left: Five junior high school students are
gambling. Gambling activity is common in this area.
Lower right: Eight boys (four between 10-15, and four
under 10) are playing marbles at the unpaved corner
on site #3. This corner is one of those "activity
spots" at where children play frequently.
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On Site Observation (Site No. 1)
Date : Thursday, 5:20-5:40 PM, August 17, 1978
Weather: Sunny Bi:
BS:
E :
G :
Gb:
Sk:
Tk:
Bicycling
Ball playing
baseball playing
Eating
Group game
Gambling
Skating
Talking
On Site Observation (Site No. 3)
Date : Thursday, 5:45-6:10 PM, August 17, 1978
Weather: Sunny
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1: Place at where children
gathered most frequently
Direction of movement
Site #1
- Less gambling activity
was observed on this
site.
- Entrances to the base-
ment are located between
the buildings, and acti-
vities were occurred in
the "back-alleys".
Site #3
- The two "spots" along
the main street on the
east side (the "eating
spots") were also used
for group games and gam-
bling in the morning.
- There was no activity
happened in those "back-
alleys" during the ob-
servation.
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site #1
No. of children observed: 163
No. of children who live
in site #1 (estimated) : 2320
Percentage of children
played outdoors (%) : 7.02
No.
A
0
of children observed
Soy (10-15) :51
Girl (10-15) 35
Boy (under 10): 48
Girl (under 10): 29
site #3
No. of children observed: 168
No. of children who live
in site #3 (estimated) : 1491
Percentage of children
played outdoors (%) : 11.26N
1:2000
No. of children observed
A Soy (10-15) :50
0 Girl (10-15) 29
A roy (under 10): 51
0 Girl (undcr 10): 35
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Nan Chi Chang 39
Park-User's Home Location
Boy (10-15 years old)
Girl (10-15 years old)
Shaded areas are existing and planned public
facilities.
There were another eight children (four boys,
four girls) who came from suburbs which are
far beyond the map can cover are not plotted
here. The distance between the Park and these
eight children's houses are between 3.5 and 5
kilometers.
1 Site #1
3 Site #3
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TAIPEI INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT C
Church
District Government
Health
Market
Police
Recreation
School
Temple
Main street
North-South Freeway
Primary information
site (sq. m)
population
population density
(net, person/ha)
average annual
income
building type
5,768
965
1,673
NT$93,480
US$2,460
4-story walk-up
dwelling unit 40-46.7
(sq. m)
development mode public,instant
year of construction 1971
A more detailed information is listed on
"site selection" (page ll).
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LOCALITY PLAN
Min Sheng 41
Background
The site is located to the north-east of
the Min Sheng East Road Community, a com-
munity developed since 1971 and is currently
considered as one of the best residential
areas in Taipei.
The Min Sheng Community is adjacent to the
Taipei International Airport in the north,
and Chi Lung River in the west. A community
development program was initiated in 1964
to accommodate part of the expanding popu-
lation. A total of 118.02 hectares of land
was consolidated and replotted. After re-
plotting 55% of the land was returned to
the original landlords, the rest 45% was
reclaimed for public purposes. The public
housing being studied was also built on the
reclaimed land. By using this 45% of the
land, the municipality could provide suf-
ficient public facilities such as parks,
playgrounds, schools, market, sewage dis-
posal plant, water supply system and gas
station.
Physical construction was started in 1971
and continued through the present time. The
community has not been fully developed and
16% of the land is still vacant. It was es-
timated that the community can accommodate
60,000 people when it reaches the final
stage.
Locality
1. The Taipei International Airport, is
directly adjacent to the community, and
creates a high level of noise when jet
planes are landing or taking-off.
2. A brick kiln, which is visually blocked
by the flood wall, and only the chimney
can be seen.
3. The flood wall; because of the low ele-
vation of this area (4 to 8 meters above
sea level), it was subjected to periodic
flooding during the typhoon season, and the
wall was built to protect this area.
4. Fu Yuan Street, a major local street.
The part which is beyond the flood gate is
unpaved and dust was blown to the residential
area by the seasonal wind when there are
traffic.
5. The Chi Lung River, is subjected to
serious pollution, and is the dirtiest river
in Taipei. It can not be seen from the site
because of the flood wall.
6. A park, which is one of the 22 parks in
this community, well-equipped and well-
nlanted, is heavily used by resident.
7. A bus terminal; a temporary bus terminal
was established or the undeveloped and un-
paved stre-t.
P.Min Sheng Junior High School, is one of
the two existing junior high schools in this
community, and is equipped with a swimming
pool.
9. Min Ch'uan Primary School, is one of the
three existing primary schools in this con-
munity.
10. 4-story walk-ups. most of the housing
types in this community are 4-story walk-ups,
occupied by middle-income people and govern-
ment employees. The selected site contains
the only public housing for low-income fa-
milies in this community.
Site and Dwelling
- The two courtyards are the major space
shared by the residents.
- Single and double-loaded corridor were
employed for the internal circulation.
- The size of dwelling units is small (be-
tween 40 and 46 sq. meters). An extra floor
(mezzanine) built by residents or small con-
tractors is popular.
- Among the 192 households, approximately
fifty families are military personnel who used
to live in a military settlement, and still
maintain a close relationship to each other.
- The basement is seriously flooded due tc
the broken drainage system, and it became a
place of generating mosquitos and flies.
- Beside the main street (Fu Yuan Street),
streets on the other three sides have almost
no traffic, and are used for play areas by
children.
- The interior of each dwelling unit is
clean and well maintained, but the corridor,
staircase and courtyards are neglected.
Dwelling units
Floor Plan
LR Livilng 'oo
D Dining/Eatin Are
B Bedroom
K Kitchen/Cookine Area
T Toilet/atihroom
L Laundry (,ashr)
C Cluset
R Pom (multi-use)
rf Rfieao
sh -hri-nc
t Ielevision Set
Double Be
'zzane eFloer
Family structure:
Father, mother, 1 son
3 daughters
Occupation of househead
Taxi driver (father),
tarmer (Ot:er)
Tenure:
Ownership
Year of occpancy:
3 years
-he interior phctograph
orresponds to this floor
plan.
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Field Observation
Morning 9:25-9:30 AM!
On Site
Date : Thursday, August 17, 1978
A Roy (10-15) : 5
* Girl (10-15) :1
A Boy (under 10): 4
0 Girl (under 10): 4
Bi: Bicycling Bs: Baseball playing
BI: Ball playing E : Eating
Afternoon 3:55-4:10 PM
G : Group game Sk: Skating ' . Place at where children -: Direction of movement
Gb: Gambling Tk: Talking /' gathered most frequently
A Ecy (10-15) : 28 Evening 9:35-9:40 PM A Boy (10-15) : 2
* Girl (10-15) : 10 0 Girl (10-15) : 2
A Boy (under 10): 25 A Boy (under 10): 1
o Gir1 (under 10): 21 0 Girl (under 10): 2
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Min Sheng 43
Park-User's Home Location
A Boy (10-15 years old)
* Girl (10-15 years old)
There was a girl whose house was about 1.2
kilometers to the north of the park and can
not be covered by this map.
(Opposite page)
No. of children observed: 84 (in the afternoon)
No. of children who live
in this public housing : 368 (estimated)
Percentage of children
played outdoors (%) : 22.82%
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44 Min Sheng
PHOTOGRAPH (MIN SHENG)
Upper left: The north facade of the building, the
flood wall, and one of the two machinegun towers. A
group of children are gathering on the top of the
flood wall chatting and watching air planes. On the
background is the mountain in Nei Hu. Note that
most of the balconies have been converted into
living space and sidewalks are used for storage.
Upper right: The south facade of the building and
the private built walk-ups opposite to it. A group
of children are gathering around an ice cream push
cart.
Lower left: This interior scene which corresponds
to the floor plan shown previously, shows the mezza-
nine built by the owner. Bunk bed is commonly used.
Lower right: One of the two courtyards which are
frequently used by children. These two courtyards
are not maintained by residents.
Liu Shiang 45
3 LIU SHIANG
Church
District Government
Health
Market
Police
Recreation
School
Temple
Main street
North-South Freeway
Primary information
site (sq. m)
population
population density
(net, person/ha)
average annual
income
building type
dwelling unit
(sq. m)
development mode
44,197
5,845
1,322
NT$139,920
US$3,682
most one and two
stories row houses
49 (average)
private,progressive
year of construction more than 20 years
A more detailed information is listed on
site selection" (page 11).
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46 Liu Shiang
Background
The site is located in one of the oldest
developed districts in Taipei. In 1968, a
survey showed that this area possessed almost
all the common characteristics of a slum:
very poor sanitation and housing conditions,
lack of all the major facilities, crowded
low-income people with a high percentage of
dependent population (children and elderly),
a high percentage of large households or
extended families with more than 7 people,
a high unemployment rate, a high percentage
of renters, and mixed land use between light
industry and residential area. This area
also has a high rate of prostitution due to
the close proximity to the nearby red-light
district, it also has a relatively high per-
centage of immigrants from the rural area,
because of the central location and the low
living expenses. Emerging from similar origns
and religion, these immigrants and the old
residents have formed informal organizations
based on religion or family ties which have
influence on their social life.
After a levee was constructed in 1963, the
periodic threats of floods in the typhoon
season ended. In 1968, the widening of the
two main streets, Huan Ho South Road and Ho
Ping West Road, and the construction of the
Hua Chiang Bridge, greatly increased the
accessibility from this area to other parts
of the city; the commercial activity also
was stimulated, and sanitation conditions
have been greatly improved.
In June 1976, the municipality initiated ann
urban renewal project, under which, Liu
Shiang community was selected for demons-
tration. A competition of the physical design
was held in 1978, and if carried out according
to the first prize, this area will be re-
placed by five to eight story buildings for
low-income people. Detailed program is still
under preparation.
Locality
1. Hua Hsi Street, used to be a famous "red-
light district". The business has dropped
sharply in recent years.
2. Kuang Chon Street, many local food stands
and salesman gather here after 5 pm to form
a temporary market until 1 o'clock in the
morning and attract many people.
3. Lung Shan Primary School, most of the
Floor Plan
children in the site attend this school.
4. Huan Ho South Road, is a major street
which serves the through traffic in a north-
south direction and is part of the inner
expressway system.
5. Ho Ping West Road, is a major artery
across the eastern and southern part of the
city.
6. Hua Chang Bridge, is one of the three
bridges across the Tan Sui River connects
the western part of the Taipei basin.
7. Public housing. An urban renewal project
was carried out in 1971 to improve the envi-
ronment and replot the land, and 5-story
walk-ups which contain 473 dwelling units
were built by the municipality. The second
phase of the project is under construction.
8. Playground. There are only two playgrounds
on site, and are located at the southern and
south-west end of the site. They are the
"left over" space from the renewal project.
The nearest off-site recreational space is
the basketball courts and the park along the
bank.
9. Building on site. 22% of the buildings
have been built 16 years ago, and half were
built immediately after the construction of
the levee in 1963.
Site and Dwelling
- 58% of the residents have lived in this
area for more than ten years.
- 24% of the land is used for circulation:
streets and alleys. Because of the site loca-
tion, on-site streets are used mainly by the
local traffic and pedestrain.
- Streets and alleys are used for various
activities other than circulation: drying
clothes, playing, sitting, talking and park-
ing; part of the street space is also used
for temporary storage.
- Although there are many other variants of
the floor plan, the one shown here represents
a typical use of the row house. The owner
divided it into two rooms and rented it to
two families. They share the kitchen, toilet
and bathroom, and each has a part of the li-
ving area. Due to the inadequate space, one
of the families built a mezzanine inside the
room.
I National Institute for Research and Training in
conmunity Development. AI SHIANG LU LIU COMMUNITY
SURVEY REPORT. 1968
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Living Room
Die ig/Ealing Area
Bedlroom
Kitchen/Cooking Area
Toilet/Dathroom
Laundry (Washer)
Closet
Room (multi-use)
Refrigerator
Shrine
Television Set
~ Single Led
Double Bed
SMezzanine Floor
(Referred to the family with
the mazzanine floor)
Family structure:
Father, mother, 2 daughters
and 1 son
Occupation of househead:
(not available)
Tenure:
Rental
Year of occupancy:
Five and half years
(Opposite page)
PHOTOGRAPH (LIU SHIANG)
Upper left: View toward south. The
5-story public housing is contrast
to the densely built low-rise.
Levee is on the right.
Upper right: Scene of the bank,
shows the sand dredging activity,
basketball courts and expressway.
Children sometimes play in those
sand piles.
Lower left: Street scene shows the
typical row houses.
Lower right: Interior scene of a
row house, this shot corresponds
to the floor plan shown later.
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48 Liu Shiang
On Site Observation
Date Friday, 3:25-5:00 PM, August 18, 1978
Weather: Sunny
Bi: Bicycling 7
Bl: Ball playing
Bs: Baseball playing 2
E: Eating
G: Group game Z_
Gb: Gambling ( /
Sk: Skating
Tk: Talking
k
: Place at where children gathered most
frequently )
-: Direction of movement le,
No. of children observed:
A Boy (10-15) : 93 -
*Girl (10-15) : 24 /
a Boy (under 10): 96
OGirl (under 10): 102
No. of children observed: 315
No. of children who live
in this mite (estimated): 1678
Percentage of children 0X
played outdoors (8) :18.77 ~7$
A/
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T
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(opposite page) %
PHOTOGRAPH (LIU SHIANG)r
Upper left: A "pocket park" which is a "left over"*
space from the renewal project, is frequently used
by children.
Lower left: Junior high school students are gambling Sho
by using marbles and cards. It has been frequently
observed in this area.
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Park-User's Home Location
For "pocket park" users:
A Boy (10-15 years old)
* Girl (10-15 years old)
For basketball courts users:
Boy (10-15 years old)
Girl (10-15 years old)
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APPENDIX U[
THIRTY EIGHT CASES
NAN CHI CHANG .(Case 1-18)
MIN SHENG
LIU SHIANG
Case Study No
(Case 19-29)
(Case 30-38)
L L
In each of the following thirty eight cases
the information is presented in a format
shown on the right. These cases are the main
resource from which many conclusions and
recommendations are drawn. It is the author's
intention to present these case studies as
close to their original form as possible so
that other interpretations can also be made
from different viewpoints.
Case Study No.
It is listed in according to
the age of the children (from
young to old) and the sex
(boys are listed first), and
is corresponding to the list-
ed sequence on page 17.
Background Information
It includes the general back-
ground information of the
family (household size, num-
ber of inhabitants, length of
residence, origin, and the
occupation of the parents);
of the child (age, sex, school
attended); and of the dwelling
(building type, unit floor
area, floor area per person,
and tenure).
The abbreviation used is as
follows:
in "Household size":
GF: Grandfather
GM: Grandfather
F: Father
M: Mother
B: Boy(s)
G: Girl(s)
C: Child(ren)
in "The child":
M: Male
F: Female
Time Budget
The total awaken time spent
of a child in the day prior
to the interview is shown in
according to the different
spatial use.
a) public: streets, vacant
land, field under crop, etc.
b) semi-public: schools,
parks, markets, stores, etc.
c) semi-private; corridors,
courtyards, sidewalks in
front of a house which is
"claimed" by the residents,
etc.
d) private: the interior of
one's house.
-_ _ -
The Child's Drawing
Each original drawing is drawn
on a piece of 40cm x 40cm
paper. To facilitate the com-
parison between the child's
perception and the reality
the drawing shown here is
arranged in such a way that
its orientation is approxi-
mately the same with that of
the locality plan. By doing
so , the Chinese notes written
by the child (sometimes by
the author) is not necessarily
in a correct reading position.
The Dwelling Plan
It shows the interior lay-
out and the furniture
arrangement whenever is
recorded. The notation used
is listed as follows:
LR Living Rocm
D Dning/Eating Area
BR Bedroom
K Fitchen/Cooking Area
' Toilet/Bathroom
L Laundry (Washer)
c Closet
B Room (multi-use)
rf Refrigerator
sh Shrine
tv Television set
I Single Beci
Double Bed
Mezzanine I loor
Space Perception & Activity
Location Plan
This is a graphic summary of
the child's perception about
his place and the regular and
specific locations of his
daily activity. It includes
the followings:
a) the scale of the plan. The
plan covers an area of 670m x
900m within which most of the
children's drawings fell;
b) the orientation of the
plan;
c) the positive attributes to
which the child has expressed
a positive feeling or action,
i.e., he likes to go there,
he usually plays there, and/
or he went there in the pre-
vious day;
d) the negative attributes to
which the child has expressed
a negative feeling or action,
i.e., he does not like to go
there, he considers it as
dangerous or unattractive,
and/or he is not allowed to
go there;
e) the representation of the
child's drawing. This is done
by plotting the child's local
drawing on an on scale locality
map so that the area covered,
the orientation and the impor-
tant physical/spatial elements
of his drawing can be dis-
covered by comparing to the
real world.
f) Location of specific acti-
vity. It shows the places where
the child acturally went on the
privious day. The number cor-
responds to that shown in the
time budget.
The Child's Drawing
(about Taipei city)
Whenever a map about Taipei
city is drawn by the child
it is also shown here. The
original size of the map is
40cm x 40cm.
Interview
The text is translated from
the recorded conversation
which is in Chinese (man-
darin) or in Taiwan dialect.
"Q" represents "Questions"
asked by the interviewer,
and "A" represents "Answers"
expresse' - _- 1 ,i 1 -' t o
- rents. c: -tant
p.,ecot t:iCl ,_ :-
such as greetin xchang o, re-
peated questi  wers,
explanation - 'r t ose of
tre iterview t, -as been
c during the tran-
slation. Some of the answers
which have been abstracted as
the background information
were also eliminated.
The number and the positive
or negative signs in front of
the text represent the criteria
the interviewee is using in
evaluation and are identified
(or interpreted) by the author.
A positive sign "+" means
a positive judgement, and
a negative sign "-" means
the reverse. When there is
no sign accompanied it means
that the interviewee is only
referring to that criterion
but does not use it to judge
his present environment.
The corresponding attitudes
represented by the numbers
are listed as follows:
For children:
1. Sufficient quantity of dwelling
space
2. Sufficient quantity of outdoor
recreational space
3. Convenient location of public
facilities
4. Better quality of supporting
utilities
5. Lower population density
6. Better quality of public faci-
lities
7. More homogenious neighbors'
attitudes and behaviors
8. Better environmental quality
9. More secure tenure
10.Better financing situation
ll.Less adults' control
12.More playmates
For parents:
1. Sufficient quantity of dwelling
space
2. Sufficient quantity of outdoor
recreational space
3. Convenient location of public
facilities
4. Better quality of supporting
utilities
5. Lower population density
6. Better quality of public faci-
lities
7. More homogenious neighbors'
attitudes and behaviors
8. Better environmental quality
9. More secure tenure
10.Better financing situation
ll.Better management on local
public affairs
52 Nan Chi Chang Case Study
Space Perception & Activity Location Plan
Case Study Nol % J
Locality: Nan Chi Chang Space Perception & Aetivity Location I U
The Family Plan LJLJHousehold size F, M, 2B, 2G
No. of inhabitants:7(with another Positive attributes
Length of residence: 3 years electrician)
Origin:Taiwan Negative attributes
Occupation: Father: Electrician 
--::,
Mother:Sewing Representation of
The Child
Sex:?)
Age: 10
School/Grade:Hsin Ho Elementary
School/4th grade
The Dwelling
Type:5-Story walk-up
Unit floor area (sq m) :33.8
Floor area per person (sq m) :5.6
Tenure of existing dwelling:Rental
Tenure of previous dwelling:Rental
(Illegally built)
child's draw
Location of
activity
0 50m
1150040
Time Budget AM PMi
1n 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 121 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1112 1
public area
semi-public area2
semi-private area
ing
specific
N
The Child's Drawing
I Home
2. Place near the electric transformer
3. In front of the house
Korien School
tZE I1
Transformers
Park
private area
cz:::::
Nan Chi Chang Case Study 53
The Dwelling PlanInterview
The Child
Q: Can you describe the place you lived before in
Keh Nan Street?
A: (The mother said: he did not live there. At that
time he was living in my parents' house in Hsin
Chu, only my husband and I came to Taipei and
tried to earn a living).
Q: Then, can you describe the place you lived in
Hsin Chu?
A: The place we lived was close to the beach. My
grandpa had to work on the farm.
Q: Where did you play at that time?
A: We played in front of the house, sometimes on the
beach. We had many neighbors.
Q: Can you draw me a map and show me the place you
live?
A: This is the street in front of the building; this
is the Park; this is the Korean School; this is
the building we live in; this is another building.
Q: Where do you usually go?
A: The Park; a place behind my house; and the three
transformers which I usually play on top of them.
Q: Who goes with you?
A: The children who live next door.
Q: What do you play?
A: We play different roles as though we were adults;
we highjump by using rubber strings as bars.
(The mother said: He plays with the boys and girls
of our neighbors.)
Q: Are there places where you are not allowed to
go?
11~A: The Park of Youth. (Later he said he did not
know.) (The mother said: Our children have
been to the Park less than ten times since we
moved here.)
Q: Are there places which you think are dangerous?
A: The roof. If we are not careful then we might
8 fall down. And the street where there is much
8~ traffic. (The mother said: There were many kids
7- who smoked the "super glue" and a kid fell down
after he had smoked the glue. Only recently,
when the police increased the frequency of their
patrols, have the number of kids who smoke-
decreased).
Q: Is there anyplace you don't like to go?
A: ......
Q:
A:
Q:
A:
Do you think you will still live here in the
future?
...... (The mother said: We don't know.)
How many neighbors do you know?
Four. Two on this floor; one on the fifth floor;
one on the third floor.
Q: How many children do you know?
A: (Starts to count) About fifteen. Most of them
are younger than I.
Q:
A:
Q:
A:
Where do your three closest friends live?
They all are living next door to us.
Where do you usually go with your friends?
We usually play around the transformers, or a
place at the back of this building, or play in
front of the house.
Q: Do your parents not allow you to play at certain
places?
A
11
4-
8~Q:
A:
...... (The mother said: I don't let him play
on the roof or on the street.)
If you want to be alone, where will you go?
I will take a walk to the Park.
Q: What kind of weather don't you like?
A: Rainy days, especially when it accompanies wind.
Q: What do you do when it rains?
A: I stay inside in the classroom and read the books,
if I am at school.
Q:
A:
+Q:
54A:
Q:
8-A:
Q:
A:
Are there places where you can do anything you
like?
Is this place crowded?
No.
Is this place noisy?
Sometimes.
Can you tell me what you did all day yestderday?
I woke up at about 6:30. And then I read the
newspaper on the sidewalk. I did my homework
from 8:30 to 9:00. Then I helped my mother do
some housekeeping until 10:30. 1 took a walk
to the transformers and wandered around for
about half an hour. I came back for lunch at
noon. After lunch I watched TV for half an
hour. I stayed at home and played inside until
my mother woke up at 3:30. I went to the alley
and played there with my brothers, sister, and
neighbors. I came home at about 4:30 and
mopped the floor. I watched TV cartoon for
one hour before we ate dinner at seven.
After dinner my brother, neighbors and I went
outside and enjoyed the cool air on the sidewalk.
We played in front of the house for a while and
I went to bed at 10:30.
Q: Can you draw me another map and show me your
impression about Taipei city?
A: I have been to the Valley of Hain Tien River. I
also have been to the Far East Department Store and
Wan NienDepartment Store, and Yuan Shan. I went
to these places with either my mother or neigh-
bors. (Starts to draw.) These are mountains,
this is the valley; we had Bar-B-Q here; we swam
here; my mother and my younger brother went
boating.
Q: Where is the best place in Taipei that you want
to live in?
8"A: I would prefer a quiet place.
The Mother
Q: How many neighbors do you know?
A: I don't know many. I don't go out very often.
The only family with which we are acquainted is
the one living next door.
Q: Compared to the place you lived before, is this
place better or worse?
A: I worked in Wan Hua when we were living in Keh
Nan Street. I have no idea about whether it is
good or bad.
Q: What does your child do after school?
A: He always plays inside. He doesn't go out.
Q: Are there places where you don't allow him to go?
A: No. My children never ask me to take them to any
place. Last time, when my son's school was pre-
paring the trip for graduating students, he
didn't even ask me if he could go. My husband
and I have to work hard; children know that we
don't have time or money to take them out.
Q: Do you know where his close friends live?
A: I don't know. It is always his friends who come
and ask him to go out. .He does not go to other
people's house very often.
Q: Where do they go?
A: He doesn't go out with his friends very often.
He always stays at home after school hours.
Q: Does this place have any good or bad influence
on your child?
1~A: It has no special influence... .People who are
7 willing to live in a place like this are all
low-income families.
Q: Did you attend the neighborhood meetings before?
A: No. I never go to the meeting. All things
like these are taken care of by my husband.
Q:
A:
Q:
A:
Has any suggestion been proposed by the resi-
dents during the meeting?
I know nothing about that.
Where were you born?
I was born and grew up in Hsin Chu.
Q: Compared with the place where you were born, is
this place better or worse?
A: In the rural area we had to work under the strong
0+ sunlight, although we still have to work the load
is not so heavy. The children still have to work.
The boy is now working with his father because
1 the electrician is sick. The house is too small
for us. We need to build another story and to
let the children sleep there.
Q: In your opinion, where is the best place to live
in Taipei, in terms of child-rearing and child-
development?
A: I don't know. I have to work all day long and I
don't have time to wander around.
Q: What is your expectation for the child?
A: I only wish he can have as much education as
possible. I will not force him into any field
he does not like, but I will do my best to sup-
port him. If he is unable to study in the
school, then I would prefer that he learn some
skill and earn a living.
Q: How much do your spend on rent, water, electricity
and fuel each month?
A: The rent is twenty-one hundred (US$58.30). For
water, it is about seventy dollars (US$1.90). We
don't use too much gas. We use about one and a
half tanks of gas every month.
Q: How much do you and your family earn every month?
A: The amount of what my sawing work can earn de-
pends on how much work I can do. Generally, the
total income of my family is between six and eight
thousand per month (US$167-222). If the man can-
not earn enough money to support his family, then
the woman has to work.
Q: Is there anything that you think the government
should do for this neighborhood?
A: I don't know.
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Q: Can you describe the place where you lived before?
A: We lived in a big four-story walk-up apartment.
Q: Where did you play?
A: Sometimes we played in the house, sometimes at
school.
Q: Can you draw me a map and show me the place
where you live now?
A: (Starts to draw) This is the Park in front of
our house. This is Chang Tai Street. Next to
Tung Yuan Primary School is a military base, and
next to the base is the Wan Ta Primary School.
This is the Wan Ta Road.
Q: Where do you usually play?
A: In the Park. The street in front of our house
is where we play baseball.
Q: With whom do you play?
A: My neighbors.
Q: How many neighbors do you know?
A: Many. There are only a few I don't know.
Q: Are they your age?
A: Some are younger, some are older.
Q: Where do you go with your playmates?
A: We go to the Park most of the time. Sometimes
we play on the street in front of our house.
Q: Are there places you think are dangerous?
87 A: Chang Tai Street where there is much traffic and
8 Wan Ta Road also because of the heavy traffic.
Q:
8 A:
11
with my neighbors.
Q: Can you draw me a map and show me your impres-
sion of Taipei city?
A: (First was hesitant, then starts to draw) This
is the Yu Chen Primary School; there is a pedes-
trian bridge in front of the school; there is a
junior high school (Nan Kang) and the railroad.
Q: Where is the place you would like best to live
in Taipei?
A: I'd like to live in the place we lived before.
Q: Can you tell me what you did all day yesterday?
A: I woke up at seven. I went to visit my class-
mate who lives in the barber shop, but he was
not at home. I stayed at home until 10:30,
then I played badminton with my cousin in front
of the house. We played badminton for about one
hour. We ate lunch at twelve. After lunch I
played games with children about twelve until
2:00. Then I played car-race with another neigh-
bor until 4:30. From five to six I went up-
stairs to play "hide-and-seek". We had dinner
around 6:30; but before we ate our dinner, I
went to my cousin's house on the fifth floor of
another building to watch TV cartoons. From
7:30 until 9:30 I sat in front of our house
drinking tea with my father. I went to bed at
9:30.
Are there places where you are not allowed to go?
The riverfront.
Q: Besides home, where are the three places you
like to go the most?
2+A: The Park, Keh Nan Street, and the street in
3+ front of my house.
Q: Do you know what the place where you used to
live looks like now?
A: It is just the same as it was.
Q: Do you think you will still live here in the
future?
A: It is uncertain, I have to ask my father.
Q: Where do your three best friends live?
A: One lives in the barber shop, one lives next door
to us, the third one lives opposite our house.
They are our neighbors.
Q: Where do you and your friends usually go and
what do you do there?
A: We go to the Park to play baseball and badminton.
Q: Are there any places where adults don't allow
you to go?
87A: The street in front of the Park because there is
too much traffic.
5+Q: Is this place crowded?
1+A: Not too crowded.
Q: Is this place noisy?
87A: Very noisy.
Q: What kind of weather don't you like?
A: Rainy days.
Q: What will you do when it rains?
A: Stay at home and practice handwriting, or play
Q: Where did you live before?
A: Nan Kang. I could not get used to living there
so I moved.
Q: How many neighbors do you know?
A: I know most of the neighbors.
Q: Do you have close friends living in this neigh-
borhood?
A: I have no friends here. (In a humorous and
ironical tone ) My neighbors and I are taking
advantage of each other.
Q: Compared with the place where you lived before,
is this place better or worse?
A: (Again in ironical terms:) I think people should
gradually improve their environment over time,
and the "place" should fit man's needs. So this
place "should" be better than the previous one.
Although I am thinking of moving back to the old
3+ place, it will be inconvenient if my children
7 still study here. Maybe it is better for me to
move again, but I have to think about my child-
ren.
Q: What does your child usually do after school?
A: He either goes to the Park or stays at home and
reads books. (In a humorous tone) If he
continues to read so much I guess he will read
himself to death.
Q: Are there places you don't allow him to go?
A: There is an old saying says:"that which is near
to vermillion becomes red, that which is near
to ink becomes black".
If you allow a child to go to those bad places,
7 to play with bad kids and form a gang, he will
either become so lazy that he is useless or be-
come a thief at the end. If he plays with
scholars he will be a scholar too. If his play-
mates are all illiterate, he will be just a
small person and have to work hard all his life.
Q: Do you know where his playmates live?
A: All his playmates live in this neighborhood.
Q: Where do they usually play?
A: Sometimes they play ball in the school, some-
times they go to the Park.
Q: Does this place have any good or bad influence
on your child?
A: Generally speaking, this is not a bad place to
7+ live. At least there are no hoodlums and there
are no wealthy people or people with political
7 power. There is no guarantee that children from
wealthy families or from families with power will
always be good kids. On the contrary, children
of poor families can have excellent opportunities
if they understand they should study hard. You
can always find cases where some wealthy people
or high-level officials--because they pay little
or no attention to their children, or because
they always protect their children from being
punished--their children become bad kids finally.
There is an old saying that goes: There are al-
ways some good kids who fight for their own
future and there are also some bad kids who are
forced to be by their parents. Take me for ex-
ample, I give my children all the freedom they
need to do what they like so they can develop
their potential to be independent in the future.
My financial condition is bad because I don't
know how to earn a lot of money. To earn a
10 minimum living and keep my family alive in the
society is my only wish.
Q: You said you were born in Kau Hsiung. Compared
with the place you were born, is this place
better or worse?
3 A: Today my hometown has improved alot; recently
6 they built a new school there. The society is
always progressing.
Q: Where is the best place in Taipei for child-
rearing and children's development?
8"A: If only children's development is concerned, then
the suburbs are better. However, for the par-
1l+ ents to make a living, it would be better to live
4 in the city, but the noise will disturb a child's
studying.
Q: What is your expectation for your child?
A: I'd prefer him to go into some business. I will
support his college studies, or even studies
abroad, if he is capable of doing so. In today's
society he needs education to gain enough know-
ledge so that when he runs a business or works
in a company, he will speak better, write better
and even think more thoroughly than others. The
strategy is to have formal education first, and
then gain experience when he enters society. Of
course, one can learn how to run a business from
his own experience, but he will still need some-
body to help him write. Besides, learning
through experience is a slow and painful process.
Take me for example, I studied in the primary
school for only three years. Later on, because
of World War II, I quit school. Although I
quickly learned how to speak properly, I never
learned how to read well or write well. I don't
have knowledge of many other fields either.
Q: How much do you spend on the rent?
A: I rent two units -- one for storage, one for
living. I pay three thousand for each unit.
Q: How much do you pay for water, electricity and
fuel?
A: The electricity bill for this apartment will cost
me more than eight hundred. The total for water
and electricity is more than one thousand.
Q: How much do you earn every month?
A: Just about enough to make ends meet.
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The Child
Q: Can you draw me a map and show me the area you
live in?
A: (Starts to draw) This is the balustrade in the
entrance to the Park; this is the ticket booth.
I don't remember other places.
Q: Where do you usually go?
A: Downstairs and to the Park.
Q: Does anyone go with you?
A: My two younger brothers.
Q: What do you do in those places?
A: We play ball, "hide-and-seek," and high jump on
the ground floor. Sometimes I go to play ball in
the baseball field with my father; we also go to
the Park to do some exercise in the morning.
There are many facilities we can use. I cannot
remember all of them.
Q: Are there places that you think are dangerous?
8~ A: The street in front of this neighborhood; the
8- pond in the Park where many people have fallen
11 by accident and were drowned. It is very deep.
My mother told me not to go there.
Q:
A:
Are there places you don't like to go?
No. I like to go every place.
Q: Besides home, which are the three places you like
to go the most?
A: My grandma's house in Shih Lin; the Chang Chun
6~ Primary School where there is slot of equipment
2~ for people to exercise on, and the third place
is on top of the hill in Shih Lin where we used
to climb every day.
Q: Do you know what your previous home looks like
now?
A: It is a dumping pool now.
Q: Do you think you will still live here in the
future?
A: I don't know.
Q: How many neighbors do you know?
A: I know most of the neighbors.
Q: How many children do you know?
A: I know many children. Some are older, some are
younger than I.
Q: Where do you play?
A: On the ground floor or in the Park.
Q: Where do your three best friends live?
A: one lives opposite to our house, one lives down-
stairs, the third lives close to the bean-curd
stand. They are all my neighbors.
Q: Where do you and your friends go?
A: Either they come to my house or we go to the Park.
Sometimes we play downstairs.
Q:
11 A:
Q:
A:
Q:
A:
Q:
Do your parents prohibit you from going certain
places?
My parents told me not to go to the pond.
If you want to be alone where will you go?
I don't know where I can go. I think I can only
stay at home and read some books.
Are there places where you can do the things you
want to.
What kind of weather don't you like?
A: Rainy days.
Q: What will you do when it rains?
A: I will do some handicrafts and drawings.
Q: Is this place crowded?
1+A: No.
5+
Q: Is this place noisy?
g+A: No.
Q: Can you tell me what you did all day yesterday?
A: I got up at about 6:30. After I got up I did
some homework. (The mother encouraged the boy
and said: Don't be too shy to express your own
opinion, you tell him what you like to do and do
what you want. If you think our house is too
small you just speak out -- it is not something
about which to be ashamed. You have to frankly
and honestly express what you feel. You tell
him what you feel just as if you were talking to
your teacher.) My father and my mother took all
of us to my grandma's house in Pan Chiao yester-
day morning. We stayed inside of grandma's house
all day. I watched TV from 6:30 until 9:30. We
came home at ten o'clock.
Q: Can you draw me another map and show me your im-
pression of Taipei City?
A: (Starts to draw). This is the Mountain Yang Ming
Shan. This is the big clock which is made of
flowers and there are many trees, flowers, and
grass.
Q: Which is the best place to live in Taipei?
A: I have no idea.
The Mother
Q: Where did you live before you moved here?
A: We used to live in Ti Mus Street, where it was
close to the sewage plant. We bought an illegally
-built house from somebody.
Q: How many neighbors do you know?
A: We only know a few. People come from many places.
Most of the neighbors we know are living in this
building.
Q:
4+A:
1~
3a
Compared to the place you lived before, is this
place better or worse?
The place we used to live was dirty; although
this house is smaller it is cleaner, and the Park
can provide space for children to play.
Q: Does this place have any good or bad influence
on your children?
A: I can't tell. We don't have much communication
between families because everyone lives in their
own apartment. We only say hello to each other
when we meet. My children don't go out too
often and sometimes, I go out with them, too.
Q: Did you ever attend this neighborhood's meeting
before?
A: I never received the notice. If it were delivered
probably it was taken from the mailbox by some
kids.
Q: Where did you grow up?
A: I was brought up in the Yen Ping District.
Q:
7+A:
+?
Compared with the place where you were born, is
this place better or worse?
Of course this place is much better. The place
where I was born, people used to raise pigs,
chickens and other livestock which made the
place dirty.
Q: In your opinion and in terms of child-rearing,
where is the best place to live in Taipei?
A: Somebody told me that the place near Tai Ping
Primary School is a good place to live, but
personally I don't know that place very well.
Q: What is your expectation for your child?
A: I give him all the freedom he wants to develop
his own interests.
Q: How much do you spend on water, electricity, and
fuel?
A: Totally about five hundred dollars (US$13.88),
Q: What is the total income of your family each month?
A: My husband is a worker in a factory. His salary
depends on the number of hours he works so it
varies every month. Sometimes it can be as little
as seven thousand (US$195) or can be more than
ten thousand (US$278). I spend all my time taking
care of children so I don't work.
Q:
7-A:
87
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What should the government do for this neighbor-
hood?
There is always a bunch of hoodlums gathered at
the entrance of the Park at night, they are noisy
and ride their motorcycles, which is very danger-
ous to the children.
Q: Do the police ever try to get them to go away?
67A: I don't think the police really want to be
11~ involved with things like this.
Q: What does your child usually do after school?
A: Sometimes I take him windowshopping or swimming.
We go to the Zoological Garden, department stores,
or movie theaters on some weekends.
Q: Are there places where you don't allow him to go?
A: I don't allow my children to go out individually.
If anyone wants to go out, he has to go out with
the other two.
Q: Where do his close friends live?
A: In the same building.
Q: Where do he and his friends go? and what do
they do?
A: They always go to the Park. They play baseball
or fight with other kids.
Interview The Dwelling Plan
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Interview
The Child
Q: Can you describe the place you lived before in Lir
Sen Road?
A:.
Q: Can you draw me a map and show me the area in
which you are now living?
A: (Starts to draw) This is the practice track, thiE
is the Hsing Chien Village; this is the apartment
where we live; this is Chung Jen Village; I can't
draw anymore.
Q: Where do you usually go?
A' The Park and downstairs (he indicated on the
drawing).
Q: How do you go to these places?
A: By walking.
Q: Who goes with you?
A: I go with my neighbors.
Q: What do you do at those places?
A: Play and read books.
Q: What kind of games do you play?
A: "Traffic light," baseball, and badminton.
Q: Why do these places attract you?
A: It is cool there.
Q: Did you meet other children in those places? and
did you play with them?
A: We can meet other children, but we rarely play
with them.
Q: Are there places that you think are dangerous?
A; The riverfront and the ponds in the Park.
Q: Are there any places where you are not allowed to
go?
A: The riverfront. My parents told me not to go.
Q: Are there any places where you don't like to go?
A: The riverfront.
Q: Besides home, where are the three places you like
the most?
A: The swimming pools in the Park, the skating rink
and the baseball field.
Q: Where did you usually play when you were living
in Lin Sen North Road?
A: The Min Tsu Park and the Shuang Cheng Park.
Q: Do you know what these parks look like now?
A: I have no idea.
Q: Do you think you will live here in the future?
A: I am not sure we will.
Q: If you don't live here in the future where do you
want to live?
A: It will be better if we can live here forever.
Q: How many neighbors do you know?
A: A lot.
Q: How many children do you know in this neighbor-
hood?
A: Between ten and twenty.
Q: Are they your age?
A: Some are older, some are younger, some are my age.
Q: Do you play together quite often?
A: Yes.
Q: Where do your three best friends live?
A: All live next door. They are my neighbors.
Q: Where do you usually go with your playmates?
A: Most of the time we play downstairs and in the
Park.
Q: When did you move in?
A: We bought this house in July 1975, but we moved
in last year because we rented a house in Lin Sen
North Road and were running a small business.
At that time we could not stop the business so
we had to live there and take care of the business.
Then my father-in-law and my younger brother
lived here.
Q: How many people live in this house?
A: Five. The two boys share one room and the girl
has her own. We just make it.
Q: Do you know your neighbors quite well?
A: No. The only neighbor we know is the one next
door. Most of the time I am tied up by the
house work.
Q: Do you have some close friends in this neighbor-
hood?
A: The next door neighbor is the only one we know.
We are not really close friends. My husband does
not want to be involved in such "public affairs".
If somebody has a complaint the local leader
should deal with the problem. We do not want to
be involved. We have not been here long enough.
Q; Do you think you will still live here in the
future?
A: I think we will. We don't have enough money to
buy -a large house, and to rent a house is not
convenient for us because the children are getting
3+ older. Besides, this place is close to the down-
town and transportation center. It may not be
3~ so convenient for my husband to commute to his
work place, but as long as it is easy for me to
3+ shop and is close to the school, this place is
fine.
Q: Compared with the place you lived before, is this
place better or worse for a child's development
and education?
The liVing expenses in Lin Sen North Road are
10+ about 10% more than here. Everything costs more
than here. The place we rented in Lin Sen North
Q: Where do adults prohibit you to go?
A: River.
Q: Where will you go if you want to be alone?
A: I will stay at home and read.
Q: What kid of weather don't you like the most?
A: Rainy days.
Q: What will you do when it is raining?
A: I will stay at home and play "bide-and-catch"
within this apartment.
Q: Is it crowded here?
1+A: No.
5+
Q: Is it noisy here?
8+A: No.
Q: Can you tell me what you did all day yesterday?
A: I got up about 8:30. I went to the wholesale
market with my mother all morning. We came back
at twelve. I took a nap from 1:30 to 5, then I
practices the brush-writing for one hour. I
watched TV cartoons from six to seven and then
continued to watch the successive drama play and
other programs until eleven. I went to be after
that.
Q: Can you draw me a map and show me the Taipei
city you know?
A: (Starts to draw) This is the Ta Tung movie
theater, this is the Circle, sometimes my father
takes us to eat some snacks there. I have been
to the Kiddieland, sometimes I go with my father,
sometimes with my aunty. I also have been to
the Zoological Garden, and there are many places
which I cannot draw all of them.
(His city map is shown on page 85, top right).
The Mather
Q:
A:
5-
7-
3+
6+
a+
Where do his close friends live?
They live next door. I don't want him to play
downstairs, there are too many children. I don't
want him to hurt somebody, as well as I don't
like him to be hurt. I always tell them to go to
the library in the Park, even though they don't
feel like studying it is still a good idea to
have a walk in the Park, especially when it is
hot. If it is school-hour he spends the whole
day at school and comes back about five in the
afternoon. It is too early to let him enroll in
supplementary school, but I will let him register
next year.
Q: Does this place have good or bad influence on your
child?
A: I think it has some good influence. He used to
2+ ask to be taken to the movies or other places a
3+ lot when we lived in Lin Sen North Road, but now
he has many places to play whenever he wants.
Here there are plenty of places for him to play
baseball, basketball, he even has a tennis racket
which was a gift from his aunt. He doesn't have
money to play tennis in the tennis court which
charges the player fifty dollars per hour (US$1.39)
6+ but he and his playmates can practice against the
wall in the practice courts which is free. I al-
ways tell him to play with neighbors' kids. Some-
times he goes roller skating. He will not go
unless his playmates ask him.
Q: Did you attend the neighborhood meeting before?
A: I went there only once. I work at night which
conflicts with the meeting schedule. Besides, as
long as there are some people present in the
meeting, I do not necessarily have to go.
Q: Did you suggest anything in the meeting?
A: No. We are not that kind of "picky" people.
Somebody proposed that we should have a new mail-
box for each household. I don't see that as so
4 important. The mailbox had been broken before we
moved in, so we bought a new one for ourselves.
They suggested setting up new mailboxes using
Road was mn the second floor. We shared the same
9+ entrance with the landlord and it was inconveni-
ent. Now we can do what we want in our own
house. Also, the children are older now; they
will no longer stay at home all day long. They
want to play outside more often than before.
2+ In this place we have more outdoor space for the
3+ children to play. The house we lived in before
was right next to the main street, and there was
no place for children. Under these circumstances
I will say this place is better than the old one.
Q: What does your child usually do after school?
A: He plays ball quite alot. My husband bought
skates for him. He is active and is more outdoor-
oriented than his brother, so his father bought
him balls and baseball equipment. He shares
with kids next door because we don't have any
other children close to his age.
Q: Where does he play?
A: Always in the Park. He always wants to be like
the other children. If some kids have something
he does not have, he will ask us to buy it for
him, then he shares his things with the other
children.
Q: Are there any places where you don't allow him
to go?
A: I don't want him to go to the riverfront near
8- the practice track, the streets near the whole-
8- sale market where there is heavy traffic, and
the ponds in the Park. The entrance fee for the
swimming pool in the Park is about twenty dollars
6~ (US$0.55) which is too much for him by just
saving his pocket money, and it would be a bad
habit if I gave him the money every time he asked.
3+ The swimming pool in the Park of Youth is clean
6+ and close to our house, I can always watch him and,
if necessary, find him. This is why I don't let him
go to the Tung Men swimming pool; it is too far
from here.
Q:
A:
4-
4-
1+
What should government do for this neighborhood?
Building houses for people is good policy, but
sometimes the drainage ditches are very dirty,
which produces many mosquitoes and flies. The
septic tank seems to leak which is not good be-
cause I am afraid the dirty liquid will penetrate
the water tank close by. The space is enough
for us.
Q: Can you tell me what your child did all day
yesterday?
A: He went with me to the market in the morning. He
loves to eat alot of stuff. In the afternoon he
was doing his homework. He watched TV about our
national team which played in the Youth's Interna-
tional Championship of Baseball last night until
ten-thirty.
B
8~
11-
3+6+
3 6+
3+6+
3+6+
7+2+
public funds, so I don't really care. We still
have our own mailbox if they don't do that.
Q: Did you say you were brought up in Keelung?
A: Yes. I came to Taipei for studying, but I went
back home during summer vacation.
Q: Compared with Keelung, do you think this neighbor-
hood is better or worse for children's development?
A: Compared with the place we lived (in Lin Sen
2+ North Road) this place is better because we al-
ways kept our children on the upper floor. There
is no place for them to go.
Q: You misunderstood my question, I was asking you
to compare this neighborhood with the place where
you were born.
A: Oh. I was brought up in Tam Sui. Tam Sui was not
a bad place. It was a simple, small town. There
7 was only one main street and it was narrow. Only
8 during the past few years have they built some new
houses and some new streets, but the main street
is still as narrow as it was. There were many
ricefields and people were all growing pigs.
Q: Which place in Taipei is the best one for child-
rearing?
A: Tien Mon is a good place. It is more like a sub-
8 urban area. The wholesale market is very noisy
early in the morning. The time people start to
buy and deliver goods in the market can be as
early as two o'clock in the morning. You can't
find a place which is perfect.
Q: What is your expectation for your child?
A: Let him have as much education as possible. The
mandatory formal education has been extended to
junior high school, but if he is unable to pass
the College Entrance Exam then I will let him go
to the technical school and learn some skill in-
stead of studying at the formal senior high
school which is a kind of waste. If he can spend
three years in technical school and specialize in
some skill, then he can earn a living in the
society. If he wastes time at formal high school
without continuing to college then what can he
do after graduation? Many college graduates have
to work as low-grade employees, not to mention a
high-school graduate. I told him a long time ago
that I would do my best to support him to finish
mandatory education, but whether he can go to
the college really depends on his studying. He
has to think about his future, we parents cannot
take care of him forever. Especially because he
is a boy, we will not force him to study.
Q: How much do you spend on water, electricity, and
fuel?
A: It is about six hundred dollars (US$16.66). We
try not to be wasteful.
Q: How much do you earn per month?
A: My husband is a charter chauffeur for tourists.
He earns about ten thousand per month (US$277.00).
He earned more before, now tourists are getting
smarter.
I
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Nan Chi Chang Case Study
Interview
The Child
Q: Where did you live before?
A: Kuang Chou Street.
Q: Can you describe that place?
A: It was an illegally-built house that we bought
1+ from somebody. It was very small.
Q: Can you draw me a map of this area?
A: Should I just draw places near by? should I draw
the Park?
Q: It depends on how well you know this place.
A: (Starts to draw) This is my house; this is the
basement; this is the bakery shop; this is the
noodle stand; ...
This is the factory in the basement.
Q: Have you been there?
11-A: No. They won't let me in. I just watched from
outside.
Q:
A,
Q:
A:
Q:
A:
Q:
A:
Q:
A:
Can you tell me where you usually go?
The Park, the riverfront.
Did you ride the horse?
No.
Is there any other place you usually go?
No.
How do you get there?
By walking.
With whom do you usually go?
Most of the time I go by myself, sometimes with
neighbors.
Q: What do you do over there?
A: Play. Sometimes we go to the Park for swimming,
skating, playing ball. We play games like "hide-
and-catch" if we go to the riverfront.
Q: Why do you think those places are interesting?
6+ A: Because there are facilities and equipment like
swimming pools in the Park.
Q: Are there places which you think are dangerous?
8 A: At the cross road where I take the bus there is
too much traffic. I would be afraid if I had to
cross the street.
Q: Are there places you are not allowed to go?
8- A: There are places close to the river where it is
possible to fall in the deep mud or into whirl-
pools in the river.
Q; Who prohibits you to go there?
A: My mother.
Q: Are there places that you don't like to go?
11~A: School.
Q: Besides home where are the three places you like
the most?
3+ A: The Park, I like to climb mountains and go to the
6+ Zoological Garden.
8 8
Q: Where did you play when you were living on Kuang
Chou Street?
A: We either played in the Botanical Garden or on
the streets.
Q: Do you think you will live here forever?
A: Maybe.
Q: What do you think this area will be like in the
future?
A: Very hard to say.
Q: How many neighbors do you know?
A: Very few. All I know are those old neighbors who
used to live in Kuang Chou Street.
Q: How many children do you know in this area?
A: Five or six.
Q: Are they your age?
A: Yes.
Q: Do you play together quite often?
A: Yes.
Q: Where do your three closest playmates live?
A: A classmate lives next door. Another classmate
lives on the fifth floor in building #1 of this
neighborhood. The third one is also a classmate
of mine who lives in another building of this
neighborhood.
Q: Where do you and your classmates usually go?
A: We go to the Park most of the time. Sometimes we
play around here.
Q: Did adults prohibit you to go to certain places?
A: No.
Q: If you want to be alone, where will you go?
A: I will go to the Yua Tung Temple to play or to
watch the birds and animals.
Q: What kind of weather don't you like the most?
A: Rainy days.
Q: What do you do when it is raining?
A: Play chess with my classmates or read some books.
11
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Q:
A:
Is this place crowded?
No.
Q: Is this place noisy?
A: Not very noisy.
Q: Can you tell me what you did all day yesterday?
A: I woke up at seven. I prepared breakfast at 7:30.
After finishing breakfast my parents went to work
and my brother also left. I took care of the
store all day until six o'clock when my mother
came back. My classmates came to study homework
with me between two and three o'clock. I watched
TV -- a cartoon -- from six to seven. We had
dinner between seven and seven thirty, then I
went skating with my classmate from seven thirty
until ten in the Park. After I came back I
watched TV again and took a bath. I went to bed
at twelve.
Q: Can you draw me a map of Taipei and show me your
impression of this city?
A: Can I just draw a small part of it?
Q: Yes. It depends on your impression.
A: (Starts to draw) This is the Botanical Garden.
(His city map is shown on page 85, middle right).
Q: Do you know these trees very well?
A: Not exactly.
5: Did you go there quite often?
A: Yes. Sometimes our teacher went with us.... This
is the pond with many water lilies.
Q: Which cartoon do you watch at night?
A: Superman (made in Japan). We used to watch the
Scientific Flying Boy.
Q:
2- A:
3-
If you had the choice, where would you like to
live in Taipei?
I prefer to live in the place we used to live.
Because there are more parks and it is close to
the Railroad Station which is more convenient for
travelling to other places.
Q: Did you spend more time playing outside when you
were living in Kuang Chou Street than you do now?
A: Yes. It is because I have to spend time looking
after the shop.
Q: Did you run a shop when you lived in Kuang Chou
Street?
A: Yes. I had to look after the shop, too, but at
the time my father was working for our own shoe
shop. He was always staying at home. Now he is
working for a shoe-manufactory in Sung Shan.
The Father
Q: Are you acquainted with your neighbors?
A: Yes.
Q: Where do your three best neighbors or friends live
A: They live in the same building, some on the upper
floor, some on the lower one.
Q:
5+ A:
7+
Was the place you lived before better or worse
than the one you are now living in? and why?
This place is better than before. This place is
not so complicated and is more orderly.
Q: What does your child usually do after class?
A: Usually he stays at home and helps me to run the
shop. He doesn't go out very often.
Q: If he plays outside, where does he go?
A: The Park of Youth.
Q: Are there any places where you don't allow him to
go?
8- A: I don't let him go to the river front, it is
dangerous.
.Q: Do you know where his close friends live?
A: His close friends are all his classmates. He
doesn't know many children in this neighborhood.
Some of his friends live in the same building,
some don't.
Q: Where do they usually play?
A: They always go to the Park of Youth.
Q:
3+A:
4+
7+Q:
A
Do you think that this place has good or bad
influence on your child?
I think the influence is not bad.
Did you attend the neighborhood meeting before?
Yes, and I am the representative of this
neighborhood.
Q: Did you suggest anything in the meeting?
3~ A: Yes, we asked to extend the existing bus route
3~ from Nan Chi Chano to this neighborhood many
times. We also need services such as a bank and
Post office.
Q: Did the government respond to your suggestions?
A: No.
Q; Did you attend the last neighborhood meeting?
A: Yes, we already had a meeting this year. The
meeting is held every six months.
Q: Where were you brought up?
A: I was born in mainland China and was brought up
here.
Q: Compare this place with the one in which you grew
up. Which one do you think is better in terms of
a child's development?
8 A: Of course everybody will miss his home town. It
was quiet in my home town, but every place has
its own significance.
Q: Which place in Taipei is the best one for child-
rearing and education? why?
A: I will still choose this district because I am
used to it.
Q: What are the occupations of your sons?
A: The eldest is working in the field of communica-
tion, the second one graduated from an Agricultura
school and is working in that field. The third on
used to work for the Taiwan Telecommunication Ad-
ministration but he is serving his military servic
now. The fourth is studying at a mechanical school
the fifth is in the senior high school.
Q: What is your expectation for the youngest?
A: It depends on his own interests. We don't force
him to follow anyone's footsteps.
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Q: How much do you spend on water and electricity?
A: About 1,000 N.T. ($28), because it is for commer-
cial use they charge more for the electricity;
plus fuel and phone bill. In total it is about
1,800 N.T. (US$50).
Q: How is the business.
? A: No good.
Q: How much do you earn per month?
A: Including the personnel's salary and the profit
from the shop we earn a little more than 20,000
N.T. (US$556).
Q: What do you think the government should do for
this neighborhood?
A: Government should improve the sanitary condition
of this area, this has something to do with both
7 public consciousness and the service level. Al-
6- though garbage collecting is done once every day,
many residents can not follow the schedule.
People are supposed to carry their garbage and
deposit it in the truck when it comes, but since
many people have to work during the day, they
put the garbage out the night before which makes
every place dirty. So, to keep this place clean
is the first priority. The other two things that
need to be improved are extending the bus route
and setting up the bank and post office. Even
though we are not high income people, people
still have some savings but they find no conveni-
ent place to deposit it.
(Other comments are:)
Although we have the Park of Youth next to us, there
3- is still a need for places within the neighborhood
3" for children to play. Facilities such as a library
are also needed. During the vacation period, when
parents are working, many children have no place to
go. If there is a place where they can play and read
that will be much better. There are some private
kindergartens nearby so we don't really need that.
11 We do need a good manager. The committee of manage-
ment we have now is awful. The managers are supposed
to be elected by the residents, but some are self-
assigned. The Government should pass some kind of
law to regulate the management system; how to use the
neighborhood fund is one example. For example, the
basement was rented out by some factories and we
think the rent should be used for the welfare of the
whole neighborhood, but the committee doesn't always
use the money for the public affair.
The Dwelling Plan
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Nan Chi Chang Case Study
Interview
The Child The Mother
Q: Can you describe the place you used to live in
Chang Chun Road?
2- A: It was a low-rise house, but now has been re-
placed by a tall building. We used to play in
front of the house and on the vacant land near-
by, but now we have to play on the flat.
Q: Do you live here or do you live on Chang Chun
Road?
A: I live here during the weekdays; I go back to
the house on Chang Chun Road only on weekends.
Q: Can you draw me a map and show me about this
area?
A: (Starts to draw) This is my home; this is the
building opposite to ours. This is the main
street; these are low-rise houses; going along
the street you will see the Park. If you go
further you will see the horseback riding club.
Further down is the flood wall. The wholesale
market is in this direction. If you pass the
Park, Nan Chi Chang is right there. This way
leads to my school (Hsin Ho). There is a newly-
built primary school (Wan Ta Primary School) on
Tung Yuan Street. Next to this school there is
a military base. Tung Yuan Primary School is
next to the military base. If you go further
down on Tung Yuan Street you will see a movie
theater; there are some two-story row houses in
this area, and the District Clinic Center is here.
(The boy's drawing is also shown on page 21)
Q: Where do you usually play?
A: On the street in front of my apartment; the
entrance of the Park and the house. I don't go
to the Park very often.
Q:
A:
Q:
A:
Who goes with you?
My friends.
What do you do in those places?
We play "hide-and-seek," "catch the slipper".
Sometimes we play baseball.
Q: Are there places you think are dangerous?
8" A: The pond in the Park and the riverfront of Hsin
8' Tien River. The water is deep and there are
whirlpools.
Q: Are there places where you are not allowed to
go?
8 A: The pond and the riverfront.
8
Q: Who prohibits you?
11 A: My parents.
Q: Which are the three places you like the most?
A: The place in front of my home and the homes of
my two friends.
Q: Do you think you will still live here in the
future?
A: I will move (to Chang Chun Road) when I go to
junior high school.
Q: How many children do you know? are they your age?
A: I know about twenty children. Some are older
and some are younger than I.
Q: Where do your three best friends live?
A: A neighbor lives in the same building; a class-
mate lives in building #2, and the third lives
on the third floor of the opposite building.
Q: Where do you play?
8 A: We either play in front of my house or play in
a place where there is no traffic.
Q: What do you play?
A: We play "hide-and-seek"; we highjump or we play
baseball at a place where there is no traffic.
Q: Are there places where adults prohibit you from
going?
A: Construction sites, deep water areas.
Q: If you want to be alone, where will you go?
A: I never thought about this.
Q: What kind of weather don't you like?
A: When it rains during the daytime.
Q: What will you do when it is raining?
A: I will stay at home, read books and play with my
sister.
Q: Is this place crowded?
1+A: No.
5
Q: Is this place noisy?
8~A: Very noisy.
Q: Can you tell me what you did all day yesterday?
A: I got up at six and I went to my grandma's house
in Sung Chiang Road by myself at 7:15. It was
so early that everyone in my grandma's house was
still sleeping. Yesterday was the ceremony of
that district and also it was my grandma's birth-
day. I spent all day in my grandma's house and
came home this morning. I stayed inside the
house; read the newspaper and played with my
younger sister all yesterday morning. We had
lunch at noon. In the afternoon I watched TV
with my aunties, and then took a shower at about
four. We ate dinner at six; after dinner I
stayed inside the house and listened to music
with my youngest aunt. Meanwhile, other people
went out to do some window shopping. I watched
some TV before I went to bed at about ten.
Q: Can you draw me another map and tell me your
impression of Taipei City?
A: (Starts to draw) This is the public housing;
this is the Park of Youth and these are low-rise
houses along Keh Nan Street.
Q: Where would you prefer to live in Taipei if you
could freely choose?
A: Sung Chiang Road, the place where my grandma
lives.
Q: How many neighbors do you know?
A: I know all the neighbors.
Q: Do you have close friends here? and where do
they live?
A: Most of my neighbors are busy running their
business, we don't have much time to visit each
other. Most of my friends live in Chang Chun
Road (the place where she lived before).
Q: Compared with the place you lived before, is this
place better or worse?
7-A: People in this area are less educated due to
lower education, lack of consciousness about pub-
lic affairs, and most of them are low-income
families. The environment in Chang Chun Road
was better than here. Generally, people in
Chang Chun Road strongly encouraged their child-
ren to study, more than people here.
Q: What does your child usually do after school?
A: He goes to the supplementary school.
Q: Are there places where you don't allow him to go?
87 A: Places such as the riverfront. I don't want him
to go to the Park because it is too big.
Q: Where do his playmates live?
A: Either in this building or in the building
opposite.
Q: Where do he and his playmates usually go?
A: I am very busy, I don't know. But generally, he
doesn't go too far and he always asks my per-
mission before he goes out.
Q: Does this place have any good or bad influence
on your child?
A: I don't know. He spends most of the time in
school; besides, he is still too young to be
affected by the surroundings.
Q: Did you attend the neighborhood meeting?
A: No. I sent my child to the meeting.
Q: To your knowledge, how did the government res-
pond to the people's suggestions?
A: I don't know.
Q: Where did you live when you were a child?
A: I was brought up in Southern Taiwan.
Q: Compared with the place you grew up in, is this
3+ place better or worse?
6+ A: This place is better.
10
Q: In terms of child-rearing, which is the best
place to live in Taipei?
A: The only places I have lived are the place in
2+ Chang Chun Road and here, and we found more
places for children to play in this place. I
have no idea about the rest of the city.
Q: What is your expectation for your child?
A: He is still young. I cannot decide that now.
Q; How much do you spend on the rent, water, elec-
tricity and fuel?
A: Because the landlord is a friend of mind, he
charges me less than average for rent. For water,
electricity and fuel we only spend a couple of
hundred dollars.
Q: How much do you earn every month?
A: (The mother did not want to answer the question.)
The Child's Drawing (about Taipei city)
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The Dwelling PlanInterview
The Child
Q: Can you describe the place where you lived before?
A: Before we used to rent a house in Chi Lin Road.
Q: Can you draw me a map and show me the area you
live?
A: (Starts to dras.) This is the Park of Youth; this
is the horse-riding club. Sometimes I ride the
bicycle to the model aircrafts shop and the book
shop on Tung Yuan Street. I also go to the prac-
tice track and watch people flying the radio
control model planes.
Q: Did you fly the model planes before?
A: Never.
Q: Where do you usually go?
A: The book store, the practice track, and the Park.
Q: How do you go there?
A: By riding the bicycle. I go to these places only
after I finish my homework.
Q: Who goes with you?
A: My brothers.
Q: Why do you want to go to those places?
2+ A: There Is a large open space next to the practice
track where we can ride our bicycles. In the
8+ morning the air in the Park is fresh and clean and
I will go there to run for exercise; at night it
is cool in the Park and we can go there to cool
off.
Q: Are there places that you think are dangerous?
8~ A: The place outside the levee where it may be
flooded by the tide.
Q: Are these places that you are not allowed to go?
and who prohibits you?
11 A: Yes, the school teachers told us not to go beyond
the levee, but the practice track is probably not
included in this prohibited area.
Q: Is there any place you don't like to go?
A: ........
Q: Besides home, what are the three places that you
2+ like the best?
3+A: The Park, the model shop, and places where there
8+ is vacant land.
2
Q: Where did you live when you were young?
A: We lived in Shih Lin, then moved to Chi Lin Roa.
Q: Can you describe the place where you lived in
Shih Lin?
A: We lived in an alley, behind the alley there was
a piece of vacant land where we used to play
ball. ball.
Q: Do you know what that place looks like now?
A: It seems that the vacant land is getting smaller
and smaller, because there are many houses being
built now.
Q: Do you think you will still live here in the
future?
A: My parents bought a house in Panchiao which is
being rented out now. I think we will move to
that house in the future.
Q: How many neighbors do you know?
A: I know the family living next door. I know two
other families, but we don't visit too much.
Q: How many children do you know?
A: Five to six. They all are younger than me.
Q: Do you play together?
A: We (me and these children) go to play with my
classmates.
Q: Where do your three best friends live?
A: A classmate of mine lives in building #3; the
other classmate lives in Fu Min Road, and another
friend, a brother of my classmate, lives in the
building next to us.
Q:
A:
What do you usually play?
We play ball and frisbee in the Park.
Q: Is there any place that you are prohibited to go
by your parents?
11+A: No.
9:
If you want to be alone where will you go?
1 will just ride my bicycle and wander around.
What kind of weather don't you like?
Cloudy and rainy days.
Q: What will you do when it is cloudy or raining?
A: When it is cloudy or raining it cols down the
temperature and it is good for sleeping.
Q: Is this place crowded?
1~ A: This place is very small and is crowded.
5
Q: Is this place noisy?
-5~A: It is noisy in the morning because there are
7 many kids playing in the toy shop downstairs.
Q: Can you tell me what you did all day yesterday?
A: I woke up at seven. I went with my elder orother
to the school for supplementary education (Eng-
lish and matematics) from 8:30 to 12:00. We
took the Shin Shin Bus Company route 7. After
lunch I took a nap from two to five, then I prac-
ticed English alphabets by writing letters fifty
times. I finished the home work at six. We
ate our dinner about 6:30, then I wrote the
English alphabets again with my brother. We
finished the work at 8:30, then we went to the
shop downstairs to have some cold drinks. I
went to bed at 9:30.
Q: Can you draw me another map and show me your im~
pression of Taipei city?
A: (without drawing) I went to the model shop on
the fourth floor of Wan Nien Department Store.
There is another model shop near Chung Shan
Primary School. I also went to the place near
Fu Hsing movie theater to eat something.
Q: What do you do during holiday?
A: Sometimes we go to the mountain area for a picnic.
Q: Which is the best place to live in Taipei?
8 A: A place which is quiet and where the air is
clean and fresh.
5~ A: This place is worse. There are many kinds of
7- people living in this neighborhood. The place we
3f used to live was near Hsin Sheng North Road and
it was convenient to live there. Here you have
too many kinds of people.
Q: What does your child do after school?
A: The eldest is more quiet, he always stays at home
and reads novels; the youngest is more active,
he likes to go out, ride his bicycle, etc.
Q: Are there places where you don't allow them to
go?
A: I don't put too many restrictions on them. They
can go wherever they like.
Q :
A:
Q:
A:
Do you know where his playmates and friends live?
His classmates live nearby.
Where do they usually go? and what do they do?
They either ride their bicycles or go to the
book shops.
Q: Does this place have any good or bad influence on
your child?
7 A: This plac is very dirty, you take a look at the
ground floor and you can tell how dirty it is.
Q: Did you attend the neighborhood meeting before?
A: No.
Q:
A:
Q:
A:
1 A:
5
Have you ever heard that government has taken any
action in response to people's complaints?
I haven't heard.
Where were you brought up.
I grew op in Taichung.
Compared with the place where you lived in Tai-
chung, is this place better or worse?
Oi course the place I lived in Taichung is better
than this one. We had more courtyard and space,
and were not crowded as the place we live now.
Q: In your opinion, where is the best place to live
in terms of child-rearing and child-development?
A: In Taipei, the living standard and educational
level of people is generally higher than that in
6+ the rural area. For the benefit of the children
it is better to live in Taipei. I don't have any
7~ specific area in mind; as long as the place is
8 clean and there is no low-class nearby, it is
all right with me.
Q: What is your expectation for the child?
A: His future depends on his own effort. We don't
want to impose our values on him.
Q: How much do you spend on water, electricity
and fuel?
A: Water, electricity and gas cost us seven to
eight hundred dollars every month (US$19.50-
22.20).
0: What is your family income per month?
A: My husband is working for a travel agency, his
The Mother salary depends on the season.
Q: How many neighbors do you know?
A: I only know a few.
0: Where do your three closest friends or neighbors
live?
A: One lives in the building next to us; one is next
door to us; the third one lives downstairs.
Q: Compared with the place where you lived before,
is this place better or worse?
Q: What do you think that government should do for
this neighborhood?
7~A: This whole place is so dirty that it needs to be
11~ cleaned.
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The Dwelling PlanInterview
The Child
Q: Can you describe the place where you lived before?
A: Before we used to rent a house in Chi Lin Road.
Q: Can you draw me a map and show me the area you
live?
A: (Starts to draw) This is the Park of Youth; this
is the horse-riding club. Sometimes I ride the
bicycle to the model aircrafts shop and the book
shop on Tung Yuan Street. I also go to the prac-
tice track and watch people flying the radio
control model planes.
Q: Did you fly the model planes before?
A: Never.
Q: Where do you usually go?
A: The book store, the practice track, and the Park.
Q: How do you go there?
A: By riding the bicycle. I go to these places only
after I finish my homework.
Q: Who goes with you?
A: My brothers.
Q: Why do you want to go to those places?
TA: There is a large open space next to the practice
track where we can ride our bicycles. In the
8+ morning the air in the Park is fresh-and clean and
I will go there to run for exercise; at night it
is cool in the Park and we can go there to cool
off.
Q: Are there places that you think are dangerous?
8 A: The place outside the levee where it may be
flooded by the tide.
Q: Are these places that you are not allowed to go?
and who prohibits you?
11 A: Yes, the school teachers told us not to go beyond
the levee, but the practice track is probably not
included in this prohibited area.
Q: Is there any place you don't like to go?
A: ........
Q: Besides home, what are the three places that you
2+ like the best?
3+A: The Park, the model shop, and places where there
8+ is vacant land.
2
Q:
A:
Where did you live when you were young?
We lived in Shih Lin, then moved to Chi Lin Road.
Q: Can you describe the place where you lived in
Shih Lin?
A: We lived in an alley, behind the alley there was
a piece of vacant land where we used to play
ball. ball.
Q: Do you know what that place looks like now?
A: It seems that the vacant land is getting smaller
and smaller, because there are many houses being
built now.
Q: Do you think you will still live here in the
future?
A: My parents bought a house in Panchiao which is
being rented out now. I think we will move to
that house in the future.
Q: How many neighbors do you know?
A: I know the family living next door. I know two
other families, but we don't visit too much.
Q: How many children do you know?
A: Five to six. They all are younger than me.
Q: Do you play together?
A: We (me and these children) go to play with my
classmates.
Q: Where do your three best friends live?
A: A classmate of mine lives in building #3; the
other classmate lives in Fu Min Road, and another
friend, a brother of my classmate, lives in the
building next to us.
Q: What do you usually play?
A: We play ball and frisbee in the Park.
Q: Is there any place that you are prohibited to go
by your parents?
11+A: No.
Q: If you want to be alone where will you go?
A: I will just ride my bicycle and wander around.
Q: What kind of weather don't you like?
A: Cloudy and rainy days.
Q: What will you do when it is cloudy or raining?
A: When it is cloudy or raining it cools down the
temperature and it is good for sleeping.
Q: Is this place crowded?
1-A: This place is very small and is crowded.
5
Q: Is this place noisy?
5-A: It is noisy in the morning because there are
7 many kids playing in the toy shop downstairs.
Q: Can you tell me what you did all day yesterday?
A: I woke up at seven. I went with my elder brother
to the school for supplementary education (Eng-
lish and matematics) from 8:30 to 12:00. We
took the Shin Shin Bus Company route 7. After
lunch I took a nap from two to five, then I prac-
ticed English alphabets by writing letters fifty
times. I finished the home work at six. We
ate our dinner about 6:30, then I wrote the
English alphabets again with my brother. We
finished the work at 8:30, then we went to the
shop downstairs to have some cold drinks. I
went to bed at 9:30.
Q: Can you draw me another map and show me your im-
pression of Taipei city?
A: (without drawing) I went to the model shop on
the fourth floor of Wan Nien Department Store.
There is another model shop near Chung Shan
Primary School. I also went to the place near
Fu Hsing movie theater to eat something.
Q: What do you do during holiday?
A: Sometimes we go to the mountain area for a picnic.
Q: Which is the best place to live in Taipei?
8~ A: A place which is quiet and where the air is
clean and fresh.
5- A: This place is worse. There are many kinds of
y- people living in this neighborhood. The place we
3~ used to live was near Hsin Sheng North Road and
it was convenient to live there. Here you have
too many kinds of people.
Q: What does your child do after school?
A: The eldest is more quiet, he always stays at home
and reads novels; the youngest is more active,
he likes to go out, ride his bicycle, etc.
Q: Are there places where you don't allow them to
go?
A: I don't put too many restrictions on them. They
can go wherever they like.
Q: Do you know where his playmates and friends live?
A: His classmates live nearby.
Q: Where do they usually go? and what do they do?
A: They either ride their bicycles or go to the
book shops.
Q: Does this place have any good or bad influence on
your child?
7~ A: This place is very dirty, you take a look at the
ground floor and you can tell how dirty it is.
Q: Did you attend the neighborhood meeting before?
A: No.
Q: Have you ever heard that government has taken any
action in response to people's complaints?
A: I haven't heard.
Q: Where were you brought up?
A: I grew up in Taichung.
Q: Compared with the place where you lived in Tai-
chung, is this place better or worse?
1~ A: Of course the place I lived in Taichung is better
5 than this one. We had more courtyard and space,
and were not crowded as the place we live now.
Q: In your opinion, where is the best place to live
in terms of child-rearing and child-development?
A: In Taipei, the living standard and educational
level of people is generally higher than that in
6+ the rural area. For the benefit of the children
it is better to live in Taipei. I don't have any
7 specific area in mind; as long as the place is
8 clean and there is no low-class nearby, it is
all right with me.
Q: What is your expectation for the child?
A: His future depends on his own effort. We don't
want to impose our values on him.
Q: How much do you spend on water, electricity
and fuel?
A: Water, electricity and gas cost us seven to
eight hundred dollars every month (US$19.50-
22.20).
0 1 S5
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Q: What is your family income per month?
A: My husband is working for a travel agency, his
The Mother salary depends on the season.
Q: How many neighbors do you know?
A: I only know a few.
Q: Where do your three closest friends or neighbors
live?
A: One lives in the building next to us; one is next
door to us; the third one lives downstairs.
Q: Compared with the place where you lived before,
is this place better or worse?
Q: What do you think that government should do for
this neighborhood?
7 A: This whole place is so dirty that it needs to be
11~ cleaned.
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Interview
The Child
Q: Can you describe the place you lived before?
1+A: We used to rent a one-story house on Lin I St.
It was smaller than this one.
Q: Can you draw me a map and tell me about the
place in which you are now living?
A: (The child was hesitant to draw)
Q: We can do that later. Can you tell me where you
usually go?
A: Downstairs, in this building.
Q: Any other place?
A: No; usually I don't go to the Park of Youth.
Q: Who goes downstairs with you?
A: My classmates.
Q: What do you usually do there?
A: We play ball.
Q: Do you play marbles or paper cards?
A: No.
Q: Why does the place downstairs attract you?
A: It is nothing special there.
Q: Is there any place you feel that is dangerous?
A: There are some places that are dangerous, but I
did not see them.
Q: Is there any place you can't go? any "bad place"?
A: We don't have "bad places" here.
Q: Is there any place you don't like to go?
A: I never think about that.
Q: If you can only go to three places, which three
would you go to?
A: I don't know.
Q: Which route do you take when you go to school?
A: (Indicates on the map) It is not far from here.
Q: Where did you play when you were living on Lin
I St.?
A: We played in front of our house.
Q: Are those places you used to play being changed?
A: No. They remain the same. We still go back to the
old house because my elder brother lives there.
Q: Do you think you will live here in the future?
A: Probably I will live here forever.
Q: How many neighbors do you know?
A: Many. Some are classmates, some are just neighbors
Q: Are they your age?
A: Some older, some younger.
Q: When you want to be alone, where do you go?
A: Nowhere.
Q: What kind of weather do you dislike the most?
A: Rainy days.
Q: What do you do when it is raining?
A: Stay at home and read some books.
1+Q: Do you think it is crowded here?
5+A: No.
Q: Is this place noisy?
8+A: No.
Q: Can you tell me what you did all day yesterday?
A: I woke up at 6:30, and went to the supplementary
school at 8:30. I studied English and mathema-
tics at school from 8:30 to noon. I came back
for lunch. After lunch I stayed at home. I
did not take a nap. I did some homework from
3 to 4. I stayed at home all afternoon, then I
had dinner at 7. We also watched TV when we
were eating. Then I did some homework again
after dinner until 9 o'clock. Then I watched
TV until I went to bed.
Q: Where do your three best friends live?
A: A classmate of mine lives on the second floor of
this building; a friend lives on the third floor
of this building, and the third lives next door.
The Mother
Q: Your son told me that you used to live on Lin I
St., then you moved to this place later on.
A: Yes, we rented a house there and later my son
bought this house by lottery. He bought this
house for me and my husband, then he found a job
in another place so he doesn't live with us now.
Q: I was told that all three of your elder sons are
married. You must be very happy about that.
A: Yes. Now our third son is running a small busi-
ness in Hsin Chu. He wanted us to live in this
house. The eldest and the second son can only
earn a living for their own families. Now my hus-
band and I are working hard hoping we can support
the youngest son for more education. Of the
other two younger sons, one is serving his mili-
tary service now, and one is going to take the
(college) entrance examination. The youngest
just graduated from primary school.
Q: How many people live in this house now?
A: Six, my husband, me, and four children.
Q: How many neighbors do you know?
A: I really don't have time to get to know my neigh-
bors because of my working hours.
Q: Are there some neighbors you know better?
A: No.
Q: Compared with the place you lived before, do you
think this place is better or worse?
A: The place where we lived before was a one-story
2- house. There were more places that children could
7- play, and the neighbors were friendly. Now we
are living in a flat with not much room for child-
ren to play. I don't have much time to get
acquainted with the neighbors.
Q: Is it far to the hotel where you work?
6 A: Yes. The bus No. 52 takes a long way to go there.
It circles around and takes about 20 minutes
to get there.
Q: What does your child usually do after the school
hours?
A: Usually he will either stay at home or go to the
supplementary school after regular school hours.
He seldom plays with other kids.
Q: Where does he usually play?
A: Downstairs or nearby. He does not go very far.
Q: Is there any place you don't allow him to go?
A: No.
Q: Where do his close friends live?
A: One is on the second floor and the other is on
the third floor.
Q: Where do he and his friends usually go?
A: Downstairs.
Q: And what do they do?
A: They play ball and "hide-and-catch".
(At this moment a friend of his came in and they went The Child's Drawing (about Taipei city)
to play outside.)
Q: What kind of influence do you think that this en-
vironment will have on your child?
A: I really don't know. He does not play with other
children. If he were older I might worry about
that as he could get some bad habits, but since
he is still young, he does not go out very often
or very far.
Q: Has any neighborhood meeting been held in this
neighborhood? And did you attend these meetings?
A: There have been some meetings held, but I don't
have time to go because usually when I come home
it is about eleven o'clock.
Q: Did you suggest anything to the committee of
management to improve the environment?
A: No, I didn't. But somebody suggested something
before. There was some response to some of these
suggestions. Some people charged that the commit-
11 tee was inefficient and asked us to sign a
petition to ask the managers to resign. My
children didn't understand and they signed the
paper using my name. Nothing came of it.
_Q: Where were you born and brought up?
A: I was born in Miao Li county, but I have lived
in Taipei for more than ten years.
Q: Compared to the place where you were born, is
this place better or worse in terms of children's
development?
1+ A: It took more than half an hours walk from home to
school in the countryside, and there was no bus.
6+ Now schools are much closer. It is only 10-15
minutes walk from here to the school. So the
place'we are living in now is better in terms of
educational facilities.
Q: Which do you think is the best area for living
in Taipei?
A: We don't know whether this is a good community or
not, but the only thing we can do is work as hard
as we can to earn a living and to have a place to
live.
Q: What is your expectation for your child?
A: Let him have as much education as I can give him.
Q: How much do you pay for the electricity and
running water every month?
A: Between 200 and 250 N.T. (US$5.60-7.00).
Q: How much do you earn every month?
A: Not much. My husband is sixty years old. He
didn't have much education and his job is not
well paid, just about four to five thousand per
month. My salary is little more than three thou-
sand. The sons -- one is working as a postman,
which is not a high-paying job, another one is
working for the railroad. They cannot send money
back because they have to support their own
families.
Q: What do you think that the government should do
for this neighborhood?
A: I am just a woman and I don't know much about
4 public affairs. Sometimes the motor which pumps
the water up to the roof doesn't work. The mana-
if ger did not respond to our complaint. Some other
y- people complained about the unmaintained public
11 space, but they did not get answers from the
managers.
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Interview
The Child
Q: Can you describe the place you lived in Shihlin?
8-A: It is a very good place to live. It is not so
hot at noon as here.
Q: Where did you usually go when you lived there?
A: We usually went to places behind our house.
Q: Do you know if it has changed since you left?
A: No.
Q: Can you draw me a map and show me the area you
live in now?
A: This is the entrance, the gate (of the Park).
Q: What is this?
A: The public housing.
Q: What else?
A: These are one-story houses.
This is the Korean school.
This way leads to the horse-riding field (the
practice track). This is the horse-riding club.
The police station.
Q: Where is your home?
A: Here, the second one. (Writes two Chinese
characters: my home)
Q: Can you show me on the drawing where you
usually play?
A: The place near the baseball field. Sometimes I
go to the horse-riding field and watch people
riding horses. Also I go to the botanical
garden with my classmates.
Q: Who goes with you when you go to the baseball
field?
A: I always go with my classmates.
Q: Do you go with your brother or sisters?
A: No.
Q: What do you do at those places?
A: Sometimes we go fishing, to have fun, some-
times I go to play ball with my classmates in
the Park.
Q:
A:
Q:
8~ A:
Where do you fish?
In the botanical garden and in the Park.
Are there any places which you think are danger-
ous?
The pond in the Park. People got drowned there.
Q: Any other place?
4 A: The roof. The parapet is too low.
Q: Does any one tell you that you can not go to
those places?
3: Any place you don't like to go?
11 A: The basement. The man will tell us to go away.
2+Q: Suppose there are only three places besides home
3+ that you can go, which three would you choose?
6 6 +A: The Park, the horse-riding field, the botanical
8 8+ garden and the Museum of History.
Q: Do you think you will still live here in the
future?
A: We are going to move.
(His mother said: "Nonsense. Where are we going to
move?" The child replied: "You said we will move
back to Shihlin".)
Q: How many neighbors do you know?
A: A lot.
Q: How many children do you know?
A: A lot.
Q: Are they your age?
A: Some are younger, some are older.
Q: Do you play with those children a lot?
Q: Where do your best friends live?
A: At the back.
Q: In this neighborhood?
A: Yes, a classmate in building 8, a neighbor in
the next building and one in this building.
Q: Where do you and your friends usually go?
A: We go to the Park quite often -- to play ball
and catch cicadas.
11 A:
8
Are there places where adults have told you not
to go?
Yes. We are not allowed to go fishing in the
pond in the Park.
Q: If you want to be alone, where do you go?
A: I will stay at home and sleep.
Q: What kind of weather do you dislike the most?
A: Thunderstorms.
Q: What do you do then?
A: Stay at home, playing poker and reading the
newspaper.
Q: Is it crowded in this place?
1+A: Not so crowded.
5+
Q: Noisy?
8 A: Yes, very noisy.
Q: Can you tell me what you did all day yesterday?
A: I woke up a couple of minutes after seven, then
I came down, turned on the light, opened the
door, let the dog out and washed her. I picked
up the newspaper. I wandered around with my
dog at the back of this building all morning. We
had lunch sometime past twelve. I didn't take a
nap yesterday. After lunch I took a walk nearby.
Q: Did you wander around with your dog all after-
noon?
A: Yes.
Q: What time did you have dinner?
A: Sometime past six. Then I watched TV cartoons
until eight. Afterwards I did some handicrafts
with my younger sister until sometime past ten.
After that I closed the door and went to bed.
Q: Can you draw me a map of Taipei city? What do
you know about it?
A: I can't.
Q: Sure you can. You go out quite often, you must
know some places quite well.
(Starts to draw)
Q: What is this?
A: This is the botanical garden and this is the bank.
This is the horse-riding field. This is the
horse-riding club. There are many horses in that
club. This is the Park of Youth.
(The drawing is shown on page 85, bottom right).
Q: Any other places you know about in Taipei?
A: The House of the President and the school (Hsinho)
That's all.
Q: If you are free to choose a place to live, which
would you choose?
8 A: It would be better to live in the suburbs.
Q: Can you name a place?
12 A: A place where there are many children.
The Father
Q: Where did you live before?
A: We rented rooms.
Q: How many neighbors do you know?
A: I know most of the neighbors.
Q: Do you visit each other frequently?
A: Yes.
Q: Do you have close friends? Where do they live?
A: We have good friends who live nearby.
2 A:
4-
8
What's the difference between the place you lived
in before and this place?
It is too noisy to live in public housing. It is
noisy day and night. For example, there is no
place for children to play, and too many people
living in a too small apartment.
Q: Then you mean this place is worse than Shihlin?
A: Of course. Generally speaking, that community is
better planned than this one.
Q: What does your child usually do after school?
A: Kids do not have normal activities, they usually
stay at home to read books and newspapers.
Q: Do you go out with the children?
A: Sometimes, but not too often.
Q: Is there any place nearby that you don't allow
your children to go?
A: Yes, the Park of Youth. Because I am afraid that
7- people in the park will have bad social influence
on my children. There are too many kinds of
people (good and bad) in that park. I don't want
my children to go there too often.
Q: Do you know where your child's playmates live?
A: All of his classmates live nearby.
Q: Where do they usually go?
A: Well, places nearby such as the Park where they
can play ball.
Q: Does this place have good or bad influence on
your child?
2+ A: Generally speaking this place is not bad. For
3+ example, the Park is close to our house, there
6+ are many facilities in that park. But I feel
that the facilities are too complex.
Q: Too complex? You mean there are too many kinds
of people mixing together?
7 A: Yes, too many kinds of people.
Q: Does that mean a good or bad influence?
6+A: It should be a good influence, the facilities
7- are very good. But because of the management -
11-- there are too many kinds of people. We don't
want our children to become bad boys.
Q: Did you attend the neighborhood meeting?
A: Yes, I go to the meeting quite often.
Q: Did you suggest anything in the meeting?
A: I mentioned I could not sleep due to the noise
coming from the ping pong shop in the basement
7 of the building and people play that until mid-
night.
Q3 You were brought up on the mainland. Which place
do you think is better for bringing up children?
here or the mainland?
10+ A: When I was a kid there was no TV, no modern
7~ equipment and if we say the past is better than
the present, that is because the extended family
who lived together created an atmosphere of
making warmth at home. This is what we Chinese
call -- the inherited tradition. Although we
have achieved great economic progress in terms
of all these facilities, if compared with the
past, in my opinion, it is no better now than
before.
Q: How old is your oldest child?
A: He quit school. Now he is learning the skill of
making repairs.
Q: Do you have any expectation about the future of
your child? (the younger boy)
A: I hope he can go to school and study as much as
he can. But if he is unable to compete with
others (in the school) I will not force him to
study. I will encourage him to learn something
useful (some kind of technical skill).
Q: How much do you spend for water, electricity,
and gas every month?
A: The Government gives me a 50% discount for water
and electricity because of my veteran status, but
I didn't take the exemption privilege for water.
It is not much for water every month (less than
one hundredN.T. = US$2.80). We burn out one tank
(approximately 20 kgs. -- 250 N.T. = US$7.20) of
liquid gas every month.
Q: May I ask how much money you and your wife earn
every month?
A: I've been running a small business ever since re-
tiring from the army. I earn about three thou-
sand dollars per month plus the food stamps for
rice. Recently the government has increased the
food stamps. That will help on income. In total
Iearnbetween three to four thousand per month
(US$83-112).
Q: What is the most important issue in this neigh-
borhood that requires the government's assis-
tance?
A: The education of children. I suggest that we
6~ use the under-used basement for some skill-
training programs sponsored by the government.
11 The program should only charge its participants
a little money and the managers should hbe paid
by the government.
Q: Any other suggests related to the environment?
5 A: There are too many people crowded in this area.
7 People have different habits. No body cares
about keeping the place clean. There has been
little improvement on this point even though the
government sent garbage collectors to help
citizens clean up their places.
Q: You mean we should increase the garbage collecting.
7~A: No. This is a problem of citizens' morality.
People need to be educated so that they know
the importance of keeping the place clean. Edu-
cation is very important. If you don't educate
people, they will mess up every place.
-Q:6 A:
Q:
6,+A:
Any other comment?
We need street lights here.
How about the transportation?
It is fairly good.
1
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Interview The Dwelling Plan
The Child
(The girl was living with her sister who was
married and had a child).
Where do you and your friends usually go?
We go to the Park most of the time.
What do you do in the Park?
Play ball.
Q:
A:
Q:
A:
Q: Are there places adults tell you not to go?
7- A: They tell me not to gamble with those kids.
11
Q:
A:
Q:
A:
Q:
A:
If you want to be alone, where will you go?
I will go out.
What kind of weather don't you like?
Rainy days.
What do you do when it rains?
I go play chess in my cousin's apartment.
Q: Can you describe the place you lived before?
A: We lived in a place near the seashore, there were
not many children. Usually we played around our
house.
Q: Can you draw me a map and tell me about the area
where you live?
A: (Starts to draw) This is the street inside the
neighborhood which leads to the Park. This is the
practice track. This is the public housing.
Q: Where do you usually go?
A: The Park, the practice track, the alleys and the
streets.
Q: Who goes with you?
A: I go with my classmate who lives downstairs.
Q: What do you do in those places?
A: We play ball in the Park or we watch people play-
ing baseball, but we don't play baseball very
often. We watch people riding horses if we go
to the practice track. Sometimes we just wander
around.
Q: Are there places that you think are dangerous?
A: The construction site.
Q: Are there place you are not allowed to go?
A: No.
Q: Are there places you don't like to go?
A: No.
Q: Where are the three places you like to go the
most?
A: The Park; the country; and my cousin's home, the
one who lives in this neighborhood.
Q: Do you think you will still live here in the
future?
A: I don't know.
Q: How many neighbors do you know?
A: Some of the neighbors I know have moved out.
Some I can recognize as my neighbors, but I have
not talked with them.
Q: How many children do you know?
A: About fifteen. I know them because we play to-
gether. They all study in the same school and
are in the same grade with me.
Q: Where do you three best friends live?
A: A classmate of mine lives downstairs. A neigh-
bor lives on the fifth floor of this building.
Another two classmates live on the second and
third floor of another building.
Q: Is this place crowded?
5- A: I feel crowded because there are many people.
Q: Is this place noisy?
8 A: A little bit noisy.
Q: Can you tell me what you did all day yesterday?
A: I woke up at six. I went to the Park and took
a walk with my sister and my brother-in-law un-
til seven. I did my homework after I finished
breakfast. I finished my homework at about 10:30
and then I went downstairs to see my classmate.
We had lunch at 11:30. I took a nap in the after-
noon from twelve to three, and then went shop-
poing with my sister until 4:30. I stayed at
home until we ate dinner at 6:30. I went to my
cousin's apartment from seven to 7:30. I went
to the practice track with my brother-in-law at
eight, and came home at about 8:30. I went
to bed at about ten o'clock.
Q: Can you draw me another map and tell me your
impression of Taipei City?
A: (Hesitant, ten starts to draw). This is the
railroad center and the bus terminal. This is
the underpass on Chung Hsiao West Road. This
is the circle. This road leads to the New Park;:
this street leads to the Chien Kuo Senior High
School and the Botanical Garden.
Q: Where would you like to live in Taipei?
A: .......
The Sister
Q: Where did you live before?
A: Kuan Yen in Chung Li Country.
Q: Compared with the place you used to live in
Chung Li, is this place better or worse?
a- A: It is very hard to compare , but the air was
10" cleaner in Chung Li and the living expenses are
higher here.
Q: How many neighbors do you know?
A: I know both people in this neighborhood and
outside it.
Q: Do you have close friends in this neighborhood?
A: No.
Q: What does your brother usually do after school?
A: Sometimes he studies at home, sometimes he plays
outside.
Q: Where does he usually go?
A: He sometimes goes to swim, sometimes plays
downstairs.
Q: Do you remember what he did all day yesterday.
A: He stayed at home all day yesterday.
Q: Are there places you don't allow him to go?
"A: I don't want him to ride his bicycle or play
in the street because there is so much traffic.
Q: Where do his close friends live?
A: They are his classmates and they live nearby.
Q: Does this place have a good or bad influence on
him?
Light well
7- A: I an worried that he might learn some bad
habits because there are kids who gamble in this
area.
Q: Did you ever attend the neighborhood meeting?
A: My husband did.
Q: Do you know if the government has responded to
people's suggestions?
4-A: Somebody suggested that the gate should be re-
11 placed by a new one and the water tank should be
repaired; but nothing has been done.
Q: Compared with the place where you were raised in
Kuan Yen, is this place better or worse in terms
of child-rearing and child development?
A: Life in the country was simple, there was much
7" work for children to do. They could not learn
any bad habits.
Q: In your opinion, where is the best place in
Taipei to live in terms of child-rearing and
child development?
10 A: We cannot afford to live in a place like Chung
Saun North Road.
Q: What are your parents' expectations for your
brother?
A: To let my brother develop his own interests.
Q: How much do you have to spend on water, electri-
city and fuel?
A: It is between four and five hundred (US$11.10-
13.80).
Q: How much do you and your husband earn?
A: A little more than seven thousand.
Q: What do you think the government should do for
this neighborhood?
10"A: I think the price of public housing is too high.
The total payment I have to pay within fifteen
years is about forty-five hundred thousand dol-
lars (US$12,450). If I want to sell this house
after that, it will not be worth more than three
hundred thousand, because not many people want
1 to buy such a small apartment. The prices of
other types of housing will rise over time, but
not public housing. If we want to buy a larger
apartment in the future after selling this one,
we will be unable to afford that.
The Child's Drawing (about Taipei city)
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Q: Can you draw me a map and tell me the area where
you live?
A: (First hesitates to draw.) This is the building
in which we live. This is the practice track,
this is another apartment.
Q: Which places do you usually go to?
A: The Park of Youth, the practice track, and down-
stairs.
Q: Who goes with you to those places?
A: My brothers, and sometimes my classmates.
Q: What do you do there?
A: Sometimes I play, and sometimes I go to read.
Q: Why do these places attract you?
8+A: It is cool and comfortable in the morning and at
night in the Park.
Q: Is there any place you think that is dangerous?
8- A: The river. Some companies dig out the sand from
the river bed and those holes left behind create
whirlpools.
Q: Where are the three places you like the most?
6+2+A: The Park of Youth, the practice track, and my
8+3+ uncles house in Panchiao.
4+
Q: Where did you live when you were young? and
where did you used to play?
A: We used to live on Hsi Yuan Road, but I can't
remember where we played.
Q:
A:
Q:
A:
Q:
A:
Q:
A:
Q:
A:
Q:
A:
How many neighbors do you know?
Not many.
How many children do. you know in this neighbor-
hood?
Six or seven.
Are they your age?
They are all younger than I.
Where do your three closest friends live?
Two live next door to me and one lives on the
ground floor. They all are my neighbors.
Where do you usually go?
Usually we go to the Park of Youth and downstairs,
What do you play there?
We play baseball, high-jump, hide-and-catch, the
rubber and the officials.
Q: Are there places where your parents or teachers
don't allow you to go?
8- A: The riverfront.
Q: If you want to be alone, what do you do?
A: I will read some books.
Q: And where will you go?
A: The Park.
Q: What kind of weather don't you like the most?
A: Rainy days.
Q: What do you do on rainy days?
A: .......
Q: Is this place crowded?
1+A: No.
5+
Q: Is it noisy?
8"A: Not inside the house, but children are very noisy
outside.
Q: Can you tell me what you did all day yesterday in
detail?
A: I woke up at 6:30. I helped my mother to clean
the house until eight, then I did my homework all
morning at home. After lunch I took a nap between
one and two o'clock. From two to five I played
downstairs. I dod some house work between five
and six. After that I watched TV until eight,
then I washed the floor and then watched TV until
I slept. I went to bed at ten o'clock. Some-
times, after my father finishes his work, the
whole family will take a walk in the Park, but
we didn't do that yesterday.
The Mother
Q: Where do your close friends live?
A: I don't have close friends living in this neigh-
borhood. We know these neighbors only since we
moved in.
Q: Compared with the place you lived before, is this
place better or worse?
4+A: This house is better than that but still too
1- small for my large family.
Q: What does your child do after school hours?
A: He doesn't do anything during the summer vacation.
He is looking for a job but can't find any.
this place better or worse for child-rearing and
child development?
8A: I prefer the country but here you have more op-
10+ portunities to find a job and to earn some money.
The living environment is about the same. The
7 country is quiet and not so showy and so indul-
gent in luxurious and expensive habits.
Q: Which place in Taipei do you think is the best
for child-rearing and a child's education?
8 A: Any place will be the same as long as it is
quiet.
Q: What is your expectation for your child?
A: It depends on his ability. As long as he is
studying hard his future is in his hands. I will
not impose my own wishes on him.
Q: How much do you spend on water, electricity and
fuel every month?
-A: We don't have many electrical appliances.
Q: What is your income per month?
A: It depends on the season. Sometimes four to five
thousand (US$111-139), sometimes two to three
thousand (US$56-83) dollars per month.
Q: What should the government do for this neighbor-
hood?
A: I don't know how to deal with things like these.
Q: Where does he usually play?
A: He either plays downstairs or goes to the Park
of Youth.
Q: Is there any place you don't allow him to go?
8- A: I don't allow him to go to the riverfront.
Q: Where do he and his friends usually go?
A: There is a library in the Park, they go there
to read.
Q: Do you know where his three best friends live?
A: I am not sure about that. Probably they live
around here.
Q: Do you think that this place has good or bad
influence on your child?
8+A: I think these surroundings are not that noisy,
and good for his studying. But we have many
1 children living in such a small apartment
which may disturb him when he is doing his
homework.
Q: Have you ever attended the neighborhood
meetings?
A: Yes.
Q: Did you suggest anything in the meeting?
A: I am not good at talking, I didn't suggest any-
thing.
Q: Did anybody suggest something? and how did
the government respond to that?
4- A: Some people suggested that the government
should clean the drainage, and the government
did some of that.
Q: Did you go to the last meeting?
A: Yes, but because I was not educated I cannot read!
I went there just as a listener.
Q: Where were you born?
A: I was born in Chang Hua.
Q: Compared with the place where you were born, is
Interview
The Child
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Q: Can you describe the place where you lived before?
8- A: The house where we lived and its surroundings
were all low-rise houses. It was quiet.
Q: Where did you play then?
A: We played in a garden where people grew flowers
for sale.
Q: Can you draw me a map and show me the area you
live in now?
A: (First hesitates and then starts to draw). We
live in this building. This is building number
three. This is the street where children play;
another place for children to play is the Park.
There is a Citizen Service Center in that building.
Q: Do you play in any other place beside the street
and the Park?
A: No.
Q: Who goes with you?
A: Neighbors' children.
Q: What do you play?
A: We play "hide-and-seek", badminton and baseball.
Q: Do you go to the baseball field in the Park to
play baseball?
A: Rarely.
Q: Are there places that you think are dangerous?
11 A: The Park, because our teacher told us there are
7" some. hoodlums in the Park. However, the air is
8+ clean and fresh in the Park.
Q:
11 A:
7"
Q:
7-A:
Are there places where you are not allowed to
go?
Our teacher told us to keep away from the
billiard shops.
Are there places you don't like to go?
The places where children gamble. There are
many children gambling in this area.
Q: Besides home, which are the three places you
like to go?
3 A: The Confucius Temple, the Ta Lung Primary
3 School, and Pau An Temple. They are all in
3 Ta Lung Tung. (All these three are close to
the place he lived before).
Q: Do you think you will still live here in the
future?
A: This is uncertain.
Q: How many neighbors do you know?
A: Just a few.
Q: How many children do you know? are thef your
age?
A: About fifteen. They are either in grade five or
six.
Q: Do you play together quite often?
A: Sometimes.
Q: Where do your three closest friends live?
A: One lives in Pan Chiao, one in Shih Lin, the
third one lives close to the wholesale market.
They are all my classmates.
Q: Where do you and your classmates go?
A: If we have time we will go to the classmate's
house in Pan Chiao.
Q: What do you play?
A: Chinese chess.
Q: Do adults not allow you to go certain places?
11+A: No.
Q: If you want to be alone, where will you go?
A: I will stay at home and read books and maga-
zines.
Q: What kind of weather don't you like?
A: Cloudy days.
1"Q: Is this place crowded?
57A: It is crowded at noon.
7-
Q: Is this place noisy?
7~A: It is noisy at noon.
87
Q: Can you tell me what you did all day yesterday?
A: I woke up at 5:30, then we want to the Park to
do some exervises. We came back at eight. I
stayed at home all morning, listened to the radio
and read books. We ate lunch between twelve and
one. I stayed at home all afternoon playing
chess with my younger brother and sister. I
cleaned the house from 4:00 to 5:30. We had
dinner at 5:30. After dinner I watched TV from
six to nine, and then went to bed at 9:30.
Q: Can you draw me another map and tell me your
impression of Taipei city?
A: This is the North-South Freeway, this is the
Grand Hotel, and this is the Zoological Garden.
This is the Ta Lung Tung Primary School where I
used to study. This is the Confucius Temple and
this is the Pao An Temple.
Q: Where is the place you would most like to live?
87 A: Someplace which is quiet.
The Mother
Q: Where did you live before you moved into this
place?
A: We lived in Ta Lung Tung near the Confucius
Temple. It was an illegally-built house.
Q: How many neighbors do you know?
A: I don't know them.
Q:
4+ A
1"
Q: Does this place have any good or bad influence
on your child's development?
7A: I don't let him play outside too often because
I am afraid that he might form a gang with other
kids. I don't think this place has any influ-
ence on my child.
Q: Where were you brought up?
A: I lived in Tai Lung Tung when I was a kid.
Q: Compared with the place where you were brought
up, is this place better or worse in terms of
child-rearing and children's development?
2+A: This place is better because there are more places
3+ for children to play.
Q: Did you attend the neighborhood meeting before?
A: Only once.
Q: Did you suggest anything?
A: Never.
Q: How did the government respond to people's sugges-
tions?
11-A: There is no result and no response to their
suggestions.
Q: In your opinion where is the best place to live
in Taipei in terms of child-rearing and educa-
tion?
2 A: Ta Lung Tung and here are the only places I have
3 lived. I don't know much about the rest of the
city. It is no problem as long as there are
places for children to play.
Q: What is your expectation for your child?
A: We let him develop his own interests. Parents
can't assign the occupation for their children.
Q: How much do you have to spend on the house
payment, water, electricity and fuel?
A: We spend about one thousand (US$27.80) on the
housing payment every month. For water, electri-
city and fuel it is between five and six hundred
(US$13.80-16.70).
Q: What is the total income of your family?
A: It varies, generally speaking between five and
six thousand (US$138-167) each month.
Q: Is there anything that the government should do
for this neighborhood?
A: We live in our own house and we don't bother
people. I have no idea how to answer your
question.
Is this place better or worse than the place you
lived before?
This place is better. The quality of the ille-
gally-built house was poor; but in terms of area
that house was larger than this one.
Q: What does your child usually do after school?
A: My children usually play near the house or in
the Park.
Q: Are there places where you don't allow him to go?
A: No, but I don't let him go out very often.
Q: Where do his close friends/playmates live?
A: All his close friends are his classmates. They
live far from here, in Pan Chiao.
Q: Where do he and his friends usually go?
A: He stays at home most of the time.
0 1 sm
1:200
(The floor plan is also shown on page 35, bottom
right).
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Interview
The Child The Nether
(The mother asked that the child's name not to be
written down.)
Q: Can you draw me a map and show me the area where
you live?
(The mother said that the child's only activity dur-
ing the day was to go to school; he knows very little
about the place, the only place he knows is the Park.)
A: (Starts to draw. He first drew the Park, then
the public housing, then the practice track, the
road, the river.)
Q: Where do you usually go?
A: The Park and the practice track.
Q: By walking?
A: Yes.
Q: Who goes with you?
A: Usually with neighbors.
Q: What do you do in those places?
A: Play with the toys in those places.
Q: Is there any place that you think is dangerous?
8- A: The- riverfront, because there is no railing.
Q: Is there any place you are not allowed to go?
No.
Is there any place you don't like to go?
A: No.
Q: Besides home, what are the three places you like
the most?
(The mother interrupted and said he likes to go to
his aunty's house, his uncle's house and to watch
movies.)
A:
Q: Where did you play when you were living in Kuang
Chou Street?
A: I played at places near school.
Q: Do you know what those places look like now?
A: They became roads.
Q: Will you still live here in the future?
A: Yes.
Q: How many neighbors do you know?
A: Only one.
Q: How many children do you know?
A: I don't know anyone because we haven't been here
for very long.
Q: Where do your three best friends/classmates live?
A: One classmate lives in Ho Ping West Road, the
other classmate lives in Kui Lin Road, the third
one, also a classmate of mine, live in Kung Kuan.
Q: Where do you and your friends usually go?
A: We usually go to watch movies.
Q: If you want to be alone, wherewill you be?
A: I will stay at home and watch TV.
Q: What kind of weather do you dislike the most?
A: Rainy days. I will do some homework.
Q: Is this place crowded?
1+A: No.
5+
Q: Is this place noisy?
8-A: Yes.
Q: Where is the best place to live in Taipei?
A: The place we used to live.
Q: Can you tell me what you did all day yesterday?
A: I woke up at 6:30. I went to school at 7:15. I
studied at school all morning. I came back home
around one o'clock. After lunch I took a nap
from about 1:30 to six. I watched TV cartoons
when we ate dinner. After dinner I did my home-
work for one hour and then watched TV again from
eight to 10:30. Usually I play ball with my
mother and sisters on the street at night, but
not last night. After watching TV I went to bed.
Q: Can you draw me another map of Taipei city and
show me your impressions?
A: (Starts to draw. He draws the primary school he
used to attend near Little South Gate, then he
draws the Presidential Office, the Ho Ping Hospi-
tal, the bus stop, the Chung Hua Shopping Street.)
Q: Where did you live before?
A: We used to live in Kuang Chou Street, it was an
illegally-built house, we lived there for more
than 20 years.
Q: How many neighbors do you know in this neighbor-
hood?
A: We don't know many. Because living in an apart-
ment like this, everybody is taking care of
himself. We don't bother each other.
Q: Do you have close friends or neighbors in this
neighborhood?
A: We don't have close friends here. We know some
neighbors only because they come to shop in our
store. We knew more neighbors in Kuang Chou
Street because we had lived there for more than
20 years.
Q: Compared with the place where you lived, is this
place better or worse?
1- A: The place we used to live is much better than
here; it was much larger, now this one is small,
we have no choice. The space we have is not
only used for the shop, but also has to accomo-
date seven people. In the last neighborhood
meeting we suggested that we should have more
6" buses. There are about one thousand households
living in this neighborhood and there is only one
bus route (route 58), and the bus runs every fifty
minutes to one hour which is not convenient for
us. The other thing is that the sanitary condi-
tion within the neighborhood is very poor. The
units on the upper floor have been distributed
by lottery, but there are still some unoccupied
11" units on the ground floor which are the best
places for mosquitoes. Some people, who are
7" lacking public consciousness, throw down the gar-
bage from the upper floors. Another problem is
67 that the running water is insufficient and we
have been short of water many times.
Q: What do you think the government should do for
this neighborhood?
A:. The pipes of Metropolitan Taipei Gas Company have
67 been extended along Wan Ta Road. I think it
should extend to this area to include this neigh-
borhood, site #13 and many families living
nearby.
Q: What does your child usually do after school?
A: We let him go to the school for supplementary
education.
Q: Where does he usually play?
A: The Park of Youth.
Q: Is there any place that you don't allow him to
go?
7~A: There are some billiard shops within this neigh-
borhood where we don't want him to go.
Q: Does he have friends/classmates to play with?
A: No.
Q: Does this place have any good or bad influence
on your child?
7A: Except the billiard shops. We don't know how
other people teach their children, so we don't
let him go out too often.
Q: Did you suggest anything in the neighborhood
meeting?
6~ A: Yes, we did. If we want to take the bus we have
to go to Wan Ta Road, there is a bus stop near
Kuang Jen Primary School; which is too far from
here. We suggested to improve the bus service,
but there is no answer yet.
Q: If you can choose freely, where will you choose
to live?
A: I still prefer the place we used to live in
8- Kuang Chou Street. It is an ideal place; it was
7- quiet and there were no rascals and no ruffians.
3- Many bus stops were nearby, also the daily mar-
3~ ket and school were close to our house. But the
point is that we are no long allowed to live
there.
Q: What are your expectations for your child?
A: The eldest was graduated from senior high school,
the next two children are studying at junior high
school. I only wish that they can have as much
education as possible, because practically there
is no difference between a person who graduated
from a junior high school and a person who gradu-
ated from a primary school.
Q: Will he follow his brother's or sister's foot-
steps?
A: We can't force him to do what he doesn't like to
do. It all depends on his interests.
Q: Do you own this house?
A: Yes, our house was torn down so we had the prior-
ity to buy the public housing.
Q: How much do you spend on water, electricity and
fuel every month?
A: Not much. The water and electricity cost us
about seven hundred dollars (US$19.50). Every
month we need three tanks of gas which will cost
us another seven hundred.
Q: How much do you earn?
A: The amount we earn cannot cover the expense. We
don't make much profit by running a small shop
like this. The law required that the illegal
house should be torn down, but our present house
has only 45.4M2 which is too small for a family
of seven people.
(The mother complains that we are taking too many
pictures.)
The Child's Drawing (about Taipei city)
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Case Study No:15
LeaalitY: Nan Chi Chang
The Family.
Household size:F, M, 6C
No. of inhabitants: 9
Length of residence: 3 years
Origin: Taiwan
Occupation: Father: Carpenter
Mother: Housewife
The Child
Sex:M
Age:16
School/Grade:Wan Hua Junior High
/12th grade
Space Perception & Activity Location Plan
Span Perception & Activity Location E ; L 6
Positive attributes
Negative attributes
Representation of
child's drawing
1 Location of specific
activity
The Dwelling
Type:5-story walk-up
Unit floor area (sq m):92.42(two units) 0 3m
Floor area per person (sq m) :11.55 E""""""
Tenure of existing dwelling:Rental
Tenure of previous dwelling:Ownership 1:5000
(Illegally built)
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Interview
The Child
Q: Can you describe the place where you lived before?
A: In the area of Tung Yuan Street the houses were
4~ all one story high and not so well built. There
were many narrow alleys.
Q: Can you draw me a map and show me the area where
you live now?
A: (The sequence of drawing is first the apt. where
he lives and some other apartments and the Park,
then he added the streets, then the basketball
courts, and then some other streets.)
Q: Where do you usually go?
A: Usually I go to the Park and play ball.
Q: Who goes with you?
A: My younger brother, sometimes my classmates
Q: Are there places that you think are dangerous?
7 A: There is a billiard shop where some juvenile
delinquents are hanging out and another place
7 near the apartment where some junior high
students smoke.
Q: Is there any place you are not allowed to go?
by whom?
7~A: I can't go to the billiard shop. My parents and
11 my elder brother told me to stay away from it.
Q: Is there any place you don't like to go?
A: No.
Q: Besides home, what are the three places you like
the most?
3+ A: The Park, the place we used to live, and to go
riding a bicycle.
Q: When you lived in Tung Yuan Street, where did you
play?
A: I played in those narrow alleys or a place near
Tung Yuan Primary School.
Q: What happened to those places?
A: Now those places have been used to build high-
rise buildings.
Q: Do you think you will still live here in the
future?
1~A: I would like to move to a house larger than this
one.
Q: Where do you want to live then?
1~A: A place such as Chung Hsiao East Road is very
4 good, but it is impossible (because of the high
price of the houses).
Q: How many neighbors do you know?
A: Many. I know most of the neighbors in this
neighborhood.
Q: How many children do you know? are they your age?
A: The children I know are about the same age as me.
Q: Do you play together quite often?
A: We used to play together very often, but after I
hurt my foot I can't go out and play with them.
Q: Where do your three best friends live?
A: One lives on Wan Ta Road; one lives on Min Ho
Street; the third one lives in a village which
I don't know the name of it. They are all my
classmates.
Q: Where do you usually go?
A: We sometimes ride our bicycles and wander around,
sometimes we play ball.
Q: Are there places where your parents don't allow
you to go?
7~ A: I can't go swim because my foot is hurt. I am
not allowed to go to the billiard room; my elder
11 brother told me not to go, but I go there some-
times.
Q: If you want to be alone, where do you go?
A: I ride my bicycle around.
Q: What kind of weather don't you like?
A: The weather that is hot and humid with no wind.
Q: What do you do when it is hot and humid?
A: I take a shower with cold water.
Q: Do you think this place is crowded?
1 A: Yes.
4-
Q: Do you think this place is noisy?
8~ A: Not on the fifth floor, but it is noisy down-
stairs.
Q: In which place would you like to live in Taipei?
8~ A: I prefer to live in Ku Ting District because it
is quiet.
Q: Can you tell me what you did all day yesterday?
A: I woke up at 6:30. I read the newspaper when I
ate my breakfast at seven. I went to the Hsing
Tien Temple with my mother yesterday morning.
When we went to my aunt's house it was about
10:30. We came home for lunch at noon. After
lunch I took a nap of about half an hour. I
stayed at home all afternoon because I sprained
my ankle. We had dinner at 6:30, then I watched
TV. I rode my bicycle to Hsi Yuan Road to pick
up a saw at eight o'clock. After I came back
I stayed downstairs for awhile watching people
riding their bicycles. I watched TV again from
8:30 to 10:30, then I went to bed.
The Mother
Q:
A:
1+
4+
Where did you live before?
We bought an illegally built house from somebody,
it was located in the Tung Yuan Street. That
house was smaller and the ceiling was even lower
than this one. It was built with wood.
Q: (In the existing house) Did you build the extra
floor for yourselves?
A: Yes. My husband built that. We use that as the
children's bedroom.
Q: How many neighbors do you know?
A: We know most of the neighbors on the same floor.
We also know a family which is on the fourth
floor. We don't know the rest except people
downstairs that we say hello to.
Q: Compared with the house you lived in before, is
this place better or worse?
1+ A: This house is better; it is slightly larger. It
4~ is hot living on the fifth floor.
Q: What does your child usually do after school?
A: Usually he goes to play basketball in the Park,
or rides his bicycle with his classmates.
Q: Is there any place that you don't allow him to go?
A: Because his foot was hurt, we don't let him swim.
Q: Do you know where his close friends live?
A: I don't know. I think all his close friends are
his classmates.
Q: Where do he and his friends go? what do they do?
A: They usually go to the Park to play ball.
Q: Does this place have any good or bad influence on
him?
2+A: I think this place is all right. At least there
3+ is a Park for children to play.
Q: Did you attend the neighborhood meeting before? Q: How much does your family each every month?
A: I only went there once. I didn't suggest anything. A: About ten thousand (US$278.00).
Q: Does the government respond to those suggestions?
A: It seems the government has responded to those
complaints.
Q: Where were you brought up?
A: I was brought up in the countryside of Tou Nan
Town, Yun Lin County.
Q: Compared with the place where you were born, is
this place better or worse in terms of child-
rearing and child-development?
10+ A: Now is better than before. When I was living in
the countryside we had to work in the ricefield
or we had to take care of younger brothers and
sisters. We didn't play very much.
Q: If you can have your choice, where is the best
place to live in terms of child-rearing?
8 A: As long as the place is not so noisy, it is all
right with me.
Q: What is your expectation for your child? Will he
follow his brother's/sister's footsteps?
A: The eldest son just finished his military service.
Now he is working with his father as a carpenter.
For this boy, his future depends on his own ef-
fort. As long as he wants to study I will do my
best to give him financial support.
Q: How much do you pay for water, electricity and
fuel every month?
A: The rent will cost me about fifteen hundred
(US$42.00). Water and electricity is about one-
fifty (US$4.20). We use more electricity in the
summer. We need one and a half tanks of gas
every month. It will be more in winter.
Q: What should the government do for this neighbor-
hood?
A: I have no opinion.
The Child's Drawing (about Taipei city)
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Case Study No: 16
Locality. Nan Chi Chang
The Family
Househo d size:F, y, 6G
No. of inhabitants: a
Length of residence: 3 years
Origin:Taiwan
Occupation: Father:Paper business
Mother: Shopkeeper -
Housewife
The ChildSex: F
Age: 12
School/Grade:Hsin Ho Primary
/5th grade
The Dwelling
Type: 5-story walk-up
Unit floor area (sq a) : 54 (Two units)
Floor area per person (sq ):i6.75
Tenure of existing dwelling:Rental
Tenure of previous dwelling:Illegally built
(Rental)
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The Child
Q: Can you draw me a map and show me the area where
you live?
A: I don't know how to draw.
Q: What do you do in that kind of weather?
A: Read books, sweep the floor, anything.
Q: Do you feel crowded in this place?
1+A: No.
5+
Q: Do you think it is noisy here?
(Because of the resistance, I told her she could do 8+ A: No.
that later.)
Q: Where do you usually go?
A: The Zoological Garden and the Park of Youth,
Q: How do you go there?
A: My father takes me with him.
Q: What do you do in the Park of Youth?
A: 1 go to play and to see the buildings,
Q: Is there any place that you feel is dangerous and
you are not allowed to go?
8A: Places near the river and some construction
sites are very dangerous.
Q: Who does not allow you to go?
A: My parents.
Q: Any place you don't like to go?
A: ........
Q: Where are the three places you like the most?
A: My grandmother's home and places where my father
and I go together.
Q: Where did you play when you were living in the
previous house?
A: We played in the small court in the alley.
Q: How many neighbors do you know?
A: Many.
Q: How many children do you know?
A: Not many. I have some good friends, they are
one or two years older than I.
Q: Do you play together quite often?
A: Sometimes. We cannot play if we have to go to
school.
Q: Can you tell me where your three best friends
live?
A: A friend lives in the next building, Another
classmate lives in the building in the front of
the neighborhood.
Q: Where do you usually play?
A: I play with my classmate at school. With my
friend, we play at the plaza (the street between
two buildings) or at home.
Q: What kind of games do you play?
A: We imitate different roles of adults, we also
sing songs at home.
Q: Did your parents tell you that there are places
that you cannot go?
11 A: Yes. Places such as the riverfront and buildings
8~ under construction are very dangerous.
Q: If you want to be alone where will you go?
A: My father set up a desk for us in another room.
When I want to be alone I just lock the door and
I will practice the Chinese calculator or read
some books-
Q: What kind of weather don't you like?
A: Different types of weather has its advantages,
but summer is too hot and I don't like rainy
days.
Q: If you had the choice, where would you want to
live in Taipei?
A: (No answer)
Q: Can you tell me in detail what you did yesterday?
A: I woke up at 4:30 in the morning and I did some
housework. I helped my younger sisters to brush
their teeth. I have to wash the dishes, do the
housework, taking care of the store and my sis-
ters. I stayed at home all morning then we ate
lunch at 12:30. Later I had a nap from 1 to
3 o'clock. We -- my sisters and a friend -- sang
songs and played many kinds of games from 3 to 5
at home. I then cooked the rice at 5 and we
watched TV and took baths. We ate our dinner at
7. After dinner I cleaned the table, did some
house-keeping and watched TV.. I went to bed at 9.
Q: Now can you draw me a map?
A: (The girl is still hesitating)
Q: You can draw whatever you want to draw.
(Because of the girl's resistance, she didn't draw the
map.)
The Father
Q: Do you know your neighbors and visit each other
often?
A: Yes, we get along with each other quite well. I
joined the voluntary public service, and we say
hello to each other, but because of the work, I
don't have much time to chat with neighbors.
Q:
A:
8+
4+
1"
Q:
A:
this place better or worse in terms of child's
development?
4+ A: Of course this place is much much better. It was
1o+ impossible for us to live in such a good house
when I was a kid.
Q: Which place do you think is the best one for
child-rearing in Taipei?
A: It's very hard to say. Every district has its
own advantages, but in my opinion the nearer to
the city center the better the place. For exam-
ple, Ta An District can be considered as the best
one, and Chen Chung District is good too, but we
have to consider whether we can afford it or not.
10 This place is not bad, we have a big park next to
2 + us, and it is pretty close to the downtown.
3
Q:
A:
Is the place you lived in before better or worse Q:
than the place you are living now?
Of course this place is much better than the pre- 11+ A:
vious one. The air is cleaner. You have a sense 6+
that you have a front and back in your house, but
each unit is too small.
What does your child usually do after school hours?
I always keep them upstairs, let them read, let
the elder take care of the younger, let them play
together.
What is your expectation for your child?
It depends on her ability. I hope that she can
be a school teacher or study home-management.
[low much do you pay for rent, electricity, water
and fuel?
We got the right from the original owner to pay
the installment. Under the regulation of the
Public Housing Act, the title cannot be changed
before the installment is completely paid, which
can be as long as 15 years. But I don't think
anyone can live in this house for fifteen Years
without moving. In my opinion government should
give more flexibility in this policy. The per-
son who actually paid the installment may not
live long enough to go to court and have the title
changed. Our expenditures on water, electricity
and fuel (compressed gas) is not much, but I
suggest next time when another public housing is
built, the pipe for transmitting the natural gas
should be built-in to the house, because it is
more and more popular for people to use pipe-gas
than tank-gas.
How much do you spend every month?
I have no fixed income. The business varies
according to the season. The amount we earn is
just about covering our expenses.
In your opinion what should government do for
this neighborhood?
Government is doing a pretty good job. It cleans
the road, the drainage, etc., and the rest should
be taken care of by the people. People can not
always depend on the government, But if govern-
ment can plant some trees within the neighborhood
that would be good.
Q: Is there any place you don't allow them to go?
8 A: I don't want them to go to the riverfront. I will
prefer that they stay at home. If they were
boys it would be alright for them to go out, but it
is not convenient for girls to play outside,
Q: Where do they go if they play outside?
A: They rarely play outside. I don't want them to
go out.
Q: Do you think that this place has some influence
on your children?
7 A: It is very hard to say. It depends on the way
the parents control and teach their children.
Q: Did you attend the neighborhood meeting?
A: No.
Q: Where were you born?
A: I was born in Tainan.
Q: Compared with the place where you were born, is
Interview
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Case Study No:17
Locality: Nan Chi Chang  Space Perception & Activity LocationThe Family Plan
Household size: F, H, 5C
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Length of residence: 2 years
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Interview
(The girl's parents were not available for
interview, therefore, only the conversation
with the girl is presented).
The Child
Q: Where did you live before?
A: Mucha. We rented a one story house on a hill
with a street in front of the house and at the
back.
Q: Can you draw me a map and show me the area where
you live?
A: I don't know how to draw. (Later on, being en-
couraged, she starts to draw.) This is the Park
and this is the horse-riding club; the practice-
track is here. This is the main street; here is
an alley, these are buildings and we live in this
building. This road leads to my school.
Q: Can you point out on this map where you usually
go?
A: The Park of Youth, but I stay at home most of the
time.
Q: Who goes with you to the Park?
A: I walk with my younger brother, sometimes with my
classmates.
Q: What do you do in the Park?
A: We just play.
Q: Do you play ball or do some exercises?
A: No. We just play.
6 +Q: Why does the Park attract you?
8+A: There are trees and toys for children.
Q: Is there any place you think is dangerous?
A: I don't know.
Q: Is there any place you are not allowed to go?
A: No.
Q: Is there any place you don't like to go?
A: No.
Q: Besides home, which are the three places you like
the most?
A: All places are the same to me, I don't have any
favorites.
Q: Did you say you were living in Mucha when you
were young?
A: No. We first lived in Chu Tung, then we moved to
Keh Nan St., then we moved to Mucha, then we moved
here.
Q: Can you describe those places you have lived?
A: We didn't have many places to go in Chu Tung,
there was only a small park and a river. We
played on the street. In Mucha there was a park,
we played in front of our house.
Q: Do you prefer to live in this area or those
where you lived before?
2 A: I still prefer this one. We have more places to
play now.
Q: Do you think you will continue to live here for
many years?
A: I think we probably will because we bought the
house instead of renting.
Q: How many neighbors do you know?
A: I know most of the neighbors who live in this
building.
Q: How many children do you know?
A: I don't go downstairs very often. I don't know
many children.
Q: Of the children you know, are they your age?
A: Some are older, some are younger.
Q: Do you play together quite often?
A: No. I stay at home most of the time.
Q: Where do your three closest friends live?
A: One neighbor who is about the same age as my
brother is living on the third floor. I usually
play with her. I have no other close friends.
Q: Where do you go?
A: We play at the doorway of our house, or we go to
the Park.
Q: What kind of games do you play?
A: We play what girls play, we imitate adult's roles.
Q: Do you like to sing?
A: It would be embarrassing if we sing.
Q :
A:
11+
Is there any place that you are prohibited to
go?
Sometimes my parents tell me not to go out before
three o'clock, because the sun is so strong I
might burn my skin. But they don't limit the
places.
Q: If you want to be alone, where will you go?
A: I will stay in my room, sleep or do some home
work.
Q: What kind of weather don't you like?
A: If the sun is too strong it is certainly not good.
Rain bothers me, but if it does not rain at all
you sort of lose something. It is very hard to
say.
Q: What do you do when the weather is the kind that
you don't like?
A: I will stay at home or take a walk downstairs
and come home.
1+Q: Is it crowded here?
5+A: No.
Q: Is it noisy here?
7-A: The family living on the fifth floor next to us
get up very early and their shoes make noise.
Q: If you can choose, where would you prefer to live
2+ in Taipei?
3+A: Any place near a park.
8+
Q: Can you tell me what you did all day yesterday?
A: I got up at 7:30. After having breakfast, I
washed the bowls and dishes and then helped my
mother to do the laundry by putting the clothes
on the drying lines. I did some homework in the
morning and took a walk. After lunch I went to
the Park with a three-year-old child of my
neighbor's. We stayed in the Park from three to
about 4:30. We had dinner at about 6:30. I
watched some TV at night. My mother does not
allow me to go out at night. I went to bed at
about ten.
Q: Can you draw me a map of Taipei and tell me your
impressions of the city?
A: I only go to the Park, that's all. I did not
even go to the Kiddieland. I see movies some-
times. I can't draw the map.
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Space Perception & Activity Location Plan
Case Study No:18
Locality: Nan Chi Chang Space Perception & Activity Location
The Family Plan
Household size:M, 3B, 2G
No. of inhabitants:6 Positive attributes
Length of residence:3 years 2 months
Origin:Taiwan Negative attributes
Occupation: Father:(Deceased)
Mother:Sewing clothes, Representation of
Swepping streets child's drawing
The Child
Sex:F Location of specific
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School/Grade:Hua Chiang Junior High
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Interview
The Child
Q: Can you describe the place you lived in before?
1+A: It was a one-story house and was smaller than
this one.
Q: Can you draw me a map and show me the area you
live?
A: This is the Park and we are living here. Be-
cause we live on the upper floor the air is
better and if we want to go to the Park it is
more convenient. This is the street in front
of the Park, this is the staircase and our apart-
ment is here. These are all public housing;
across the street there are one-story houses.
Q: Can you tell me where you usually go?
A: I usually go to see my classmates who live in
this apartment (points it out on the map). The
other place I used to go was the church near
8 Kuang Jen Primary School. I went there for
studying because it was quiet. But I have not
gone there since graduation.
Q: When you went to the Church, who went with you?
A: I went with my younger brother, sometimes with
my classmates. I went there only at night, be-
cause I had to go to the school during the day.
Q: Did you go to the Church only for studying?
A: I joined other activities when I was studying at
the primary school, but now I have to spend more
time at my homework. They have a summer camp
program. They didn't ask me to be Catholic.
This church is the sponsor of "The Center of
Happy Children."
(The mother said: At that time the only space we
1- had was the room we rent, there was no space for
children to do their homework. The church did a low-
income family survey and this is why she can go to
the church.)
Q: Is there any place you think is dangerous?
8+A: The street is wide but there is not much traf-
fic. I don't see any dangerous place.
Q: Is there any place you are not allowed to go?
A: No. I don't go out often during the summer
vacation.
Q: Is there any place you don't like to go?
A: I never considered this kind of question. Usu-
ally, I don't go out.
(The mother said: She never goes out.)
Q: How do you go to your school?
A: (Indicated her route on the map). I walk to
school. It takes me about twenty to thirty min-
utes.
Q: Besides home, where are the three places you
8 like the most?
8 A: I like to go camping, to the countryside and to
8 the beach.
Q: Do you think you will still live here in the
future?
9~ A: It depends. If the landlord wants to take back
his house, then we have to move.
Q: Are you thinking of buying a house?
A: Yes, we are. But we don't have enough money.
0: How many neighbors do you know in this neighbor-
hood?
A: I know only a few neighbors who live in the same
building.
Q: How many children do you know?
A: I don't know many; one boy who is my age, the
rest are all younger than I.
Q: Do you play together?
A: No.
Q: Where do your three best friends live?
A: One lives in the public housing which I pointed
out before, one lives near the Fu Hsing Movie
Theater; the other one lives near the Hsin Ho
Primary School. The latter two are friends I
made at the church.
Q: Where do you and your close friends usually go?
A: Usually we don't play outside. We go out only
when people of the church have organized an
activity.
Q:
A:
Q:
A:
When you want to be alone, where do you go?
I will go to the beach and take a walk.
What kind of weather don't you like the most?
I don't like rainy days if we have to go to
school because we get wet. But if we don't have
to go to school then I like the rain.
Q: What do you do if it is the weather you don't like?
A: I will stay at school because most of the time
I have to go to the school.
1+Q: Is this place crowded?
5+A: No.
Q: Is this place noisy?
3~ A: Usually no. But at midnight there are always
8~ trucks and goods being move into and out of the
wholesale market, which is very noisy.
Q: Can you tell me what you did all day yesterday.
A: I got up at 7:30. I helped my mother to do some
housekeeping after breakfast. I read novels all 1
the morning at home. At one o'clock I went to
see my classmate and talked about the camp which
is sponsored by the church. After I came back
from my classmate's house, I took a half-hour
nap. I stayed at home all afternoon and read
novels. We had dinner at six. After dinner we
watched TV until nine, then took a walk on the
street near the Park. We watched TV again from
about 9:30 to 10:30, then I went to bed.
The Maother
Q:
8+ A:
4+
1+
7 +
Compared with the place you lived before, is this
place better or worse?
This place is higher, quieter and the air is
better. The house where we lived before was poor
in quality and was smaller and there were many
kinds of people mingled with each other, which is
not desirable. Our kids were younger then,
the eldest was fourteen years old; now he is
twenty-four and the youngest is now fifteen. The
eldest has a job, but the other four are still
studying.
Q: Do you and your neighbors visit each other often?
A: We get along with each other quite well.
Q: Do you have close friends in this neighborhood?
A: I know the people who live in this building
better than others because we use the same stairs
and have more chances to meet each other.
Q: What does your child do after school?
A: She sometimes goes to the Church to have supple-
mentary education which is free for poor families
like us. For the rest of the time she usually
stays at home.
Q: Are there places where you don't allow her to go?
7- A: I don't want her to play with those "bad kids".
She always listens to me. She studies hard. We
cannot afford to give her supplementary education
because I have to support all the education ex-
penses of four children. I have a daughter who
is taking the college entrance exam today.
Q: Do you know her close friends?
A: All her friends are her classmates.
Q:
2+ A:
3+
7
Does this place have any good or bad influence
on your child?
The Park provides a place for children to play,
but our children don't go out very often. Gener-
ally speaking, this place is not so ideal because
children in this neighborhood seem not to pay
much attention to their studies.
Q: Did you attend the neighborhood meeting before?
A: I attended the meeting only when I was not at
work.
Q: Did you suggest anything in the meeting?
A: I didn't. Most of the people who attend the
meeting are mainlanders. I am illiterate and I
don't know how to express myself and speak in
Mandarin.
Q: Do you know the government's response to these
suggestions?
A: I didn't go to the meeting and I don't pay atten-
tion to it.
Q: Where were you born?
A: My home town is Pu Tai town in Chia I County.
The eldest three children were born there. The
younger three were born in Taipei.
Q: Compared with your hometown, is this place better
or worse in terms of children's development?
O+ A: Today we live much better. The life was tough
when we lived in Chia I.
Q: In terms of child-rearing and child-development,
where is the best place to live in Taipei?
A: Since I came to Taipei I have lived in Keh Nan
Street for seventeen years. I don't know much
about the rest of Taipei. As long as we are used
to the place we live, it is o.k. Besides, the
g- house is not ours, we don't have many choices as
long as we are still renting a house.
Q: What is your expectation for your children?
A: It depends on his/her interest. I wish that my
children can have more education so that they
don't have to do the kind of job I am doing now
and they can contribute something to the country.
Q: How much rent do you have to pay every month?
A: A little more than one thousand dollars (US$23.00).
The landlord sympathizes with us as a poor family
with so many children who have to be fed, so he
does not ask a high rent.
Q: How much do you spend on the water, electricity
and fuel?
A: For water, about one hundred dollars (US$2.80).
For gas we burn out one tank every twenty days,
so it costs us about three hundred dollars per
month (US$8.30). For electricity, it is a little
more than two hundred (US$5.60).
Q: How much do you earn every month?
A: I earn seven to eight thousand per month. This
includes the two thousand dollars from the job
of sweeping the road for this neighborhood; this
is paid by the government. I have to support
the family with this amount of money. I always
have difficulties when it is time for the children
to pay their tuition and fees. The educational
expense is getting higher now-a-days. The eldest
daughter always receives a scholarship; she pays
only two hundred dollars every semester. The
younger one is studying at a private school and
hence it is much more expensive. I have to spend
a total of six to seven thousand dollars on their
educational expenses every semester. If we did
not have to pay the tuition, that could increase
our income at least seven or eight thousand every
semester (US$195-222).
The Dwelling Plan
U 1 5im
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(The floor plan is also shown on page 33).
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The Dwelling PlanInterview
The Child
Q: Can you describe the place you lived in the
Settlement?
A: I don't know how to describe it.
Q: Where did you play when you lived there?
A: I used to play in the Chieh Shou Junior High
School.
Q: Can you draw me a map and show me the area where
you live now?
A: (Starts to draw) This is the runway of the air-
port; this is the ricefield; this is the farm
house; this is the building where we live;
this is the flood wall and this is the main
street.
Q: Where do you usually play?
A: I play in the courtyards and on the streets
around this building; I also play on the roof
and outside the flood wall which is close to the
airport. If I want to play baseball I will go
to the Min Sheng Primary School.
Q: How do you go to Min Sheng Primary School?
A: By walking. It takes about fifteen minutes.
Who plays with you when you go to the courtyards, T
roof, streets and baseball field?
I go with friends of mine, they are my neighbors.
Q
Are there places that you think are dangerous? A
The airport and the ricefield, because the guards
don't want us there.
Q
Are there places where you are not allowed to go? A
My father does not allow us to go to the main
street. Q
How do you go to your school? 4+A
By bus. I can take Route 0 East or Route 262.
Do you think you will still live here in the future?
Probably we will. 7
How many neighbors do you know?
I know most of the neighbors. 11"
How many children do you know? are they your age?
I know most of the children. Some of them are
older than me, they are in the junior high school; 7~
some are younger.
Do you play together quite often?
Yes.
Q
Could you tell me where your three closest friends
live? A
They are neighbors. Two live on the ground floor,
the other one lives on the third floor. 4-
Where do you and your friends usually play?
We play in the courtyards.
11-
What do you play?
We play baseball as well as other kinds of ball
games. We also play "Pass-the-five-gates."
Q
Are there places where adults prohibit you from A
going? 3~
The place close to the airport. 5~
Q:
A:
Q:
11 A:
Q:
11 A:
8
Q:
A:
Q:
A:
Q:
A:
Q:
A:
Q:
A:
Q:
A:
Q:
A:
Q:
A:
Q:
11- A:
Q:
A:
Q:
A:
Q: What will you do if it rains?
A: I will stay at home and do nothing, or I will play
in the corridor.
Q: Is this place crowded?
1+A: Not so crowded.
5+
Q: Is this place noisy?
3~ A: No. But the airplanes make noise.
Q: Could you tell me what you did all day yesterday?
A: I woke up at about eight. After breakfast I went
to the courtyards, played ball with my three best
friends until noon. After I finished my lunch
around one, I went to the courtyard and played bal
again with my three friends. I came home at about
3:30. I stayed at home and did nothing until I
had dinner at about six. I watched TV cartoons
from six to seven, then other programs until
10:30. I went to bed at sometime past eleven.
Q: Could you draw me another map and show me the
Taipei City you know?
A: (Starts to Iraw) This is the Tung Men swimming
pool, this is the presidential house.
Q
A
he Father
How many neighbors do you know?
I know most of the neighbors. We were neighbors
in the old settlement.
Do you have close friends in this place?
They are just ordinary friends.
Is this place better or worse than the old settle-
ment?
In terms of material and overall location, this
building is stronger and is not flooded in typhoon
season. But in terms of the class of resident,
this place is worse. There are many poor families
living in this building and there is no manage-
ment system to organize the community. The admin-
istrator does not live in this building and he
does not want to get involved with our problems.
The four alley officers (each floor has one) do
not have much power to manage this place. We
thought of forming a management committee but it
failed because not many people were concerned.
This is why everybody complains but no one can
organize the community as a whole to take care of
this place.
What has been the government's response to these
complaints?
The government did improve the conditions some-
what, but in most of the cases the residents have
to pay the bill for repairing or cleaning. For
instance, many people didn't want to pay for re-
pairing the broken water pump but if we don't fix
it we will not have water pressure. Unless we
have a very active mandatory system to implement
the management, there is no way to solve the
problems.
Where does your child usually go to play?
He usually plays in the courtyards. With so many
children in this neighborhood we should have some
facilities like basketball courts in the
courtyards.
. Do you know what he did all day yesterday?
He stayed at home all day because he caught cold
after the swan a few days ago.
A: No.
Q: Do you know where his three close friends live?
A: Most of his friends are his classmates, some of
them live near Min Sheng Primary School.
Q: Where do he and his friends go usually?
A: They always go to the Min Sheng Primary School to
play baseball.
Q: Does this place have a good or bad influence on
your child?
7~A: The influence is very great and very bad. The
place is dirty and unmaintained. Nobody wants to
l clean the courtyards. We have proposed that
every household pay five dollars (US$0.??) every
month and we can use this money to hire somebody
to sweep the courtyards, but some families on the
upper floors rejected this idea with the explana-
tion that because they don't live on the ground
floor they have no obligation to pay for its
maintenance. They don't understand that to keep
this place clean is everybody's business.
3~Q: Is this place better now than it was when you
4~ moved in a few years ago?
7-A: It is getting worse.
Q: You were brought up in mainland China, compared
with your hometown, is this place better or worse?
10+ A: The living standard in Taiwan is much higher than
it was in mainland China.
Q: In your opinion, where is the best place in
Taipei for child-rearing and child-development?
A: I don't know much about the best part of Taipei.
7 Although Min Sheng Community is considered a model
3- residential area in Taipei; I think this is the
4 worst place in the whole community.
Q: What is your expectation for your child?
A: We parents cannot totally control his future;
it depends on his own effort and his own
interests.
Q: How much do you have to spend on rent or pay-
ments for this apartment?
A: I have to pay about nine hundred for the apart-
ment every month. The payment can be as long
as fifteen years.
Q: How much do you have to spend on water, electri-
city and fuel?
A: The total living expense is about ten thousand
dollars (US$278) every month.
Q: How much do you earn?
A: The money we earn just about covers the expenses.
Q: What can the government do for this neighborhood?
A: The most important thing the government should
4~ do is to make this place clean. It is not
11- enough to depend on the four neighborhood repre-
sentatives because we don't have the power to
force people to do what they don't want to do.
Corridor
0 1 5m
1:200
The Child's Drawing (about Taipei city)
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Q: Are there place you don't allow him to go?
If you want to be alone, where will you go?
I will stay at home and do some housekeeping work.
What kind of weather don't you like?
Rainy days.
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The Child's Drawing (about Taipei city)
Q: Can you describe the place you lived before?
A: It was a settlement for military personnel. The
building was a two-story row house.
Q: Where did you play?
A: We lived on the second floor and there was more
spce than on the first floor, so we usually played
on the upper floor. Those families who lived on
the ground floor played outside.
Q: Can you draw me a map and show me the area you
are living now?
A: (Starts to draw) This is the flood gate and
these are the apartments, this is where we live;
this is the flood wall and the main street goes
through the gate; this is the drainage ditch
which leads to the river and across the drainage
ditch you can see the school (Min Sheng Junior
High School). Around the drainage ditch there is
a park.
Q: Where do you usually go?
A: The courtyards in this building; the sidewalk
around the apartment and the basketball courts
in Min Sheng Junior High School.
Q: Who goes with you?
A: My classmates.
Q: Are there places that you think are dangerous in
this area?
A: .....Sometimes it is dangerous when children
play ball and break the windows.
Q: Are there places you are not allowed to go?
11 A: The airport, because there are fences.
Q: Besides home, where are the three places you
like the most?
6~ A: The library in Hsin Tien Temple (about 4 km
2 to the west of his house), and the athletic
3 field of my school.
Q: Do you remember how this place looked like when
you were young?
A: I can remember the flood gate and the road
leading to the north.
Q: Do you know what the place where you used to
live looks like now?
A: It became the athletic field.
Q: Do you think this place will be better or worse
in the future?
5~ A: It will be worse. It is getting crowded since
it is near the commercial center of this city.
Q: Do you think you will still live here in the
future?
10~ A: It depends on our financial ability. My father
9~ mentioned before that when we grow up we might
8 have the money to buy an apartment and move to
5 the suburbs.
Q:
10 A:
Q:
A:
Q:
A:
Q:
A:
more homework to do.
Q: Can you tell me where your three closest friends
live?
A: One lives in the building opposite this one, the
other two live a couple of blocks away from here.
They all are my classmates.
Q: Where do you and your close friends go?
11 A: We don't go out very often actually, we don't
have much time to get together and play outside;
we study for most of the time.
Q:
A:
Q:
A:
1~ Q:
2 A:
If you and your friends go out, what do you play?
We play ball at school.
Are there places where adults prohibit you to go?
No. I spend most of the time studying.
If you want to be alone, where will you go?
I have no place to go.
Q: What kind of weather don't you like?
A: Hot days.
Q: Is this place crowded?
2~ A: It is crowded both at home and in this neighbor-
5 hood.
Q: Is this place noisy?
3 A: Yes, very noisy. The airplanes and the people
5- make noise.
Q: Can you tell me what you did all day yesterday?
A: I got up at 6:30. I read the newspaper when I was
eating my breakfast. I went to summer supplemen-
tary school all morning. I came home for lunch
and then took a nap from one to about 3:30. 1
did some homework for about half an hour, but I
wasted some time later without doing anything.
I took a bath and then had dinner at six. I
went to the private supplementary school between
6:30 and 9:30. After I came back I had some
cold drinks at the stands and then watched TV
basketball for one hour. I went to bed at eleven.
Q: Can you draw me another map and tell me your
impression of Taipei City?
A: (Starts to draw) There are always traffic jams
in Taipei; the streets are not laid out in an
orderly fashion and the air is seriously polluted
by the factories and automobiles. Tun Rwa North
Road (a major business district with many office
buildings and high-rise apartments) is the best
area where you can see the wide and well planned
streets as well as the buildings.
Q: If you had the choice, where would you like to
2 live in Taipei?
5-A: I don't like to live in Taipei; the countryside
8~ is much better.
If you will not live here, where will you live?
I don't think we will live here permanently,
but where we will move is totally depend on
our financial status. We have no choice but to
live here if we don't have money.
How many neighbors do you know?
I know most of the children.
Are they your age?
Most of them are younger than I.
Do you play with them quite often?
No. I am a junior high school student and have
Interview
The Child
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Q: Can you describe the place you lived before?
A: We used to live in the military settlement close
to the Min Sheng Primary School. We always played
on the streets.
Q: Can you draw me a map and show me the area you
live?
A: (First was hesitant then started to draw) This
is the building we live; these are the water
tanks on the roof; and this is the Lane 400. We
usually play at the two courtyards.
Q: Whom do you play with?
A: With my neighbors.
Q: What do you play?
A: We play various ball games and high-jump at the
courtyards or at the Lane 400.
Q: Are there places that you think are dangerous?
4~ A: The water tanks on the roof, because we might
fall into that; and the main street where there
8 are heavy traffic.
Q: Are there places that you are not allowed to go?
and who prohibit you to go?
A: No.
Q: Where did you live before?
A: We lived in a row house in Shung Shan New Villiage,
it was a military settlement.
Q: How many neighbors do you know?
A: About fifty. Most of the people I know are the
old neighbors in the military settlement.
Q: Where do your three close friends live?
A: They are my old neighbors and are living in this
building.
Q: If compared with the place you lived before, is
this place better or worse?
4+ A: This place is better. The sanitary condition,
is better and easier to maintain.
Q: What does your child usually do after school?
A: He either helps taking care of the noddle stand,
or reading novels at home, or playing ball in the
courtyards.
Q: What did he do all day yesterday?
A: Usually he does not have much leisure time and
he stays at home for most of his time. He took
care of the stand all day yesterday.
Q: Are there places that you don't allow him to go?
Q: What are the three places you like to go the most? A: No.
2+A: The courtyards and the streets.
Q: Do you think this place will become better or
worse after ten years?
A: I think it will become better.
Q: Where do your three best friends live?
A: Two classmates of mine, one lives on the second
floor, the other lives on the third floor. I also
have a good neighbor who lives on the ground
floor of this building.
Q: Could you tell me what you did all day yesterday
in detail?
A: I woke up at seven yesterday. After breakfast
I went to the place two blocks away from here
to help my mother taking care of our push cart
(a movable food stand). I was there from seven
thirty to noon. I came back for lunch. After
lunch, I played with some other children in
the courts from one to two, then I went back
to the push cart again. I stayed there and
helped my mother from two to four. I came back
at four o'clock and stayed at home. I did some
reading. I watched TV from 5:30 to 7:30. We
also had our dinner at seven. I was kind of
wandering around at home after I watched TV. I
watched TV again at eight and I went to bed
at nine.
3~A: We need a daily market in this area. Also, the
4~ basement needs to be cleaned, it is full of dirty
water.
0 1 5m
Q: Do you know where do his three close friends live?
A: In this building.
Q: Where do they go usually? and what do they play?
A: They usually play in the courtyards or on the
streets. I guess they play ball for most of the
time.
Q: Does this place have good or bad influence on
your child?
A: I guess it has some good influence.
Q: Did you attend the neighborhood meeting? and did
you suggest anything?
3~A: I go to the meeting every time. We don't have a
daily market in this area. We suggested that but
11 didn't get any response from the government.
11+ However, government did response to some other
complaints and improve the situation.
Q:
A:
10+
6+
The Child's Drawing (about Taipei city)
President's house
Where did you grow up?
I was born in mainland China. I joined the Air
Force when I was nineteen. At that time I could
not imagine that I can have good food, good cloth
such as the one we now have; the transportation
was poor and I didn't have much time to play when
I was a kid. Ga te
K
Q: Where do you think is the best place for child-
2+ rearing in Taipei?
6+A: I think this community is good for child.
Q: What are the occupations of your children? and
what is your expectation for the younger one?
A: The eldest girl who is nineteen years old is
studying in an accounting school. The second one
is a boy and is learning the automobile body re-
pair. As the future of my children is concerned,
it depends on themselves, I will not impose my
will on them.
Q: What is you family income per month?
A: Between seven and eight thousands. (US$195-222)
Q: What do you think that government should do for
this neighborhood?
Interview
The Child The Father
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The Dwelling PlanInterview
The Child
Q: Can you draw me a map and show me the area you
live?
A: (Starts to draw) This is the Lane 400; these are
the two courtyards; and these are the iron bars
of the windows built by the residents. I usually
play at the courtyards, on the streets, or at
those vacant land beyond the flood wall. I also
go to Nine-Dragon Mansion and Sung Do Movie
Theater quite often.
Q: Who play with you?
A: I go with many other friends. They are my nei-
bors.
Q: What kind of games do you play?
A: We play "fight", "hide-and-catch"; we hit each
other with mud. We play baseball, basketball or
volley ball. We also catch fishes in the ditch
and play "catch the ghost".
Q: Are there places that you think are dangerous?
A: Construction sites, because you might get hit
by the falling material.
Q: Are there places that you are not allowed to go?
11 A: I am not allowed to go to places that are too
far away. Also, I can't go to swim in East Gate
8 swimming pool (a very popular public swimming
pool) too often, especially I am not allowed to
swim in the deep area of that pool.
Q: Which are the three places you like the most?
6 A: The East Gate swimming pool; the Jen Ai swimming6 pool and the "kiddieland" (an amusement park
6 which is located next to the zoo).
Q: Do you still remember what did this place look
like when you first moved in?
A: It was nothing but vacant land. There was no
building.
Q: Do you think you will still live here in the
future?
A: I am not sure, probably we will move.
Q: Where will you live if you move?
12 A: I will prefer to live in a place where I can
have friends, otherwise it will be very boring.
Q: How many neighbors do you know?
A: Many.
Q: How many children do you know?
A: About thirty. I know most of the children.
Q: Are they your age?
A: Some are older, some are younger.
Q: Do you play together very often?
A: Yes.
Q: Can you tell me where do your three best friends
live?
A: One lives on the ground floor of this building;
one on the third floor; the other one lives in
the building on the next block.
Q: Where do you and your friends usually go?
A: We play in the courtyards for most of the time.
Sometimes we go to the vacant land beyond the
flood wall.
Q: If you want to be alone where will you be?
12+A: I don't want to be alone. It will be so boring
if I don't have friends.
Q: What kind of weather don't you like the most?
A: I don't like the hot days or rainy days.
Q: What will you do if it is the weather you don't
like?
A: I will feel boring. I will read some novels.
Q: Is this place crowded?
A: Just fair.
Q: Is this place noisy?
7~A: Yes, children make noise when people are taking
naps in the afternoon.
Q: Can you tell me what you did all day yesterday?
A: I got up late yesterday at fifteen past ten. I
played basketball, chat with my friends at the
courtyards in the morning. I came back for lunch
at 11:30. After lunch, we five boys rode two
bicycles to Nei Hu at one o'clock and came back
at four. We caught some crabs in Nei Hu and I
played the crab at home after we came back. I
watched TV cartoon (the "Supper Man") at six.
We had dinner at seven, and I watched TV again
until sometime past nine then I went to bed.
Q: If you had the choice, where would you live in
Taipei?
8 A: A place which is quiet and where I can find
12 friends.
Q: Does this place have good or bad influence on
your child?
A; It does not have good influence. Children are
7 very noisy especially when adults are taking a
nap in the afternoon, and some of them are form-
ing gangs and spending too much time on play ra-
ther than on study.
Q: Did you attend the neighborhood meeting before?
11-A: Yes, but I don't think it is a good way to en-
courage residents to attend the meeting by re-
warding the participants with lottery. It makes
me feel that people who go to the meeting do not
really have the enthusiasm to participate.
Q: Did you suggest anything before?
4~ A: I have suggested that the flooded basement should
be improved. Sometimes the water was so deep that
it was not only very dirty but also dangerous
because children might get drowned.
Q: Where were you born?
A: In Taipei.
Q: If compared with the place you were brought up,
is this place better or worse in terms of child-
rearing and child development?
10
4
A: It is much better now. The life was tough when
I was a kid, and there were not many places for
children to play. The average income is also
higher now than before.
Q:
3*A:
6 +
The Father
Q: Where did you live before?
A; We lived in Fu Chin Street. We rented the
house from a relative.
Q: How many neighbors in this building do you
know?
A: They are just neighbors. (He didn't answer di-
rectly to the question).
Q: If compared with the place you lived before,
is this place better or worse?
4 A: The house we lived before was built in wood,
now we are living in a concrete building which
is much better in terms of material; but this
place is poor in sanitary condition because the
4 drainage pipes are leaking and the basement has
been flooded by the dirty water for long.
Q: What does your child usually do after school?
A: Usually he helps taking care of the shop and
doing some housekeeping.
Q: Where does he usually go?
A: The courtyards of this building.
Q: What did he do all day yesterday?
A: He was reading novels and taking care of the
shop.
Q: Where do his three best friends live?
A: They all live nearby.
Q: Where do they go usually? and what do they play?
A: Most of the time they play in the courtyards,
sometimes they go to swim.
Which place in Taipei is the best place for
child-rearing?
It is better to live close to the city center
because of the better educational facilities and
convenient transportation.
Q: What is your expectation on your child?
A: The future is depend on his own effort; it is
no use to force him to study.
Q: What is your family income?
A: Not much, only meets the end. The "Youth" chain
store and other shops in this area are competing
with us.
Q: What the government should do for this neighbor-
hood?
A: I have no idea.
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Interview
The Child
Q: Can you describe the place where you lived
before?
A: We lived in a one-story row house in Shun Shan
New Villiage, it was a military settlement.
Q: Where did you play usually at that time?
A: At places near our house.
Q: Can you draw me a map and show me the area you
live now?
A: (Started to draw) There is a piece of vacant
land beyond the flood wall (not shown on the
drawing); this is the main street. There are
also flood walls on this side. Behind the
wall there are some houses (squatters, not shown
on the drawing). This is the apartment we live,
it has tow courtyards. This is the apartment
next to us.
Q: Where do you play usually?
A: On the sidewalk or in the courtyards.
Q: Who play with you?
A: The children who live downstairs.
Q: What do you do at those places?
A: We play various kinds of ball games.
Q: Are there places where you think are dangerous?
4~ A: The roof of this building because we might fall
8~ down; and the open ditch in the ricefield which
is deep and one might get drowned if he falls
into it.
Q: Are there places where you are not allowed to
go?
11"A: Places which are beyond the flood wall because
those soldiers don't want us to go too close to
the airport.
Q: Are there places that you don't like to go?
A: No.
2+Q: What are the three places you like the most?
6+A: The Park and the basketball courts in my school.
Q: Do you remember what this place looked like
when you first moved in?
A: It was rece field.
Q: Do you think you will still live here in the
future?
A: We probably will move.
Q: If you will not live here where do you think
you will be?
A: Nan Chi Chang (an area at where many public
housing have been built, see appendix I, pp.34-
38).
Q: How many neighbors do you know?
A: I know some people who live downstairs.
Q: How many children do you know? are they your age?
A: I know some. They are my age.
Q: Do you play with each other?
A: Yes, sometimes we play ball in the courtyards.
Q: Where do your three close friends live?
A: One classmate of mine who lives on the ground
floor; the other two are my neighbors who live
on the same floor with me (the third floor).
Q: Where do you and your friends go usually?
A: We either play ball in the courtyards or we go
to the playground in Min Ch'uan Primary School.
Q:
4-
8-A:
Q:
A:*
Are there places where your parents or other
adults don't allow you to go?
The roof and the rice fields.
If you want to be alone where will you be?
I never think about to be alone.
Q: What kind of weather don't you like the most?
A: Rainy days.
Q: What will you do in the rainy days?
A: I will stay at home and read books or study my
homework.
1" Q:
5~ A:
Q:
3~A:
7-
Is this place crowded?
No.
Is this place noisy?
Yes, both the airplanes and the children in this
neighborhood make noise.
Q: Could you tell me what you did all day yesterday
in detail?
A: I woke up at 6:30 and then went to the school
for the supplementary education from seven till
noon. I had my lunch after I came back from
school at 12:30. After lunch I played ball in
the courtyards with many other children for one
hour. I studied my homework from two o'clock to
4:30 and then t took a shower. We had dinner at
5:30. I watched TV from six to eight and then
went to bed.
Q: Can you draw me another map about the Taipei
City and show me the places you know?
A: I don't like to go to the downtown area. Some-
times I go to the amusement room in the basement
of Wan Nien mansion (in downtown area). I have
been to the Shihmen Reservoir (about 40 kilo-
meters to the south of Taipei), Nei H1u, the
"kiddieland", the zoo.(which is next to the "ki-
ddieland"), the Far East department store and
the Today department store.
The Father
Q: Where did you live before?
A: We lived in Shun Shan New Villiage. It was a
military settlement.
Q: How many neighbors do you know in this area?
A: I know most of the neighbors in this floor
(the third floor). Some of the residents have
to work all day long and don't have the chance
to know each other. I have a cousin who also
lives in this building.
Q: Where do your three close friends live?
A: They are neighbors who live on this floor.
Q:
7~A:
5
If compared with the place you lived before,
is this place better or worse?
It is about the same, but this place has more
different kinds of people and is noisy.
Q: What does your child usually do after school?
A: He goes to the school for supplementary edu-
cation in the summer. The eldest boy does not
go to school but the second one has a very good
school record.
(This is conflict with what he said later on).
Q: Are there places where you don't allow him to
go?
8 A: He (the second boy) plays outside for most of
the time. I don't want him to climb mountain or
to swim in the river. I also don't want him to
go to places too far away from home because
he might get lost. I don't have to worry about
the eldest son because usually he stays at home.
Q: Where do his three close friends live?
A: Most of his playmates are either his classmates
or neighbors.
Q: Where do he and his friends go?
A: The eldest boy stays at home for most of the
time, if he does go out he will not stay out-
side for more than half-an-hour.
Q: Does this place have good or bad influence on
your child?
7 A: Most of the children are good, but there are
also some kids who are not so good and I am
afraid that my children might get bad influence
from them.
Q: Did you attend the neighborhood meeting before?
A: Yes, I attended most of the meetings, but I
have never suggested anything.
Q: How did the government respond to residents'
suggestions?
A: (He didn't answer the question directly). The
neighborhood respresentative Mr. Chou is a
very enthusiastic person.
Q: Where were you born?
A: I was born in Szechwan Porvince in Mainland
China and grew up there.
Q: If compared with your hometown, is this place
better or worse in terms of child's development?
3* A: The mainland China is much larger than Taiwan
in terms of territory, but in average it had
much less schools for children. I joined the
Air Force when I was seventeen and I still have
an uncle in my hometown now.
Q: In your opinion, which place in Taipei is the
best one for child-rearing?
A: I think Sung Shan District has the potential
for future development; the old city center
such as the Chung Shan and Chien Cheng Districts
have been fully developed and probably will be
less attractive in the future. On the other
hand, Sung Shan District will be of benefit
from the Hsin I Porject (a large scale urban
re-development project includes several com-
mercial/institutional buildings and some public
housing). I am also concerned about the influence
of the mass media on children. Sometimes the
newspaper gives too much detail about the crime
and pays too much attention on show people,
which, in my opinion, will no doubt give wrong
image to the adolescents about what the society
really is and hence will have negative effects
on them.
Q: What is your expectation for your child?
A: He is the eldest son. He will have a promise
future if he is able to study well in the school.
The second son is more outdoor-oriented and is
not so good at studying, that is why I am think-
ing of sending him to the military school.
Q: How much do you have to spend on water, elec-
tricity and fuel?
A: We have to spend about two thousand (US$55.6)
for water and electricity every month, and
because of the special rate for government
employees we only pay half of the prise for
every tank of compressed gas we use, which is
about one hundred and seventy dollars (US$4.7)
Q: What is your family income?
A: About seven thousand dollars (US$194.4).
Q: What do you think that government shoud do for
this neighborhood?
4- A: I think first of all is to improve the sani-
tary condition in this area. The basement is
flooded with dirty water from the broken pipes
and has become a place for germs, mosquitos and
flies.
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Q: Could you describe the place which you lived
before?
A: We were living in Chung Lin when I was born,
later we Moved to Chu Pei. The house we lived
in Chu Pei was surrounded by rice field. When
the water in the ricefield drainned out after
the crop was picked up, we played in the
field and made scarecrows with hays. Now most
of the agricultural land has been converted:
residntial use.
Q: Could you draw me a map and show me the area
you live now?
A: (First was esitant then started to draw).
This is the flood wall and this is my house.
Here is the gat,. There are four to five walk-
ups along the street. This is the park and
there is a backery at the corner of this
building. All the ground floors of these
buildings are used as shops. This is Fu
Yuan street. This is the Min Sheng Junior
High School, and the Min Ch'uan Primary School
is here.
Q: Where do you usually play?
A: In the courtyards, on the streets, and go to
my school.(Min Sheng Junior High School). I
don't go to park very often.
Q:
A:
Q:
A:
Who go with you?
My classmates.
What do you play with your classmates?
We play various games in the courtyards, such
as "pass the five gates", "hide-and-catch",
"catch the jewelry". We go to school for
swimming, We don't go to the park too often,
but sometimes we skate there.
Q: Are there places that you think are dangerous?
8 A: There is a deep hole in the open drainage
ditch. If you fall into it you might get
drowned.
Q: Are there places where you are not allowed
to go?
11 A: The airport. Those soldiers don't want us to
be too close to it.
Q: Are there places that you don't like to go?
A: No.
Q: What are the three places you like to go the
most?
6+A: The swimming pool in my school; Nei Hu; and
8+ wandering around by riding a bicycle.
Q: Is this place better or worse than it was
before?
3+A: It is better now. It was less developed and
6 didn't have facilities before.
Q: Do you think you will still live here in
the future?
A? Yes.
Q: How many neighbors do you know?
A: I know most of the neighbors.
Q: How many children do you know? Are they
your age?
A: I know most of the children. Most of them are
younger than me.
Q: Do you play with other children very often?
A: Yes.
Q: Where do your three close friends live?
A: I have two good friends who live in this
building; one on the second floor, the other
on the third floor. They are my neighbors.
Q: Where do you usually go?
A: We usually go to the flood wall,
Q: What do you play?
A: We play "hide-and-catch".
Q: Are there places where you are not allowed
to go by adults?
11 A: The rice field. The farmers don't want us to
play there because they think that we might
damage the crops.
Q: If you want to be alone where will you go?
A: I will go to the top of the flood wall.
Q: What kind of weather don't you like the most?
A: Rainy days. We can't play at outside when it
is raining.
Q: What do you do when it rains?
A: I either go to bed or read some books.
Q: Is this place crowded?
A: No.
Q: Is this place noisy?
A: Sometimes it is very noisy. Some children get
up early in the morning (six or seven o'clock)
and make noise. The airplane is noisy too.
Q: Could you tell me what you did all day
yesterday?
A: I got up at five yesterday. I read books until
6:30. I went to school at seven, the school
ends at twelve because it is only for supple-
mentary education in summer. I came back and
had my lunch at 12:3D. 1 and a friend of mine
we went to Nei Hu to gather some insect
samples from 1:30 to 3:00. After we came back
from Nei Hu, I played "hide-and-catch" with
a group of kids about twenty people at the
flood wall until 5:30. I watched TV cartoon
from six to 6:30. At seven, I continue to
watch TV when we were having dinner. I took
a bath after the dinner and then watched
TV news again at 7:30. I did some home work
from 8:30 to 10:30 and then went to bed.
Q:
A:
Q :
A:
Q:
3~ A:
7
Q: Where did you live before?
A: We lived in Chu Pei. (A place where Hakkas
are concentrate.)
Q: How many people live in this house?
A: Five. Me, my husband and three children, the
fourth child is living with my mother in
Chu Pei.
How many neighbors do you know?
I know some neighbors who are Hakka.
Where do your three close friends live?
I don't go out very often. Many housewives
work in the morning and don't have much time
to visit each other. Only those neighbors
who live on the same floor and nearby have
more chance to chat with each other.
If compared with the place you lived before,
is this place better or worse?
The place we lived in Chu Pei was quiet and
was better for children's studying. Also
children in this area spend more time on
play than on studying. But it is really
difficult to make a judgement. I think each
place has its own characteristics.
Q: What does your child usually do after school?
A: He has registered in the school for La
supplementary education in summer season
because he will go to junior high school in
fall. For the rest of the time he usually
goes to the park and the courtyard.
Q: Are there places where you don't allow your
children to go?
A: The airport. I don't want them to disturb those
soldiers; and the rice field, where the old
lady, the owner of that field, doesn't like
children to play on her land, because kids
might damage the crops.
Q: Do you know where do his three close friends
live?
A: All his playmates are his classmates who live
on this street.
Q: Where do he and his friends usually go?
and what do they play?
A: They don't go to places very far away from
home. Usually they play basketball at his
school.
Q: Does this place have good or bad influence
on your child?
5A: It is hard to say, but this place is noisy.
It is quiet only when children go to school.
Q: Did you attend the neighborhood meeting before?
A: Never. I am always tied up by the housework.
Besides, I really don't know much about public
affairs.
Q: Where were you brought up?
A: I grew up in Chung Lin.
Q: If compared with the places where you were
born, is this place better or worse in terms
of child-rearing?
2- A: It had more fun, more places to play in the
8 countryside, where you can climb the mountain
and catch fishes in the strem. Nowadays,
children play balls, catch insect samples
instead of catching fishes. Another thing
which is different is that when I was a kid,
my parents did not really encourage me to
study, but now I am asking my children to
study hard, becuase I know it is good for them.
Q: Where do you think is the best place to live
in Taipei?
7 A: I don't know much about the rest of the city.
I think every place is the same. It is
probably more important to have a good home
education and parents be a good model for the
children rather than to depend on the environ-
ment and formal education.
Q: What is your expectation for your child?
A: I will do my best to support him on studying.
but it is also depend on him. If he is unable
to compete with others in the school, I will
prefer him to learn some technical skills.
Q: What is your family income per month?
A: My husband is working for a private company.
I do some miscellaneous works to earn some
money. We manage to meet the end. We rented
this apartment at the beginning, later we
bought it from the owner. New we are paying
che monthly payment. (NT$1,090.00 or US$30.30)
Q: What do you think government should do for
this neighborhood?
4- A: First the government should do is to clean
the basement and fix the broken drainage pipes.
11 Because the basement is full of dirty water
now. Once it is cleaned, probably we should
utilize the basement, use it as a parking
space for bicycles, so people will not hit
the bicycles which are parking on the side-
walks or on the corridors at night.
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Q: Can you draw me a map and show me the area where
you live?
A: (Starts to draw) These are the electricity meters.
(Contimues to draw the detail of the elevation of
the huilding amd sidewalk.)
Q: Where do you usually go?
A: I usually play at the two courtyards and on the
corridor of the third follr.
Q: What do you play? and with whom?
A: I play ball, badminton, volley ball, basketball
and chess with my neighbors.
Q: Are there places that you think are dangerous?
4 A: The water tank on the roof. It is dangerous
because you may get an electric shock.
Q: Are there places where you are not allowed to go?
8~ A: The drainage in the ricefield. My mother told
11 me not to go.
Q: Are there places where you don't like to go?
A: The Park.
Q: How do you go to school?
A: By bus. There are three routes I can take:
-East, 12, 262.
Q: How did this place look when you were young?
A The surrounding area was either vacant land or
ricefield.
Q: What does the place you lived before look like
now.?
A: It is a street now.
Q: Will this place become better or worse in the
future?
7~ A: It will be worse. People keep throwing the gar-
bage all over the place and most of them seem to
have never taken a bath.
Q: Will you still live here in the future?
A: I don't know.
Q: If you don't live here, where will you live?
8~ A: I will be living in a place close to the mountains
or countryside
Q: How many neighbors do you know?
A: Between twenty and thirty families.
Q: How many children do you know?
A: Many.
Q: Are they your age?
A: Some are in the 2nd grade of Junior High School
like I am. Others are in the primary school.
Q: Do you play together quite often?
A: Sometimes.
Q: Can you tell me where your three closest friends
live?
A: One lives next door; the other two are on the
third floor. All of them are my neighbors.
Q: Where do you and your friends usually go?
A: Sometimes we chat in the corridor of the third
floor, we also play chess there. Sometimes we play
basketball in Min Sheng Junior High School.
Q: Are there places where adults prohibit you to go?
11 A: Yes, we are told not to go to dangerous places.
Q: If you want to be alone, where will you go? and
what will you do?
A: I will stay at home and draw pictures.
Q: What kind of weather don't you like?
A: Winter.
Q: What will you do in the winter?
A: I will stay at hone.
1+ Q: Is this place crowded?
5+A: No.
Q: Is this place noisy?
3 A: Very noisy. It is because of these jet planes.
Q: Can you tell me what you did al day yesterday?
A: I got up late at about 8:30 because it was summer
vacation. After breakfast I went up to the third
floor and chatted with my friends in the corridor.
We talked for about half-an-hour, and I came back
home. I stayed at home and read for the rest of
the morning. I had lunch at twelve. After lunch
my other two friends and I rode bicycles to Nei Ho
to catch some birds. We came back at 3:30. Then
a group of seven children chatted on the third
floor for about an hour-and-a-half. At five I
went up to the roof and cleaned the pigeonry.
These pigeons were raised by my father. We ate
dinner at 5:30. After dinner I went up to the
third floor and talked with three friends of mine
again. I came home and helped my mother to mop
the floor at around 7:30. I went back to the
third floor and joined the talk, after I finished
work. I came home and watched TV basketball from
9:30 to 11:30 and I went to bed.
Q: Can you draw me another map and show me the
Taipei City you know?
A: (Didn't draw the drawing). I know the Taipei
Railroad Station, the New Park, the food stands
at the back of the railroad station, the Far East
Department Store, the Wan Nien Department Store
where I can go to the shop and see the model planes
the Zoological Garden, the Grand Hotel, the Wan
Nien Department Store, and the Park of Youth.
Q: Did you go to these places by yourself?
A: No. I go with either my parents or somebody
else.
Q: Where did you live before?
A: We used to live in Tun Hua Road, the house was ours
but the land belongs to the government. Because Q:
te house was on the planned road it has been A:
torn down.
Q: Is this place better or worse than the place you
lived before?
A: There were not so many people and their background
was more homogenous than it is here. There are A:
almost two hundred families living in this building
and there are too many children. 4-
11Q: What does your child usually do after school?
A: Plays ball, makes drawings and chats with his
classmates.
Q: Where do his close friends live?
A: So- are living in this building, some live out-
side. Sometimes they call him but I don't want
him to go too far.
C: Where do they usually go? and what do they do?
A: They either play in the courtyard or in the
corridor of this floor (third floor). They play
chess and badminton.
Q:
A:
Does this place have a good or bad influence on
your child?
Generally speaking it Is good for him.
Q: Is this place better now than before?
5 A: We are gradually getting use to it, but I still
7 think our former hcouse was better than this one,
4+ although it was a wooden house.
Q: Did you ever attend the neighborhood meeting?
A: Yes.
Q: What is the government's response to the sugges-
tions?
A: There has been some response to the suggestions.
For instance, the two courtyards were unpaved but
when the residents complained that children got
11+ muddy, it was paved by the government. But the
1~ units are too small, the waterpipes still leak
4 and some water pumps were broken by childrenld
when they played on the roof.
Q: Where were you raised?
A: I was raised in Si Ze.
Q: What is the difference between this place and
that one?
10 +A: It is very difficult to say, it was harder to
earn a living when I was a kid.
Q: In your opinion, what is the best place for child-
rearing and child-development in Taipei?
A: I don't know much about the rest of the city, but
we are thinking about buying a new apartment
which is larger than this one because this apart-
1 ment is too small. Besides, I don't want my
children to live in such a place where there are
5 so many different kinds of people. Inside or out
7 it is hard to keep control over who plays with
and influences your children. Play is the natural
need of children. You just can't keep watching
them all the time.
Q: What is your expectation for your child?
A: It all depends on him.
Q: How much do you spend on the payments for the
house, water, electricity and fuel every month?
A: We pay 912 dollars (US$25.3) Sr the house.
Totally the living expense we have to pay is
about ten thousand dollars (US$277.8).
How much do you and your husband earn every month?
My husband's salary is around eight thousand and
I have to work as a babysitter to cover the
expenses.
What should the government do for this neighbor-
hood?
First of all, the basement should be cleaned so
that it can be used as a place where we can put
our bicycles and motorcycles or can be rented out
by some manufacturing or handicraft companies and
the rent can be used as a foundation for the wel-
fare of this neighborhood.
The Dwelling Plan
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Q: Can you describe the place you lived before?
A: We used to live in a place near Chieh Shou Junior
High School. It was a one story building. It was
a nice place.
Q: Can you draw a map and show the area where you
live now?
A: This is our neighborhood; this is the flood wall,
and the flood gate is here; these are the apart-
ments; this is the brick kiln; this is a peasant's
house. This is the rice field outside the flood
wall; these are machinegun towers and this road
leads to the North-South Freeway.
Q: Where do You usually play?
A: In the courts. We also play baseball with a lot
of children in the athletic field of Min Chuan
Primary School.
Q: Are there places that you think are dangerous?
8~ A: The Keelung River. The water is deep.
Q: Are there places you are not allowed to go?
11 A: The airport; the machinegun towers. The guards
don't allow people close to the facilities.
Q: Are there places you don't like to go?
8~ A: The street near the flood gate where there is so
much traffic.
Q:
6+ A:
8 +
6+
Besides home, which three places do you like to
go the best?
The baseball field in the Min Chuan Primary
School; Nei Hu where we go by bicycle; and the
Min Sheng Junior High School.
1+ Q: Is this place crowded?
5+A: No.
Q: Is this place noisy?
3~ A: The airplanes make noise.
Q: Can you tell me what you did all day yesterday?
A: I got up around seven, and I read the newspaper
until eight. I took a walk around this area from
8:30 to ten. I helped my parents to do some hous
keeping until we ate lunch at noon. After lunch
I rode my bicycle around this area. I came home
at 1:30. I stayed at home and read novels from
two to four when I went to the courts and played
with other children until 5:30. There weren't
many children in the courts. I watched TV car-
toons for half an hour and then had dinner around
sevens I read books from 7:30 until 9:30 and the
watched TV basketball. I went to bed at around
11:30.
Q: Can you draw another map and tell me your impres-
sion of Taipei City?
A: (Starts to draw) This is the railroad terminal;
there are the streets in front of the terminal;
there is a book store; this is the pedestrian
bridge; this is the commercial area and the shops.
Q: If you had a choice, where in Taipei would you
like to live?
8~ A: In the suburbs.
Q: When you moved to this place four years ago, how
did it look?
A: There were rice fields around this building.
Q: Do you think you will still live here in the
future?
A: Yes, we will.
Q: How many neighbors do you know?
A: I know most of the neighbors.
Q: How many children do you know?
A: I know all of them.
Q: Do you play together quite often?
A: Yes.
Q: Where do your three best friends live?
A: All of my three best friends live in the same
building. Two of them are my neighbors and the
other one is my classmate.
'Q: Where do you and your close friends play?
A: In the courts.
Q: What do you play?
A: We play ball. Rubber bands.
Q: Are there places where adults prohibit you to go?
11-A: We cannot go to the airport, the river, the rice-
field.
Q: If you want to be alone, where will you go?
A: I will go to the roof.
Q: What kind of weather don't you like?
A: Rainy days.
Q: What will you do when it rains?
A: Stay at home and read the newspaper.
Q: How many neighbors do you know?
A: I know most of the neighbors.
Q:
A:
Q:
e-
4+ A:
A: We pay half price for water and electricity, and
the government pays the rest.
Do you have close friends or relatives living in Q: How much do you and the shop earn every month?
this area? A: It is not much, a couple of thousand dollars,
My mother-in-law lives on the third floor of this just enough to cover the living expenses.
building.
Is this place better or worse than the place where
you lived before?
Of course this multi-story building is better than 4-
the one story building in which we lived before.
Besides, this reinforced concrete building is
stronger and we don't have to worry about flooding
when the typhoon comes.
Q: What does your child usually do after school?
n A: The eldest son goes to the auto-repair training
school; the second one (the one you have inter-
viewed) stays at home and helps running the shop;
the third one goes to supplementary school at
night; the youngest aughter has piano lessons.
Q: Are there places where you don't allow him to go?
A: No. They stay at home most of the time.
Q: Do you know where his close friends live?
A: He has only a few classmates who can be considered
close friends and they don't come to my house very
often.
Q: Does this place have a good or bad influence on
your child?
5" A: This place has some bad influence on children
7- because there are too many kids here, and we have
no way to know who is good and who is bad. I
don't want my children to play outside because
they may learn some bad habits from other children.
Q: Is this place better than before?
A; Yes.
Q: Did you ever attend the neighborhood meeting?
A: I attend every time.
Q: What is the government response to the suggestions?
11+A: Of course, there are always some minor problems.
Generally speaking, the government responded to
most of our suggestions such as pumping out the
water from the basement, repairing the street
lights, etc.
Q: You were brought up in mainland China; compared
with the place where you were born, is this place
better or worse for a child's development?
10+ A: Now it is much much better than before. I couldn't
3+ imagine that I could go to the school by bus.
6+ The schools at that time were several miles from
home and we had to walk.
Q: What is the best place in Taipei for child-
rearing?
3+ A: I think this community is the best. The streets
8+ are wide, the schools are close to home, and
the area is clean.
Q: What is your expectation for your child.
A: It depends on him.
Q: Do you own this apartment?
1 A: Yes, Originally we had an apartment by lottery
on the third floor, but now it is occupied by my
mother-in-law. We didn't have enough space so
we bought this one.
Q: How much do you have to spend on water, electri-
city and fuel?
10
5
7
Q: What should the government do for this neighbor-
hood?
A: The most important thing is to pump out the water
from the basement. It is very dirty and creates
so many mosquitoes and flies. The water is so
deep that a young child could be drowned. The
government already pumped that before, but the
pipes were broken and the water came back again.
The basement is so large that if we want to hire
somebody cooperatively to clean it it will be
expensive for some poorer families to share the
expense. Besides, it is hard to reach a conclu-
sion if you try to discuss public affairs like
- this with so many families.
The Childs Drawing (about Taipei city)
Interview
The Child The Father
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Interview
The Child The Father
Q: Can you describe the place where you lived before?
A: It was a one story house and usually we stayed
at home for most of the time. There was a
11 drainage ditch nearby, so my mother didn't allow
8 me to play outside.
Q: Can you draw me a map and show me the area you
live now?
A: (First hesitates. She draws and erases several
times). This is the flood wall.
Q: Where do you go usually?
A: To the staircase which leads to the top of the
flood wall, but I don't go out too often.
Q: Who goes with you?
A: My younger brother and children of the neighbors.
Q: What do you do there?
A: We play "hide-and-seek," highjump.
Q: Are there places which you think are dangerous?
A: The drainage in the rice field.
Q: Is there anyone who prohibits you to go there?
A: No.
Q: Are there places you don't like to go?
A: I don't like to play under the strong sunshine.
Q: Besides home, what are the three places you like
the best?
12 A: My classmate's house, the one who lives in a
mansion in this area.
Q: Do you remember what this place looked like
before?
8 A: It was cleaner.
Q: Where did you play when you were living in Sung
Shan Village?
A: I played in front of the house.
Q: Will you still live here in the future?
A: Probably I will.
Q: How many neighbors do you know?
A: The family who lives next door and a classmate
of mine who lives on the second floor.
Q: How many children do you know?
A: I only know three girls who are my age.
Q: Do you play together quite often?
A: No.
Q: Can you tell me where your three best friends
live?
A: One lives next door, the other two live on the
second floor. They are all my classmates.
Q: Where do you and your classmates play?
A: We don't play much, we only chat for a while
after we come back from school.
Q: Are there places where you are not allowed to go?
11+A: No.
Q: If you want to be alone, whe.e will you go?
A: I will stay at home and do homework and help
my mother.
Q: What kind of weather don't you like?
A: Strong sunshine.
Q: What do you do when it is that kind of weather?
A: Stay at home.
1 Q:
5 A:
Q :
8A:
Is this place crowded?
Yes.
Is this place noisy?
Very noisy.
Q: Can you tell me what you did all day yesterday?
A: I woke up at about 8:30. I took care of the shop
in the morning, refilling the cold drinks, de-
livering rice and other groceries to the customers
nearby. We ate lunch at one. I stayed at home
while my parents were taking a nap and then
delivered groceries to customers. We had dinner
at seven. After dinner the whole family sat on
the sidewalk to enjoy the cool air until I went
to bed at 11:30. I also delivered some groceries
to customers at night.
Q:
8 A:
8
8 Q:
8' A:
Can you tell me about some places you know in
Taipei City?
I have been to Jung Hsing Gardens, the Zoological
Garden. I also like to go to my grandma's house.
In which place in Taipei would you like to live?
Any place which is quiet and clean.
Q: Where did you live before you moved to this
place?
A: We used to live in Sung Shan Village, it was a
settlement for military personnel. Most of the
residents of this building are from that settle-
ment.
Q: Could you describe the type of house you lived
in at the settlement?
A: The settlement is located near the Taipei Inter-
national Airport. The Department of Defense
wanted to have a building to use for guests, so
the Department sent us here.
Q: How many neighbors do you know?
A: I know most of the neighbors because we were
neighbors in the settlement.
Q: Where do your three beat friends live?
A: I have four close friends who all live in this
building.
Q: Compared with the settlement, is this place
better or worse?
- A: This place is worse than the settlement and the
unit is smaller. First, the building layout is
dormitory-like, with all units connected to a
public corridor over which we have no control.
7 Second, there are many poor families living here,
and because the parents have to work all day
long to earn a living, they don't have time to
take care of their children.
Q: What does your child usually do after school?
A: The eldest daughter goes to supplementary school
during the summer vacation, the youngest daughter
usually stays at home helping her mother to run
the shop.
Q: Where does she usually go to play?
A: Sometimes she goes to the Park. There are not
2- many places for children to play in this area,
and there is only one park for our neighborhood
5 which has a population of more than two thousand.
It is the largest neighborhood in Taipei City.
37 Besides the Park, we don't have facilities such
as a gymnasium and baseball field.
Q: Do you know what she did all day yesterday?
A: She stayed at home and did her homework.
Q: Are there places that you don't allow her to go?
7 A: There are some families in this neighborhood
that do not know what their children are doing.
I don't want my child to play in the courtyards
because there are some bad kids there. A junior
high school boy once cheated my children, and
threatened them so they would give him money. I
went to see the boy's parents but they told me
it was my fault, that I should control my child-
ren, and that it was not my business. If I had
107 a choice I would have moved out already. Some
of the parents are not educated, and they don't
understand the importance of education and they
don't have much time to care for their children.
If you don't teach children and direct them when
they are young, it will be too late to correct
them when they grow up.
Q: Does this place have any good or bad influence
1" on your child?
57 A: Having lived in public housing, the environment
7- can have only negative effects on children.
Q: Do you think this place will become better or
worse in the future?
7- A: The environment can be improved over time, but
education is still the key factor. It would be
better if parents could spend more time with
their children and children would study harder.
Q: Did you attend the neighborhood meeting? and
did you suggest anything?
11 A: The meeting is useless. We don't want to repeat
our suggestions because it has no result. For
47 instance, the basement has been filled with
water for a long time and has never been improved.
3- Another thing is that the bus stop is too far
from here.
Q: Where were you born?
A: I was born in mainland China and I joined the
army when I was nineteen years old.
Q: Compared with your hometown, is this place better
or worse?
10 A: Taiwan is better is every aspect, except that
the mainland, because of its territory, has more
potential for further development.
Q: Where is the best place for child-rearing and
6C children's education in Taipei?
3 A: I think a city is better than the suburbs.
Q: What is your expectation for your child?
A: It depends on her.
Q: How much do you have to spend on water, electri-
city and fuel?
A: Totally, about one thousand dollars. We use
4- compressed tank gas as we cannot afford to pay
10" the cost of the utility line. Each family can-
not afford to have their own gas pipe.
Q: How much do you earn every month?
10A: We can earn forty to fifty thousand dollars from
the shop, but because of the high commercial tax,
property tax and tax added to the commercial use
telephone, we really don't earn much.
Q: What should the government do for this neighbor-
hood?
10~A: First, I suggest that government should lower the
tax, especially the property tax of people who are
living in public housing. Second, we are lacking
37 community facilities such as movie theaters and
a recreational center. We know that the govern-
ment has the intension to develop this area as a model
community in Taipei, but we still don't have sufficient
2C space for children to play and we don't have a post-
3C office or daily market. But I think most of the
problems have to be solved by the local residents.
11 The government just cannot handle all the prob-
lems of seventeen million people.
Q: Where do her best friends live?
A: She has a good friend who lives in Pai Lo Mansion
in this community.
Q: Where do they usually go?
A: Sometimes they go to the Min Sheng Park or take
a trip to the suburbs, but most of the time they
stay at home.
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Q: Can you describe the place you lived before?
A: We lived on the ground floor of a two-story row
2 house. There was no park and the traffic was
6 little. We played on the street for most of the
time.
Q: Can you draw me a map and shaw me the area you
live now?
A: (First was hesitate and said she did not know how
to draw, after being encouraged she started to
draw) This is the window of our apartment and
this is the entrance door.
Q: Where do you usually play?
A: I usually play on the corridor of the third floor,
or downstairs, or in the courtyards. I also go
to the park and its surroundings quite often.
Q: With whom do you go to those places?
A: With classmates or neighbors.
Q: What do you and your friends do in those places?
A: We play cards or badminton, or we skate if we go
go the park.
Q: Are there places where you feel dangerous?
8- A: The open drainage ditch beyond the flood wall.
It is deep.
Q:
A:
Q :
A:
Q:
8 A:
8
2 Q:
3+
12+ A:
Are there places where you are not allowed to go?
No, unless the place is too far.
Are there places where you don't like to go?
(Her mother said she did not like to work in the
ricefield).
What are the three places you like to go the
most?
The grandma's house in Shin Chu, the zoo, and
claiming mountains.
Do you think the place will become better or
worse ten years from now?
I think it will become better.
Q: Do you think you will still live here ten years
from now?
A: I don't know.
Q: How many neighbors do you know?
A: Many.
Q: How many children do you know?
A: Many. We play quite often.
Q: Where do your three close friends live?
A: One classmate of mine lives on the third floor
of the opposite building; the other two friends
are my neighbors who live next door to us.
Q: Where do you and your friends usually go?
A: We either go to the park or we play badminton
nearby. But we don't skat too much in the park.
Q: Is this place noisy?
A: It is noisy during the vacation.
Q: Can you tell me what you did all day yesterday?
A: I woke up at seven. I went downstair to eat my
breakfast at 7:30. I stayed at home all the mor-
ning, then I had my lunch at twelve. I did some
handiwork in the afternoon and ate dinner at six.
I watched TV after dinner and went to bed at nine.
Q: Where did you live before you moved in this place?
9+A: We rented a unit of the public housing in Wu Shin
Street. Now we have our own apartment.
Q: How many neighbors do you know?
A: Many. We visit each other quite often.
Q:
87 A:
5
3-
If compared with the place you lived before, is
this place better or worse?
The air of the place we lived before in Wu Shin
Street was better. There are too many children
here and is much noiser because of the airplanes.
Q: What does your child usually do after school?
A: The two elder ones are studying at the night
session of a school; the third one, the girl you
want to interview, now stays at home because of
the summer vacation. She helps me to do some
handiwork, delivery newspaper and do some work on
7 the ricefield we rent in Sin I Road. Generally
speaking, they stay inside the house for most of
the time, because I am afraid that they might get
some bad influence from "bad kids" if they play
outside too often.
Q: Are there places you don't allow her to go?
8 A: I don't want her to swim in the river. It is
6 alright if she swims in a swimming pool.
Q: Do you know where do her three best friends live?
A: All her playmates are her classmates who live in
the same building.
Q: Where do they play?
A: They play at places nearby. Sometimes they go
to the ricefield. Boys usually play basketball
or baseball downstairs.
Q: Does this place have good or bad influence on
your children?
7~A: I don't think it is good for children to play
cards. I don't want my children to play with bad
kids and it is difficult to distinguish who is
good and who is bad.
Q: Did you attend the neighborhood meeting before?
A: Yes.
Q: Did you suggest anything in the meeting?
7- A: Many residents are lacking of conciousness about11- the public affairs. We used to hire people to
10" clean the staircases, but it was dirty again soon
after cleaning. Everybody is busying in earning
a living, nobody pays too much attention to these
matters.
11i Q: Did government respond to residents' complaints?
A: No.
Q: Where were you grown up?
A: I was brought up in Shin Chu.
Q: Compared with the place you were born, is this
place better or worse in terms of child's play
and developments?
A: My parents' attitude toward child-rearing was
very strict and was very different from parents
nowadays. It was the Japanese-occupation period
when I was young, and generally speaking, girls
were not encouraged to go to school. I feel that
children today are smarter but lazier; they don't
want to do labor work.
Q:
7+A:
8t
wealthy people, the street is wide and the air
is clean.
Q: What is your expectation for your children?
A: If they are able to study I will try my best
to support them. But if they are unable to com-
pete with others in the formal education than I
will prefer that they can learn some technical
skill. However, it is totally up to them. I will
not impose my own will on them.
Q: How much do you have to spend on water, electri-
city and fuel?
A: For electricity it is about two hundred dollars
(US$5.6). We need two small gas tanks every month
which cost us four hundred and sixty dollars
(US$13).
Q: What is your family income?
10~A: Just meet the end. My husband is a taxi driver and
is difficult to compete with other taxies because
the car we have is an old fashion one and has no
air condition. Two of my children are working
during the daytime to earn some money for the
family.
Corridor
0 1 Sm
1:200
(This floor plan is also shown on page 41; the correspon-
ding photo of the interior is shown on page 44, bottom
left).
Which place in Taipei is the best one for child-
rearing and child's development?
I don't know much about the city, but this com-
munity probably is a good one. There are many
Interview
The Child The Mother
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Q: Can you descirbe the place you lived before?
4+ A: We used to live in a one-story house on Nan Ching
East Road. It was a row house with a narrow fa-
cade and didn't have sufficient light inside. We
used to play on the vacant land.
Q: Can you draw me a map and show me the area you
live now?
A: (Starts to draw) This is my home; this is the
courtyards. There are three staircases near our
apartment. If you go along the street, you will
find there are many food stands. This is the bus
stop of S-East route, it goes beyond my school to
Shun Shan.
Q: Where do you usually play?
A: We either play badminton in the courtyards or go
to Chin Chen swimming pool to swim.
Q: Are there places where you think are dangerous?
8~ A: The ricefield, the wind is so strong there that
I fell down sometimes when I was riding a bicycle.
Q: Are there places where you are not allowed to go?
11 A: My mother told me not to go to the beach and ce-
8 metary.
Q: Are there places where you don't like to go?
6 A: It is not fun to go to the park, eventhough it
5 is well-equipped. There are many people in the
park and is not fun if you go there too often.
Q: What are the three places do you like the most?
6 A: The swimming pool of my school; Shih Lin (a sub-
8 urb); and wandering around by riding a bicycle.
Q: Do you remember what this place looked like when
you moved in?
A: There were only few people living in this area.
Q: Do you think this place will become better or
worse ten years from now?
A: I think it will be better.
Q: Will you still live here then?
A: I don't know. I have to ask my parents.
Q: How many neighbors do you know?
A: I know almost all of the neighbors.
Q: How many children do you know? are they your age?
A: I know many children, but they are all younger
than me.
Q: Do you play together quite often?
A: It is not so often now.
Q: Where do your three close friends live?
A: One lives in Shun Shan; the other one lives in
Fu Chin Street; the third one has moved to the
United States. They are my classmates.
Q: Where do you and your friends usually go?
A: I usually go to my friends' houses.
Q: That do you play?
A: We go out to have some cold drinks, or we go to
skating in the park.
Q: When you want to be alone, where will you be?
A: I will go to the roof.
Q: That kind of weather don't you like the most?
A: Hot days.
Q: That will you do when it is hot?
A: Stay at home.
Q: Is this place crowded?
1~A: Sometimes it is crowded at home. It is not crowded
outside.
Q: Is this place noisy?
3 A: It is very noisy because of the airplanes and
5_ the children.
7
Q: Could you tell me what you did all day yesterday?
A: I woke up at 6:30. I went to the school at seven.
Our school offers supplementary education in sum-
mer. I felt sick when I came back with my class-
mate at 10:30. After having lunch at twelve I
took a nap and didn't wake up until five. After
dinner my mother took me to a drug store in Shun
Shan to have some prescriptions. After we came
home, I watched TV from nine to 9:30 and than went
to bed.
Q: Could you draw me a map of Taipei City and show
me the places you know?
A: I have been to the New Park, Sha Lung beach, the
Park of Youth, Shih Lin, and claiming mountains.
In the downtown area, I only know that if you walk
from the New Park you will see the East Publishing
Company.
Q: Where did you live before?
A: We used to live in a military settlement; the
apartment we live now was assigned by the go-
vernment.
Q: How many neighbors do you know?
A: I know most of the neighbors because they also
lived in the same military settlement before.
Q: There do your three close friends live?
A: The family lives next door to us is our friend.
Q: If compared with the place you lived before, is
this place better or worse?
1 A: This place is convinent in terms of public faci-
3+ lities, but the apartment is too small.
Q: What does your child usually do after school?
A: She either stays at home or goes to swim.
Q: Could you tell me what she did all day yesterday?
A: She got some temperature yesterday so she stayed
at home and rest.
Q: Are there places where you don't allow her to go?
8 A: Beach.
Q: Where do her three close friends live?
A: One lives in next building accross the street;
another one lives on the fourth floor of this
building.
Q: Where do they usually go? and what do they play?
A: I don't really know where they go, but usually
they play chess or immetating adult's role.
Q: Does this place have any good or bad influence
on your child?
7- A: I don't think it's good for her. Children in
this building are mischievous, and there are
some bad boys.
Q: Have you ever attended the neighborhood meeting?
A: I rarely go to the meeting.
Q: Do you know how goverment respond to residents'
complaints?
A: I have no idea.
Q: Where were you (the sister) grown up?
A: I grew up in the military settlement.
Q: Compared with this place, which one is better
for children's development and play?
2
4
A: In the military settlement the only open space
was the alley, now we have a courtyard to play.
7 But children in the military settlement were
better than here. Also, this place is very noisy
3~ because of the nearby airport.
Q: Which place in Taipei is the best place to live
in terms of child-rearing and child's develop-
ment?
A: The housing for government employee and teachers
which is near Min Sheng Primary School probably
is the best in my opinion.
(The housing mentioned here is also located in
the Min Sheng community).
Q: What are the occupations of your elder children?
A: The eldest daughter is working for a private com-
pany; the second daughter is working for an elec-
tronic company; the third is still studying at
school.
Q: That is your expection on her?
A: It depends on her interest.
Q: How much do you have to spend on water, elec-
tricity and fuel?
A: It is not much. We need one tank of compressed
gas every forty days.
Q:
A:
Q:
A:
What is your family income per month?
A little more than ten thousand (US$278).
What do you think government should do for this
community?
I don't know.
The Child's Drawing (about Taipei city)
New Park
East bok store
Interview
The Child The Mother
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Case Study No:30
Locality: Liu Shiang Community Space Perception & Activity Location
The Family Plan
Household size:F, M, 3B, 2G
No. of inhabitants: 7 Positive attributes
Length of residence:l year
Origin:Taiwan Negative attributes
Occupation: Father:Scavenger(garbage
Mother:- collector) Representation of
child's drawing
The Chi Location of specific
Age:12 activity
School/Grade:Lung Shan Primary
School/5th grade N
The Dwelling
Type:2-story row house 0 50m
Unit floor area (sq m):-
Floor area per person (sq m):-
Tenure of existing dwelling:Rental
Tenure of previous dwelling:Rental 1:5000
Time Budget 2 33
In 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 121 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1112 1In
public area- - - - -
- - - -
semi-public area II II L Not available II1
semi-private area
private area
1 Home
The Child's Drawing
Window t
Flower bed
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Interview
The Child The Father
12+
2
8-
e3
61
Q:
A:
Q:
A:s
Q:
What kind of weather don't you like the most?
Rainy days.
Can you tell me where your three best friends
live?
All of my good friends are living nearby.
Can you tell me what you did all day yesterday
in detail?
(It was about nine o'clock and the father asked
the boy to go to bed because he felt it was too
late to continue the interview. This question
was not answered therefore).
Q: Where did you live before?
A: We were living in Nan Chi Chang before we moved
to this place. We were living in those illegally-
built squatters. We lived there for about one
year than moved to another place which was close
to the Chung Yih Primary School and lived there
for another year.
Q: Did you rent the house at that time?
9 A: Yes, renting a house is the only way for people
0 like us to have a place to live.
Q: How many years have you lived in Taipei?
A: Four to five years. We came from Chiayi. (A
major city in southern Taiwan, see the map on
page 6).
Q: Can you describe the place you lived before int
Nan Chi Chang?
A: I can't remember.
Q: If compared with the place you lived in Nan Chi
Chang, is this place better or worse?
A: This place is better, because I can find more
children to play with and more places to go,
place such as the "water tank" area (the pocket
park). Also, we can play various kinds of games
in the amusement room.
Q: You mean you didn't have any friends to play
with when you were living in Nan Chi Chang?
A: Very few. Most of the residents were adults.
Q: Can you draw me a map and show me the area you
live?
(The father was impatient about the interview
and was not very happy about this request. After
being persuaded that the drawing is essential
in this research he finally agreed to allow the
child to draw).
A: Can I draw the "water tank" area?
Q: You can draw whatever you want as long as you
can show me your area.
A: (Started to draw). (He first drew the flower bed,
then the benches, the drainage ditch which has
cover on it, the window, the door, the water tanks,
the street light pole, and finally added the boy-
his good friend).
Q: Are there places where you think are dangerous?
A: Street and the river.
Q: Which place in this area do you like the best?
A: The "water tank" area. There is another place
just a short distance from here where you can
slide. (The place he refered is the other pocket
park, see photo on page 49).
Q: How many children do you know?
A: Many.
(The father was getting even unpatient about the
interview at this moment).
Q: What do you play?
A: We play various games; height jump, balls, play-
ing with the water tanks, etc.
Q: If you want to be alone where will you be?
A: I will stay at home.
(The father said: My children never go to any
"bad" place).
May I ask what is your occupation?
I am a garbage collector.
Q: I noticed that there are some trucks parking
under the Hua Chiang Bridge, do you belong to
that team?
A: No. I belong to a district team. The one you
mentioned is the team directly governed by the
Environmental Sanitation Department. They have
better equipments than we do.
Q:
As
Which district team do you belong to?
This district, the one I am living.
Q: Are people always assigned to the team in their
resident district?
A: Not necessarily. For example, I was assigned to
the Shih Lin District team when I was living in
Nan Chi Chang, and you know it is quite a dis-
tance from Nan Chi Chang to Shih Lin (about
seven to eight kilometers).
Q: Why did you come to Taipei?
10 A: For earning a living. We could not earn enough
money because of the poor production of the crops.
Besides, there are much more opportunities to
find a job in the city. I know there are many
people who have migrated to Taipei from the rural
south.
Q: Do you know your neighbors?
7+ As Yes. I know all of my neighbors. Most of the
residents in this area are not businessmen and
are quite willing to help each other.
Q: How did you find this place which happened to
have a room for rent?
A: We have information from our friends.It all de-
pends on friends.
Q: Are there places in this area which you don't
want your children to go?8 A: No, except the streets. They don't go to the
river very often.
(The mother said: They usually play at places
near the house).
Q: If compared with the place you were born in Chia-
yi, is this place better or worse in terms of
child's development and playing?
8-A: It's difficult to say. You know very well that
10" for wealthy people they will prefer to live in
the countryside because of the fresh and clean
air and less factories such as that in Taipei.
But if you were talking about where can you
spend your money for a good time then there is
no doubt that it is better to live in the city
because there are so many places to go and so
many ways to spend the money. There is an old
saying which says: "Easy life is taken for
granted by the rich people and only poor guys
can appreciate it". A person who was born in
a poor family will understand the toughness of
life and will have to work hard to earn a liv-
ing for his family. This understanding will be
of benefit to his own carrier. But a person
who has wealthy parents will never be satisfy
about what he has already had.
Q: If compared with the place you lived in Nan Chi
Chang, is this place better or worse?
4+ As This place is better. The house we lived in Nan
Chi Chang was very hot in summer because it was
a one-story shelter and had a very low ceiling.
1+ It was only a room and I already had five chil-
dren.
Q: Which place in Taipei do you think is the best
one for child-rearing?
A: It is difficult to say.
Q: How much do you have to spend on water, elec-
tricity, fuel and rent every month?
A: Two thousand for the rent (US$55.6), and another
six hundred dollars for running water, electricity
(US$16.7).
Q: How much can you and your wife earn every month?
A: Just meet the end. Our living expenditure really
depends on how much we can earn. If we earn
more we will buy more good food; if we don't
earn enough money we can only buy some cheap
vegetables and fishes which are not so fresh.
We will not throw the food left ffcm each
meal away like the wealthy people do. We will
finish whatever we bought. our life style can
not be the same as that of the wealthy people.
Q: As I know, if you want to buy a unit of public
housing you have to have about fifty thousand
dollars (US$1,389) for the down payment. Do
you have the money?
A: I think we can manage that. We can organize a
private loan association. Acturally, if com-
pared with the monthly payment for the public
housing (which is about eleven hundred, or US$
30.6) we are paying more for the rent now. So
it is worth to buy a unit of public housing if
we have the opportunity. We can spend few
dollars less every day on food and fruits to
accumulate enough money for down payment. The
point is that this has to be done gradually. There
is no way to get tens of thousands dollars over
night.
Q: Have you ever applied the public housing?
A: No.
Q: If you had a chance to own one unit in the
public housing in Nan Chi Chang, do you think
it is good for your family to live there?
9~ A: of course it is good. The situation we have now
is that we don't have the choice. We have to
live in a place which we can afford.
Q: In your opinion what the government should do
for this neighborhood?
A: It is very difficult to say, I am not a politician.
Q:
A:
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Case Study No:31
Loeality: Liu Shiang Community Space Perception & Aetivity Location
The Pamily Plan
Household size:F, K. 2B
No. of inhabitants:- Positive attributes
Length of residence:3 years
Origin:Taiwan Negative attributes
Occupation: Father:-
Mother:- Representation of
child's drawing
The Child
Sex:M Location of specific
Age:12 activity
School/Grade:Lung Shan Primary
School/Sth grade N
The Dwelling
Type: 4-story walk-up
Unit f loor area (sq m) : - 0 50m
Floor area per person (sq m): -
Tenure of existing dwelling:-
Tenure of previous dwelling:- I5000
Time Budget AMP
In 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 11 121 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1
public area
semi-public area
semi-private area 0 1 1 1 1
private area
1 Home 1 2. Taiwan Sugar Company
The Child's Drawing
Expressway
Shan Chi Technical
High School
(700 m south east from2 ho010,
to play basketball)
3. Park
School
Park
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Interview
Both of the boy's parents have to work during the
daytime, sometimes even at night, and were not
available for interview. The interview of the boy
was conducted in the park (children call it "water
tank area").
The Child
Q: How long have you lived here?
A: Three years.
Q: Where did you live before you moved in the
apartment?
A: We lived in a public housing on the opposite
side of the street for two years. We moved from
Taichung City to here five years ago. (Taichung
is a major city in the central area of Taiwan,
see map on page 6).
A: I woke up at nine. I went to play basketball in
the Taiwan Sugar Company. I played the ball with
other three neighbors (who live on the same floor
with him). We played basketball from nine thirty
to eleven thirty. I came back for lunch. I did
some homework at one o'clock. I played chess
with my brothers in the afternoon. I also read
some novels. I played with other children in the
park for about half-an-hour around five. I came
down to buy some food for dinner at 6:30. (This
part of time spent was not counted on the time
budget since it was only few minutes). We ate
our dinner at about seven thirty. I watched TV
cartoon before I ate dinner. I read novels and
played chess with my brother (who was seventeen)
and my neighbor after dinner. I went to bed at
twelve.
Q: Can you draw me a map and show me the area you
live now?
A: (He started to draw). This is the public housing
I live. (Then he started to draw the park and
said:) There is not enough room for me to draw
the park and.....it is wrong, the park should
not be next to the main street. (He is right,
the pocket park is located in the alley and is
not directly connected to the street. Although
the relationship between park and the two main
streets is correct, the Huan Ho South Road was
cut into half and the two halves were twisted
and were perpendicular to each other. It is clear that
the incorrect orientation is at least partly
caused by the rotary). Thers are the pedestrain
bridges. This is the building in the opposite
side of the alley. This is Lung Shan Temple.
All these are streets. This is Lung Shan Primary
School. (Some of those spectating children argued
that the school should not be larger than the
publice housing as it is shown on the drawing).
There is a temple on the street. The Lung Shan
Temple is on the other street. There is a street
which I don't know where it leads to. (The
street he refered is Hua Hsi Street). This is
the "Beautiful Island" clock shop. This street
(Kuang Chou Street) is very long, it leads to
Shuang Yuang Junior High School. The Shan Chi
Technical High School is located here. This is
the bridge (the elevated expressway, see photo on
page 47). (Another child said the place next to
the expressway is the "red-light" district and
other children agreed).
Q: Where do you play usually?
A: In the park.
Q: Are there places where you think are dangerous?
8 A: The river; and a house next to the slaughter-
7 house. (other children laughted and explained
that it is a girl's house whom he is "afraid"
7 of). The "red-light" area is dangerous too, if
you are drapped by thosed girls. You also might
be beaten by the pimps. The amusement room close
to the Kuang Fu Bridge is dangerous because a
friend of mine was drowned to death there.
3+Q: Are there interesting places in this area?
12+A: Here, this park.
Q: How many good friends do you have?
A: Many, they all are my good friends.
Q: What kind of weather don't you like the most?
A: Rainy days. I can not play when it rains.
Q: If you want to be alone where will you be?
A: I will stay at home.
Q: Could you tell me what you did all day yesterday?
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Case Study No:32
Leality: Liu Shiang Community Space Pereption & Activity Location
The Pamily Plan
Household size:F, M. 2B, 1G
No. of inhabitants:5 - Positive attributes
Length of residence:3 years
Origin: Taiwan Negative attributes
Occupation: Father:Aluminum product
Mother: Manufacturer Representation of
child's drawing
Se h Location of specific
Age:1
2  
activity
School/Grade:Lung Shan Primary
School/4th grade N
The Dwelling
Type:5- story walk-up O 50m
Unit floor area (sq m):-
Floor area per person (sq m):-
Tenure of existing dwelling:Rental
Tenure of previous dwelling:- 1:5000
Time Budget 23 PM
In 12 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1011121 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1011121
public area
semi-public area 1 1
semi-private area
private area
1 Home 1
3. Park
4. Gin-Yi temple(to see the movie)
The Child's Drawing
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The Child's Drawing(about Taipei city)
Q: Can you describe the place you lived before?
A: We lived on the ground floor of a 4-story
building(apartment), it was close to the
Wan Hua Railroad Station.
Q: Can you draw me a map and show me the place
you live now?
A: This is Hua Chiang Bridge. Here is the
public housing where I live. (He wrote two
Chinese characters: my house). This is the
main street. This is the highrise. These
are the six-story high buildings, the post
office is over there. There was an accident,
few months ago, an explosion caused by some
chemicals killed three people.
Q: Where do you play usually?
A: In the "water tank area".(It means "pocket
park", because a water tank manufactory was
using the park as a storage area for its
production).
3+1Q: Are there places where you think are
6+ interesting?
12+ A: The "water tank area".
Q: Are there places that you think are
dangerous?
if A: My parents and my teachers told me not to
go to the river, but I still go there some-
times.
Q: Do you think this place is better or worse
now if compared with what it was before?
12+A: It is better now, because I have more
friends to play with.
Q: How many neighbors do you know?
A: Many. I know most of the children in this
area-.
Q: If you want to be alone where will you be?
A: I will go to the place close to the Hue
Chiang bridge, I can find frogs there.
Q: What kind of weather don't you like?
A: Rainny days. There is no place we can play
at when it rains.
1+Q: Is this place crowded?
S+A: No.
Q: Is this place noisy?.
8+ A: No.
Q: Can you tell me what you did all day
yesterday?
A: I woke up at around seven thirty. I watched
TV sports (baseball) after I finished my
breakfast. It was about eight thirty. We
went to the amusement park (a shop equipped
with electronic games) before I watched TV.
I watched the baseball from 8:30 to eleven.
(Live broadcasted via satllite from U.S.). I
played in the tank area for about half an hour.
I watched TV drama from 12:30 to one. I played
in the water tank area again in the afternoon
until I took a bath at six. I played with other
children in the water tank area again until I
had my dinner at seven. After dinner I went
to the temple to watch movie with my sister.
Q: Can you draw me another map and show me the
Taipei city you know?
A: I know Lao Sung Park (he started to draw). This
is Lao Sung Park where I used to play. The
place I lived before is close to the park.
This is the Today Department Store. It is
fun to take the elevator in that depart-
ment store. The Lung Shan Temple is located
here. It is too difficult for me to draw
the temple in detail. Another place I know is
the slaughter-house which is not far away from
here.
Q: Where did you live before?
A: We lived in Ho Ping East Road, a place which
is close to Wan Hus Railroad Station.
Q: Do you think this place is better or worse
if compared with the place you lived before?
3+ A: It was far from the place where we lived
before to our children's school, but it is
within walking distance now. We also have a
6+ safer place for children to play - the small
open space at the back of our house(the
8+ "pocket park"). It was dangerous for child-
ren to play on the streets when we were
living in Ho Ping East Road.
Q:
C A:
g-
g-
Are there places in thiA area where you
don't allow him to go?
I don't want him to go to places too close
to the river, or to play on the main street.
or at the Riverfront Park.
Q: Do you know where his three close friends
live?
7 A: I know some of his playmates, they live
nearby. I always keep my eyes on him and I
won't allow him to play with "bad kids".
Q: Where were you born?
A: I was born in the country side near the city
of Tainan.
Q: If compared with the place where you were
born, is this place better or worse in terms
of child development?
3+ A: Taipei city is much more developed and
advanced than the rural area and has more
6+ and better educational facilities for the
children. While there are also some
advantages to live in rural area such as to
2- have more open space for children to play.
a- It is. much safer too because the traffic is
less.
Q: In your opinion, which place in Taipei is
the best one for child-rearing?
A: I think, first of all, the choice we have
10 is much depend on our financial situation.
But generally speaking, to live in the
suburb is probably better than to live in
8 the city, because of the better air the
7" suburb has and the homogeneous background
the people has.
Q: What is your expectation for your child?
A: It depends on his interest. I think I will
know what is his interest when he is in
junior high school.
Q: What do you think that the government should
do for this community?8CA: I don't know much about this area because I
spend most of my time on the business, but I
think children should be told by the teachers
not to play on the streets, bridges or places
near river.
Interview
The Child The Father
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Case Study No:33
Locality: Liu Shiang Community Space Perception & Activity Location
The Family Plan
Household size:F, 14. 6B, IG
No. of inhabitants: 5-6(varied) Positive attributes
Length of residence: 15-16 years
Origin:Taiwan Negative attributes
Occupation: Father: Mason
Mother: Housewife (doing Representation of
paper bags at home) child s drawing
The Child
Sex: M Location of specific
Age:12 activity
School/Grade: Lung Shan Primary
School/5th grade N
The Dwelling
Type: 2-story row house
Unit floor area (sq m):1l.25 (room) 0 50m
Floor area per person (sq m):2.25-1.87
Tenure of existing dwelling: Rental
Tenure of previous dwelling:Ownership 1:5000
In . 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1112 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
11 12 1
public area Ei r
semi-public area
semi-private area
private area
l Home
The Child's Drawing
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Interview
The Child
Q: Can you draw me a map and show me the area
you live?
A: (Started to draw). This is the levee; there
are some concrete pipes at the corner where
these two alleys meet. People have filled
the pipes with soil and planted some flowers.
There is an open ditch runs parallel to the
levees. At the end of the alley we live,
people piled constructional materials such
as wood and bricks.
Q: Where do you go usually?
A: I used to play in the small park which was
right next to the open ditch, but it is used
as a storage place for cast iron now. Some-
times I go to the park on the river bank, the
park of Youth, or the Botanical Garden.
Q: Are there places where you think are inte-
resting?
2~ A: The sand piles on the river bank. There is
no place to go except playing in the alleys.
Q: Are there places where you think are dange-
rous?
8 A: The river and the park alone the river bank.
My school teacher told us that somebody has
11 been drowned in the river before.
Q: Are there places where you don't like to go?
3 A: The Park of Youth and Botanical Garden are
too far away. It takes too much time to go
2" there, but there is no place to go in this
area.
Q: Do you remember what this place looked like
before?
7~ A: These houses have been built for many years.
The park (on the river bank) was beautiful,
but there are always people urine at the
levee and throw garbage alone the bank.
Q: Do you think this place has become better
or worse if compared with the place as it
was before?
2~A: I had more fun before. I used to swip this
alley everyday, but I don't do that anymore.
Q: Will this place become better or worse in
the future?
6~ A: It will be better. We don't have enough
1- water now, and the room we sleep is very
small. If this place is renewed and
replaced by tall buildings we probably
97 can have an apartment of our own. If we
don't get that I will prefer to move to
other place. My two brothers have to sleep
on the site which are under construction
and built by my father. There are.
B many flies in this place too.
Q: Do you think you will live here in the
future?
9 A: We will if we have our own apartment.
Q: How many children in this area do you
know?
12 A: I know all of them. But I am the only boy
in this alley. I can only play with my
young sister or with the children live
upstairs.
Q: Where do your three close friends live?
2~A: I used to play with a girl who lived in
7" upstairs but now there is no place to play.
I don't play very often with other boys or
girls.
Q: Do you go to some places by yourself?
A: Sometimes I go to swim in Ching Tan, Yung
Ho or Tzay Chuen swimming pool.
Q: Are there places where adults don't allow
you to go?
11-A: Yes. The man living in the next door told
me not to draw on the wall. Also, I don't
7 like to go to the second floor, because we
couldn't get along with the landlord; we had a
fight about who should use the facilities
~ first. Whenever the water pressure is low
the landlord can not get water because they
are living on the second floor and they will
come down and go directly to the faucet without
asking the people who are already lined up
and waiting for the water.
1"Q: If you want to be alone where will you be?
2-A: There is no place I can go but taking a
walk outside.
Q: What kind of weather don't you like the
most?
A: Fall, it is chilly and makes me feel lonely.
The best weather is spring and summer; I can
find many butterflies in the Riverfront
Park.
Q:
1~ A:
5+
Q:
8+ A:
Is this place crowded?
No, but our room is small. The houses my
classmates live are much larger.
Is this place noisy?
No.
Q: What do you think is the most urgent thing
to be done in this place?
2~ A: We need parks, grass, something like the
6- Park of Youth.
Q: Can you tell me what you did all day
yesterday in detail?
A: I woke up at seven thirty. I washed my
face, brushed my teeth and ate my break-
fast. I made some paper bags. We fold
paper bags for earning some money. I took
a nap again and got up at nine. I made
paper bags at home all the morning until
two o'clock. My brother prepared the lunch
and we ate together. I took a walk alone
after lunch. I did not go far away and I
came back at 3:00. I made paper bags all
the afternoon until five. I watched TV
from five to nine when I was making the
paper bags. (TV cartoon at 5:00, soap
opera at 6:00, musical show at 8:00, he
didn't watch TV news at 7:30). I took a
bath at nine and watched TV again from 9:30
to ten. My uncle came to visit us at ten
and gave me five dollars, then my mother
told me to mop the floor. After I finished
the work, I took a walk with my seven-year
old sister. When we came back it was
almost eleven thirty. And we went to bed
right after we came back.
Q: Could you draw me a map and tell me the
Taipei city you know?
A: Do you want me to draw the future Taipei
city or the present one?
Q: The Taipei city at present time.
A: The farthest place I go is either the Chung-
Shan market or the Lung San temple. Another
place I go is Nei Hu where my uncle lives.
The places I go most often are Chung-Shan
market. (This boy's city map is shown on
page 20 bottom right. An analysis on page 21).
Q: If you had the choice which place in Taipei
would you like to live?
12A: Any place which has activities and where I
8 can find playmates. I like to go to pear-
8 picking in my uncle's house in Nei Hu, and
9 to my father's hometown Pa-Li, but we have
sold both our old house and the land.
Q: What would you like to be when you grow up?
A: I like to be a singer, but my brother said
no. It will be fun to be a singer. I also
like to draw.
Q: Could you tell me what is your impression
about Taipei?
A: (Starts to draw). This is the Presidential
House; this is the South Gate. I have never
been to East Gate, North Gate, West Gate. I
have been to the Little South Gate. I also
go to my aunt's house in Yung Ho with my
neighbor. The Taipei Railroad Station is
located here. This is the zoo; this is the
Taipei airport; this is the Botanical Garden,
this is the Park of Youth, this is Nei Hu;
this is the Circle of Restaurant; this is
Huan Ho South Road and the pedestrain
bridges. Chung Hsing Market is over here.
We buy daily grocery at the market. This
is Ching Tan where I go for swimming. This
is Chia Hsin Leh movie theater. This is
Shan Chi Technical High School. I think
Taipei is huge.
Q: Are there places in Taipei where you think
are beautiful?
8 A: I like to go to my uncle's house in Nei
Hu. He has pear trees in his house.
Q: Where is the worst place to live in Taipei?
7- A: This place. This place is dirty and there
are always some people who dump garbage
on the river bank, or on the vacant land.
Q: Who clean this place usually?
-A: The residents in this alley. Government does
not send people to clean it.
After the interview, the boy gave me a tour
through the alley and to the levee, the river
bank, the Riverfront Park, and showed me the
garbage dumped by people, and the polluted river
caused by the dumping waste from factory, and by
the sand excavation activities. He also showed
me places from where people can see the fire-
work and the water-skiing in the National's
Birthday (October the tenth).
(The boy's city map is also shown on page 20,
bottom right).
The Mother
Q: Where did you live before you moved in
this area?
A: We lived in Pa-Li (A small town in Taipei
county about 17 kilometers to the North-
West of Taipei). We owned the house but
we sold it to somebody when we moved here.
We moved to Taipei because it is easier to
make a living in the big city. It used to
have a labor market in front of Lung Shen
temple. (Where people can either be hired
for temporary work or, find cheap labor for,
especially, constructional work).
Q: How many people live in this room?
A: Five to six. We rent another room nearby
for our elder sons.
Q: How many households live in this house?
A: Five in upstairs and four on the ground
floor. All of them, including us, are
renting rooms from the landlord who is also
living upstairs.
Q: What does your child do after school?
A: He usually plays nearby or visits his
classmates who live in this area.
Q:
1" A:
2_
7
Are there places where you don't allow him
to go?
(The mother did not answer the question
directly) This place is just so so.
Q: Does this place have good or bad influence
on your child?
A: It is just so so.
Q: If compared with the place as it was five
years ago, is this place now better than
it was before?
A: Nothing has been changed. If the govern-
ment does not renew this area, the environ-
ment will be the same as it is now. I favor
the renewal project because we may have the
9 right to buy a new apartment unit under the
project.
Q: Where were you born?
A: In Ho Pin West Road. (In Taipei).
Q: If compared with the place you were born, is
this place better or worse for child
development?
9gA I was living in dormitory when I was a kid.
1- We had our own unit and the place was larger
5~ and was less crowded. But children sometimes
7+ fought with each other.
Q: Which place do you think is the best one
for child rearing in Taipei?
A: I don't know. But it would be better if we
9" could have an apartment of our own in a
5- public housing, because that means there
7" wouldn't be so many different kinds of
people living together, and we will have a
better control over our own house.
Q: What are the occupation of your elder
children?
A: The oldest son is serving his military
service; the second and the third boys are
masons; the fourth is working for a print-
ing company; the fifth son is studying in
the junior high school, he picks up waste
paper after school and sells to the manu-
factory for recycling. The boy you want to
interview is my youngest son.
Q: What is your family income?
A: My husband is a mason and his income varies
depend on the amount of work he can get.
Q: What do you think the government should do
for this neighborhood?
11- A: It depends on the government.
The Dwellin1
All the five rooms
were rented for
five young men.
This part was occupied by the
landlord
This room was rented by the
boy's family
The ceiling declined from the
front to the rear. The highest
point is about 6'-6", the low-
est, 5 feet.
two middle-age woman.
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Space Perception & Activity Location Plan
Case Study No:34
Locality: Liu Shiang Community Spae Perception & Activity Location
The Family Plan
Household size: F, M. 1D, 3G
No. of inhabitants: 6 Positive attributes
Length of residence: 4-5 years
Origin: Taipei Negative attributes
Occupation: Father: Printer
Mother: Housewife Representation of
child's drawing
Sex:M Location of specific
Age:13 activity
School/Grade: Lung Shan Primary
School/6th grade N
The Dwelling
Type: 2-story row house
Unit floor area (sq m): - 0 50m
Floor area per person (sq m) : -
Tenure of existing dwelling: Ownership
Tenure of previous dwelling: - 113000
Time Budget AM PM
TI 12 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 112 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1In a
public area
semi-public area IIIIIII
semi-private area
private area I
1 Home
2. Alley 3. River bank and park
4. Night market(food stands)
The Child's Drawing (See page 21 tor more analysis)
Sand excavation
Flagpole
Stand
Open drainage ditch
Cast iron
2-story row houses
Alley
My home
Liu Shiang Case Study
Q: Can you describe the place where you lived
before?
A: We lived in Po-Tou-Li (Hua Hsi Street).
(All the children surrounded are laughing
because it is the famous "red-light" district).
Q: Can you draw me a map and show me the area
you live?
A: This is the shed(stand) on the levee. There
is a large open ditch sits next to the levee.
This is the alley, there are the roofs of
the two-story row house. This is the
river. My house is here. This is the flag
pole on the river bank not far away from the
levee. There is a pile of cast iron. There
is also a concrete post on the river bank
which is supporting the high-tension wire
(not shown on this drawing, see related photo
on page 47, upper right)
(Later when being asked at where he usually
played and who are his close friends, he
divided the row houses into several units,
each represents one house of his good
friend's and wrote down their names. (During
the drawing was being drawn he and other-ther
children also described everything they knew
about each family in the alley, especially
about their friends, their nicknames and per-
sonalities; where they live and their families,
etc. These children also rejected the idea of
only writing the nicknames on the drawing, be-
cause they felt every friend of theirs should
be respected in such an occasion when their
names are being exposed to and recorded by a
stranger, even they called and were kiding each
other's nickname throughout the interview).
Q: Where do you go usually?
A: Usually we play in this alley but we also
play balls in the basketball courts on the
river bank. I also go to the Park of Youth
because my grandmother lives close to the
park.
Q: Who play with you when you play in the alley
or in the basketball courts?
A: My neighbors.
Q: What do you do in this alley?
77A: We play various games, but we don't play
with kids in the other half because we can
not get along with them.
Q: Which place do you think are interesting?
12+A: This alley.
Q: Are there places where you don't like to go?
87 A: The open drainage ditch, it is dirty and has
a very bad smell. Another place which I
7 don't like to go is the alley next to this
one and the other half of our alley. We
never go to the other alley but kids in that
alley always come to play in our part.
Q: Do you remember what it looked like when
you were young?
A: It was the same as it is now.
Q:
11"A:
worse in the future?
A: I was told that they want to renew this area.
I think the new houses will have a flat roof
and will be fun to play on the roof.
Q: Do you favor the renewal project?
12+A: It is not so good if we have to move to
some other place, but it will be excellent
if I still can live close to my playmates
after this area is rebuilt. I hope when the
house is rebuilt we can have both the
ground floor and one of the upper floors.
2"Q: If you want to be alone where will you be?
57A: There is no place to be alone.
Q: What kind of weather don't you like?
A: I hate the monsoon season. (May, June).
Summer is better. I like hurricanes, it is
fun to see the wind blows off the roof. If
we had snow I would welcome the winter.
Q: Could you tell me what you did all day
yesterday?
A: I woke up at 8:30. I didn't eat my break-
fast. I played rubber band(gambled) with
my friends in this alley all the morning.
Meanwhile I also watched TV sport program.
Our National Little League was playing in
the U.S., it was broadcasted in live.
After I ate lunch, I watched TV drama from
12:30 to one. We played in this alley
again (played rubber band), then we went to
the Riverfront Park and played on the slide-
way. I also brought the cat with me. I
watched TV cartoon from six to 6:30 when I
was eating dinner. We played again from 6:30
to seven in this alley. We kicked cans just
for fun. We had a fight when we played, but
that was not serious. I watched TV from
seven to 7:30, and then sat outside in front
of my house to get some cool air. I took a
bath at nine. I went to Hua Hsi Street (the
night food market) with my parents and my
sister, and ate some gruel. We came back at
12:30.
Q: Can you draw me another map and tell me the
Taipei city you know?
A: I have been to East Gate. Actually I have
been to almost every place in Taipei.
(But he didn't draw this map).
Has this place become better or worse if
compared with what it was before?
It was better before, because I am study-
ing in the junior high school now, and I
have so much homework to do that I don't
have too much time to play.
Q: Do you think this place will become better or
Q: How long have you lived in this area?
A: We moved to this house four or five years
ago, but we have lived in this area since
1958.
Q: How many neighbors do you know?
7 A: I know all of my neighbors. I also join the
volunteer police and that gives me another
chance to know my neighbors. If a person
who does not familiar with this area and
does not know my full name, comes here to
look for "Printer Chang", I will bet you
eight out of ten times my neighbors will
know whom he is looking for and give him
the correct direction.
r"Q:
A:
Are there places where you don't allow your
children to go?
Places close to the river.
Q: Does this place have good or bad influence
on your child?
A: I think this place is nice. We have the
3+ Riverfront Park which is pretty close to us
and provides us a place to enjoy the fresh
7+ air. We know our neighbors can come in and
out of my house anytime, and our children
do the same thing in my neighbors' houses.
There is no discrimination- between
neighbors because of income or any other
8+ factor, and the alley is a safe place for
children to play. Everybody is invited
whenever somebody has something to be
celebrated. We also take care of each other
and keep an eye on strangers whenever some-
body is not at home. If we were living in
the public housing we would not take care
of each other. As you know, in somh
public housing, your neighbors have no
interest of knowing who you are and would not
help you even you are being rubbed.
Q:
A:
is everybody is frustrated and is worried and
can't pay any attention to his work. Besides,
government has absolutely no way to know the
various needs of every individual family,
no matter how many surveys it has conducted.
For instance, before the government's announce-
ment of the renewal project, one of my nei-
ghbors had just pledged his house so that he
can use the money to pay the (printing) machine
he bought; now government wants to tear down
his house and I don't know how he is going
to pay back the loan. This project will have
more bad effects on us-small local business
men, than other residents because we are very
10 depend on the already established social re-
lationship and are much more difficult to re-
adjust our business to fit into a new place.
If it were a street-widening project we would
not have any complaint because it is for the
public, but since it is only for tearing down
the old houses and building new ones, I don't see
11 any reason why government can't leave that to
us as long as we have the money to do it. I
don't think government should force people to
build a new house for themselves.
Q: Is there any juvenile deliquency in this area?
A: There were some rascles who used to fight in
the Lane 24, they used knifes to kill each
other; but it does not happen so frequently
now. They don't use knife anymore. But it never
happened in this alley. There is no juvenile
7+ deliquency in this area, kids in this alley
are not bad.
Where were you brought up?
I grew up in Wan Bus. (The old city center).
Q: If compared with the place you was born, is
this place better or worse in terms of
child development?
7+A: This place is better. The house we lived
before was torn down because of the cons-
truction of the expres way.
Q: What do you think that government should do
for this neighborhood?
3+ A: Nothing. The school is closeby and there
is a park for recreational use.
Q: What is your opinion about the renewal
project?
A: It will give us trouble if we are forced
to move, because not only people has bo be
moved to somewhere but the printing equipment as
well. And you know that whenever you are
moving a factory you are not only moving
all the equipments but you also have to ask
the electricity and telephone companies for
reconnections, and that will cost us money
and take time too; and it also means that I
10 will lose connection with my existing
customers. During the past several months,
government has sent people to survey the
11 opinions of residents and iniciated a
campaign to persuade those people who are
against the project, but it does not issue
any clear statement about what the govern-
ment has decided to do, so there are
rumers all over the place, and the result
Interview
The Child The Father
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Space Perception & Activity Location Plan
Case Study N:35
Locality:Liu Shiang Community Space Perception & Activity Location
The Family Plan
Household size:F, M. 2B, 1B
No. of inhabitants:5 Positive attributes
Length of residence:Original resident
Origin:Taipei Negative attributes
Occupation: Father:Wholesale market
Mother:- manager Representation of
child's drawing
The Child
Sex: M
Age: 13
School/Grade:Lung Shan Primary
Location of specific
activity
School/6th grade N
The Dwelling
Type:2-story row house
Unit floor area (sq m) :- 0 som
Floor area per person (sq m) :-
Tenure of existing dwelling:Ownership
Tenure of previous dwelling:Ownership 1:5000
Time Budget AM PM
In 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 121 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
1
public areararea
semi-public area l ulm 11 1 1
semi-private area 111 4
private area
1 Home 1
2. Supplementary School
3. Book store 4. Park
The Child's Drawing
My house
- Neighbor
111101111111
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Interview
The Child The Father
Q: Can you draw me a map and show me the area
you live now?
A? (First he was hesitant then started to
draw). This is my home, these are the
alleys in front and at the back of our
house. Here is the barbershop at the conner.
It is facing the main street (Lane 24).
There is a small park not too far away from
my house, and we sometimes play there.
Q: Where do you play usually?
A: We either play on the alleys or we go to
the park.
Q: Are there places where you think are inte-
resting?
2- A: No interesting place in this area, except
3" the school.
Q:
a- A:
Are there places Where you think are dan-
gerous?
The river. Somebody got drowned there. We
used to go to the River Park sometimes, but
we don't go now.
Q: Can you remember what it looked like when
you were young?
A: I don't remember.
Q: Is this area better or worse now than it
was before?
3A: It is better now, at least we can play in
the park.
Q: Where do your three close friends live?
A: All of my friends live nearby. Some are my
classmates, some are my neighbors.
Q: Can you tell me what did you do all day
yesterday?
A: I woke up few minutes past eight. I went
to a place for supplementary education
between 8:30 and 11:30. It took me fifteen
minutes by walk to go there. I came home
for lunch and watched TV until one o'clock.
After lunch, I went to read novels in a
book-rental store. The book store is in
Kuei Lin Road, I came back around 4:30,
then I played in the park until six. I
watched TV cartoon from six to seven then
we had our dinner. We watched TV again from
seven to nine. I went to bed at about nine
thirty.
Q: Can you draw me another map about the
Taipei city and tell me the places you know?
A: I don't know how to draw a map like that,
but I can tell you the places I have been.
I have been in the downtown area, the Fu-
Shing movie theater which is close to
Shuan Yuan Junior High School. I know the
city center because I went to see movies
with my parents sometimes.
Q: How many years have you lived here?
A: I was born in this place, and we own this
house. The house we lived before was lo-
cated close to the rotary which was built
on our land. We were farmer at that time.
Q: How many people are living in this house
now?
A: My own family is living on the second floor,
my parents live downstairs.
Q: How many neighbors do you know?
A: I know all of the neighbors.
Q: Where do your three best friends live?
7+A: Because most of the residents have lived
here for many years, we can get along with
each other very well.
Q: If compared with the place you lived before,
is this place better or worse?
2-A: It is very difficult to say, but at least
I can say that children don't have place to
play in this area.
Q: What does your child usually do after school?
2-A: There is simply no place for him to go,
Government should build some recreational
3" facilities such as basketball courts for
these children.
Q: Are there places which you don't allow him
5 to do?
85 A: Riverfront and streets.
Q: Is this place better now than what it was
before? Say five years ago?
2A: It had more places for children to play
before.
Q: Did you attend the neighborhood meeting
before?
A: Yes, but I didn't suggest anything during
the meeting.
Q: What is the government's reponse to resi-
dents' complaints?
11 A: Little. We are just ordinary citizens and
I don't think our voice is loud enough to
be heard, and probably government does
not even pay any attention to us.
Q :
1-A:
5"
7-
27
winning design, because if the government
really wants to carry out the project than
there is no way for people to stop it.
(Another neighbor said: We have lived here
for years and we are already used to this
place. If providing more open space is the
concern, we do have enough space on the
riverfront and children can play there. If
you are talking about the poor quality of
buildings than residents can manage to
repair that. There is no need for govern-
ment to bother that. Besides, the govern-
ment never asks our opinion. I don't think
the project is fair to everybody because it
will benefit the illegal squatters more
than those who legally own their own houses
and land).
In your opinion which place in Taipei is
the best one for child-rearing?
I don't know, I have never lived in places
other than this one. But I will say__that
the renewal project will benefit children
because it will not be so "complicate".
(There is no proper translation in English
for this term. Generally it means: crowded
situation; many kinds of people of diffe-
rent income, educational level and atti-
tutes mixed with each other, and little
privacy).
Q: What is your opinion about the renewal
project?
7-A: May be this area is not good for child-
rearing, because there are some bad kids,
11i but I don't believe government will provide
free housing for the people. You really
can not count on the government. People
who have.their own houses generally don't
support the project because the project to
them means tear down their houses. But it
is useless to against the project, and is
also useless to know which one is the
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Space Perception & Activity Location Plan
Case Study No:36
Locality: Liu Shiang Community Space Perception & Activity Location
The Family Plan
Household size: -
No. of inhabitants: - Positive attributes
Length of residence: 5-6 years
Origin:Taiwan Negative attributes
Occupation: Father: Toy shop keeper
Mother: - Representation of
child's drawing
The Child
Sex:M Location of specific
Age: 15 activity
School/Grade: Nan Men Junior High
School/12th grade N
The Dwelling
Type:4-story walk-up
unit f loor are a (sq m):- 0 50m
Floor area per person (sq m):-
Tenure of existing dwelling:Ownership
Tenure of previous dwelling:Ownership 15000
Time Budget AMP
In 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1011 12 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1112 
1
public area rea
semi-public area 2 1 1 13 1 1 1 11
private area
1 Home 1 2. Horseback riding field
(in Nan Chi Chang)
3. Swimning pool(in the Youth Park)
The Child's Drawing
---
Home
It** Kuei Lin Road
Rotary
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Q: Can you describe the place you lived before?
7- A: It was a nice place, much cleaner than here.
People in this area are less educated, and
their manners toward people are less polite.
Q: Can you draw me a map and show me the area
you live?
A: (Started to draw) This is my house, this is
the main street, these are the alleys at the
back of my house. This is the rotary, and
from the rotary the street leads you to the
bridge.
Q: Where do you go usually?
A: I play at places close to my house. I play
with my neighbors. I don't have classmates
in this area.
Q: Are there places where you find are interesting
in this area?
A: No.
Q:
87 A:
87
Q:
3*A:
et
A: (He started to draw, and the map contains the
Lung Shan Temple, the Si Yuan Bridge, the
Kwang Chou street, a local theater, and the
Lung Shan Primary School)
Q: Can you tell me what you did all day yester-
day?
A: I woke up at 4:30. I went to the practice
track which is close to the park of Youth to
play the model planes until 6:30. (His friends
own the model planes) I came back for break-
fast and read newspaper. I stayed at home for
the rest of the morning. I went to the Youth
Park again for swiming at noon, and came back
around four. I stayed at home and watched
TV, took a shower, and ate my dinner. I went
to bed around 8:30. I generally follow the
same schedule in the summer.
Are there places where you feel are dangerous?
Yes, places which are close to the basketball
courts and along the river bank are dangerous.
On the shore and on the river bed there are
holes which were created by the sand exculva-
tion activity, and the water is mudding and
has been polluted.
Which are the three places you like the
most?
I like to play balls with my neighbors in Lung
Shan Primary School; and I also like to go to
swiming in the Park of Youth.
Q: Do you remember what did it look like when
you were young?
A: Before it was widen the main street was very
norrow. Nothing has been changed beside this.
Q: Do you think this area will become better or
worse in the future?
5+A: It will be better. There are too many people
74 around here and some construction workers are
living in those illegally-built squatters.
Q: Do you think you will still live here ten
years from now?
A: I don't know.
Q: Where do your three best friends live?
A: One lives in Kuang Chou street; one lives in
the Chian Kwo Senior High School; the third
one lives in place close to the Lung Shan
Temple. All of these three are my classmates.
Q: Where do you and your friends go usually?
A: We usually go to swim in the Park of
Youth.
3~ Q: When you want to be alone where will you be?
6" A: I will go to the district library or go to
my school.
Q: What kind of weather don't you like?
A: Any kind of weather is fine for me.
1+ Q: Is this place crowded?
5+A: Not so crowded.
Q: Is this place noisy?
S
t
A: Yes, very noisy. There are so many cars running
along the street.
Q: Can you draw me a map and tell me the Taipei
City you know?
Q: Where did you live before?
A: We used to live in Heng Yang road, in the
downtown area.
Q: How many neighbors in this area do you know?
A: I know many of the residents. But if the urban
renewal project, which is now under preparing,
7+ is carried out, I will expect myself to know
less neighbors and to have less communication
with other residents unless the original
resident still live close to each other.
Q: Where do your three close friends live?
7
4
A: (He did not answer this question directly). -
I believe the residents in this area are very
effective in taking care of each other.
Q: If compared with the place you lived before,
is this place better or worse?
7-A: This place is dirty; people in this area are
less educated, the manners of both the adults
and the children, toward people are rude. The
1- houses in this area are generally small, and
2- there is no open space for children to play.
Many of these children are gambling by using
r- cards and rubber bands, and it is difficult
for parents to keep their children away from
those "bad kids". Besides all these, we also
37 have the problem of inconvenient bus stop.
Q: Are there places where you don't allow him
to go?
S*A: Places which are close to the river. I don't
7- want my children to gamble, but sometimes it
is difficult to control the children since we
adults have to work all day and don't have
much time to keep eyes on them.
Q: Do you know what do he and his friends play?
27A: They usually play games which are similar to
gambling. There is no places for them to go
or to play the exercise.
Q: Did you attend the neighborhood meeting
before?
A: Yes.
Q: What is the government's response to resident's
suggestions?
11iA: There is no reply from the government.
Q: Where were your brought up?
A: I was born in Yih Lan (a small city in
Eastern Taiwan), and I came to Taipei when
I was twenty years old.
Q: If compared with the place you were brought up,
is this place better or worse in terms of
child-rearing and child-development?
2- A: You can not compare this area with the country-
side, it is much better for children to live
in countryside since there are much more open
space in rural area.
Q:
3 A:
7C
the one we had in downtown area.
Q: What do'you think the governemtn should do for
this neighborhood? -
2C A: I think government should provide more open
5 space in this area. It is very crowded for
so many people to live in such a small area.
It was proposed that the area under the Hwa
Chiang Bridge will be used for recreation,
11 but nothing has happened since then. We also
" need a bus stop here, but we are still wait-
ing for the government's reply.
The Child's Drawing (about Taipei city)
7 Riliir.ad
si Yuan rige
Shan Primary School
erie cheater
Hue Chiang Bridge
Which place in Taipei is the best one for
child-rearing?
The place we lived before is nice one. The
park is nearby, and children played healthy
games such as singing, and immitating adults
role, "hide-and-catch", etc.
Q: How is your business?
1O*A: The living standard is lower in this area,
because we have the wholesale markets nearby,
and the open market and restaurants are in
Kuang Chou street not far away from here. But
16 the business is not so good if compared with
Interview
The Child The Father
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Space Perception & Activity Location Plan
Case Study No:37
Loeality:Liu Shiang Community spa"e Peroeption & Activity Location
The Family Plan
Household size:r, m. 1B, 2G
No. of inhabitants:5(ll for the whole Positive attributes
Length of residence:7-8 years unit)
Origin:Taiwan Negative attributes
Occupation: Father:-
Mother:- Representation of
child's drawing
The Child
Sex: F
Age: 14
School/Grade:Ta Li Junior High
School/7th grade
Location of specific
activity
The Dwelling
Type:2-story row house
Unit floor area (sq m):41.5(6.4 for the room) som
Floor area per person (sq m):3.8(l.3 for this
Tenure of existing dwelling: Rental family only)
Tenure of previous dwelling:Rental 1 5000
Time Budget AM PM
In 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1011 12 2 3 4 5 6 
7 8 9 10 11 12 1
public area
semi-public area
semi-private area
private area
RIVER
0
SAND PILES
.- 0 10
lI Home 1
2. School (1 KM from her house)
The Child's Drawing
Kuang Chou St.
Houses
Alley
My house To rotary
4 r44
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Interview The Dwelling Plan
The Child The Neighbor
Q: Can you draw me a map and show me the area you
live now?
A: (Starts to draw). These are houses. This is
Kuang Chou Street. This is my house (she wrote
two Chinese characters "my house"). This is the
main street, and if you go this way you will see
the rotary. There is a "back alley" at the back,
of my house.
Q: Where do you play usually?
A: I stay at home for most of the time, and I
only play in the alley in front of my house if
I do go out.if I do go out.
Q: Are there places where you think are dangerous?
H+A: No. I have been to the riverfront with my
11+ younger sister before.
Q: Can you remember what this place looked like
when you were young?
A: Not much has been changed. This place is almost
the same as it was before.
Q: If compared with the place you lived before, is
2+ this place better or worse?
12+A: This place has more fun.
Q: How many children do you know? are they your age?
A: I know some of the children living in this area.
Most of my classmates in the Lung Shan Primary
School live in this area, but we don't visit
each other often.
Q: Where do you go with your neighbors?
A: We play in these alleys.
Q: What do you play?
A: We play various games with rubber bend. We
don't play too much badminton.
Q: If you want to be alone where will you be?
57 A: There in no place to go.
Q: What kind of weather don't you like?
A: Sumer, it is too hot.
Q:
A:
Q:
1
4
A:
Q:
A:
Q:
A:
What will you do if it is hot?
I will stay at home.
Is this place crowded?
No.
Is this place noisy?
I don't know.
Can you tell me what you did all day yesterday?
I woke up at 6:30. After I ate my breakfast I
went to the school at seven. I have to go to
the school for supplementary education from
seven to twelve o'clock, Monday through Saturday.
I came back from school and had my lunch at noon.
After lunch I took my younger brother with me
and we rode the bicycle to the gas station at
one o'clock. We came back at two and I took a
bath. I didn't take a nap yesterday. I stayed
at home all the afternoon and doing nothing.
I watched TV from five to five thirty and then
prepared dinner. The only thing I have to do
is to just warm up the food which are already
cocked by my mother in the previous night. We
had dinner at six. After dinner I watched TV
again from 6:30 to 7:30 and then cleaned the
table and washed all the bowls and chopsticks
used. I watched TV again from eight to ten and
then went to bed.
(The mother was not available at the time of inter-
view, instead, the author interviewed a neighbor of
this family, Mrs. Sun, who was about forty years old
and had lived in the same house with this family for
more than five years, knew almost every aspect of
this family's history.)
Q: How long have they (the girl's family) lived
here?
A: About five to six years.
Q: Where did they live before they moved in this
area?
A: In Hum Si Street.
Q: Do you own this house?
A? No, we two families rent the ground floor to-
gether. Each family has to pay about thirteen
hundred dollars (US$36.1) for the rent every
month.
Q: How many people live in this house?
A: We two families on the ground floor. We (Mrs.
Sun's family) have six people, and they (the
girl's family) have five. The landlord does
not live here. The second floor is also rented
out.
Q: How many neighbors do you know?
A: We know most of the neighbors who live nearby.
Q: Where do your three close friends live?
A: We don't have any close friends.
Q: Since you are familiar with the place where they
lived in Bua Si Street, could you compare these
two places?
io' A: It is difficult to say. They moved because the
previous landlord wanted to tear down the old
house and build a new one.
Q: Where do children of yours and theirs play after
school?
87 A: They usually play in the back alley. There are
too much traffic on the main street.
Q: Are there places where her parents don't allow
her to go?
87 A: The main Alley (Lane 24) where ther are too many
cars and motocycles go through.
Q: Do you know where her three close friends live?
A: They are neighbors who live nearby.
Q: Does this place have good or bad influence on
the child?
A: They stay at home for most of the time, I don't
think there are bad influence.
A: Where were you born?
A: I was born in Taipei, in a place near the Tsu
Shih Temple.
Q: If compared with the place you were brought up,
is this place better or worse in terms of child's
development?
A: When we moved in this area about thirty years
ago, this place had nothing but ricefields and
now it is more developed and has more commercial
activities. But it is difficult to say which one
is good or bad.
Q: In your opinion which place in Taipei is the
best one for child-rearing?
A: I don't know. I don't go out very often.
This part is rented,
by the girl's family
U
"Back alley"
&0
T
BR BR
H
C s -[- [
LR/l j
U
This part is
rented by Mrs.
Sun's family
Alley
a 1 5
1:200
(This dwelling plan is also shown on page 46
and the corresponding photo of the interior
is shown on page 47).
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Space Perception & Activity Location Plan
Case Study No:38
Loeality:Liu Shiang Community Space Perception & Activity Location
The Family Plan
Household size:GM, M, 1B, IG
No. of inhabitants:4(abondaned by Positive attributes
Length of residence:Less than 1 year
origin:Taiwan Negative attributes
Occupation: Father:-
Mother:Fruits seller Representation of
child's drawing
The Child
Sex:F Location of specific
Age:14 activity
School/Grade: Ta Li Junior High
School/7th grade N
The Dwelling
Type: 2-story row house
Unit floor area (sq m):.- 0 som
Floor area per person (sq m) : -
Tenure of existing dwelling: Rental
Tenure of previous dwelling:Rental 115000
Time Budget AMP
In 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 121 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11121
public area
semi-public area Im l i
semi-private area 1 1 121 1i I
private area
1 Home 1
2. Daily market(selling fruits)
3. A dramatic troupe
The Child's Drawing
Park
Candy shop
Church
Previous house
Existing house
Hsu's house
Pedestrian bridge
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Interview
This interview was conducted in front of the girl's
house which was adjacent to the main street (Lane
24). The mother was working during the daytime and
was not available for the interview. The grandmother
was reluctant to talk to stranger. The family was
abandoned by the girl's father who did not live
with them; and both the girl and her young brother
had to work to earn a living. The work they usually
did were: selling fruits, candies, snakes at the
daily market or at some "activity spots".
The family rented a room on the qround floor from
the landlord who was living on the second floor.
At the time of the interview the landlord's family
had a furnel in progress and regular entertainment
such as watching TV was prohibited.
The Child
Q: Where did you live before?
A: We lived in lane 64 which in next to the black-
smith and is not far away from here (about 50
meters). We lived there for about one year.
Before that, we were living in Si Yuan Road for
about one year (The Si Yuan Road is about 500
.meters away from her present house).
Q:
A:
Q:
A:
How long have you lived in this house?
Less than a year.
Were you born in Taipei?
No, I was born in San Hsia (a small town about
15 kilometers to the south east of Taipei). We
had lived there for more than ten years before
we moved to Si Yuan Road when I was in sixth
grade. We lived in Si Yuan Road for about one
year then we moved to this place.
Q: Can you draw me a map and tell me the area you
live now?
A: (First she was hesitant then started to draw).
This is my house. This way goes to the Riverfront
Park. This is the lane 64; there is a candy shop
in that alley. You can go to Huan Ho South Road
through the alley. I can also go to Hsu's house
through another alley (Hsu is a girl friend of
hers who is also interviewed, see page 124-125).
Near the rotary there are pedestrain bridges
over Huan Ho South Road. If you go all the way
down the Huan Ho South Road you will see my
school. Cross the Huan Ho South Road you will
see Kwan Chou Street and there is an alley which
will lead you to a church which I go occationally.
An alley next to the church will bring you to
the house which we lived before. From the church
another winding alley leads to the Ta Kuan
Movie Theater. (She started to draw the map on
the other side of the sheet). There is a market
which has many used stuff such as electric
appliances. If you follow this alley you will
see another candy shop. Few steps down further,
there is the shop where I used to park my bi-
cycle there. The street where Ta Kuan Movie
Theater is located has many jewlery shops and
book stores. Cross the street, there is the San
Shui Street and the San Shui Daily Market. Many
shops are grouping around the market.
Q: Where do you usually go?
A: The church. I usually go there on Sunday for
selling fruits.
Q: Are there places where you think are dangerous?
8~ A: The Riverfront Park, it is right next to the
river and I am afraid that my younger brother
will go there and get drowned.
Q: If compared with the place where you lived before
in San Hsia, is this place better or worse?
7 A: San Hsia is better than here. I knew all the nei-
ghbors when I lived in San Hsia. Also, sometimes
you can find scamps and rascals wandering around
in this area.
10 (Her grandmother said: It is about the same.
When we were living in San Hsia we used to earn
a living by picking tea leaves.)
Q: How many neighbors do you know?
A: I only know some of them.
Q: Where do your three close friends live?
12" A: The best friend of mine lives in San Hsia. Hsu
7" is the only close friend I have here. She is my
classmate at Ta Li Junior High School.
(Her grandmother said: We haven't lived here
long enough and we are not familiar with people
7 in this area. We try neither to be too involved:
in other families' affairs nor to be too isola-
ted. We try to get along with people here.)
Q: If you want to be alone where will you be?
A: I will visit my classmates.
1+Q: Is this place crowded?
5+A: Not so crowded.
Q: Is this place noisy?
8+A: Not very noisy.
Q: Can you tell me what you did all day yesterday?
A: I woke up at 6:30. After breakfast I packed
the fruits and went to the daily market with my
mother at eight o'clock. We sold the fruits
there from eight to one. We came home and ate
our lunch at 1:30. I didn't take a nap yester-
day. I went to the place where the dramatic
troupe was giving performence to sell fruits
again at two o'clock. This time I went with my
brother. We came back at about four and we pre-
pared some hot water and took a bath at about
five thirty. I cleaned up our house and mopped
the floor and then had dinner at seven. Although
we have a TV set we didn't watch TV during the
past few days because of the death of the land-
lord's mother and ther were helding cere-
mony. After dinner I washed some rice which
will be cocked tomorrow. I went to see
the dramatic troupe's performance with
my grandmother at about eight. After we
came back from the show I went to bed at
about nine.
d&
Previous house
(After interviewing the girl the author also had a
chance to talk with the daughter of the landlord.
She was eighteen years old , recently graduated from
a senior high school. Her father was an officer in
the Taipei Post Office. The family was consisted of
the parents and two daughters. This talk is not in-
cluded in the analysis and is appended here only for
reference).
Q: How long have you lived here?
A: Eighteen years. I was born in Kang Ting Road (in
the old developed area) and we moved to this place
when I was one year old.
Q: When this house was built?
A: It was built ten years ago.
Q: How many neighbors do you know?
A: I don't know many. We are not really acquaintant
with neighbors even we have lived in this area
for eighteen years.
Qs Is this place now better than what it was before?
A: When we first moved in this house those row houses
were not built yet, and there were plenty of
vacant land in this area. I don't think this
place is attractive to me because there is not
much fun. Generally speaking, it is almost the
same as it was before, although there are more
people now.
Q: How do the residents feel about the renewal
project?
A: From what I have learned it seems that most of
the residents are against the project.
Q: Are there rascals hanging around in this area?
A: There are some in Hua Hsi Street (the "red-
light" district) but not in this area.
Q: Where do you think is the best place to live in
Taipei?
A: Yung Ho (a suburb which is located to the south
of Taipei) and the Garden New Town (a private-
developed new community which is located in south-
eastern Taipei, mainly occupied by high and upper
middle income people).
Q: How much does your father earn every month?
A: Around twenty thousand dollars (US$555.6).
The Child's Drawing (continue)
'-N
-,
Lung Shan Temple
.... J
Used clothes stores
Y Market
Candy shop
Ta Kuan movie theater
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Questionnaire- Children
APPENDIX M
REVIEW OF THE METHOD
In reviewing the method and procedure
employed the means of collecting data
seems to fulfill its purpose in ge-
neral, and has proven its economic
aspect. However, if the purpose of the
research remains to be the same: to
understand the behavior and attitude
of children in general, there are
still rooms that improvement can be
achieved. This includes: improving
the sampling procedure and revising
the questionnaire.
1. Sampling procedure
The study was carried out in such a
way that no statistical "random sam-
pling" was made. The author, after
having a preliminary knowledge about
the site and the people, simply went
to the site and asking residents for
interview. The only criteria used in
picking a sample were a) to make a
balance sample size between boys and
girls so long if sample fell within
the age group; and b) samples are
evenly (geographically) distributed
across the site.
Since there were less girls playing
outdoors the discrepancy between
Since there were less girls playing
outdoors the availability of female
sample is much lower than that of
male. The author also lost the con-
trol over age distribution significantly.
This kind of approach will create an
even greater sampling problem if middle
or higher income group is the subject,
because it is very likely that fewer
children will be found playing outdoors.
Therefore, a systematic random sampling
procedure has bo be introduced. This
can be made by pre-assigning a number
1 The author fully realizes that the
purpose of this study is more than that. For
example, "to explore the possible causal re-
lationship between behavior, attitude and
environment" is anothe one. The discussion
in this section is strictly limited to impro-
ving the quality of data rather than to sug-
gest something which might give a better in-
terpretation about the phenomena observed.
Questions
F 1-1 Where did you live before?
F-V -2 Can you describe the place you
lived before?
0 F-V 2-1 (Use a black pen) Please draw a
map and show me the area you live
in. (Never ask the child to re-
draw and record the sequence of
drawing).
F 3-1 Where do you usually go?
F -2 How do you go there?
Il
0}
F
F
V
V
V
-3
-4
-5
-6
-7
With whom?
What do you do in those places?
Are there places where you think
are dangerous? why?
Are there places where you are not
allowed to go? who prohibits you?
Are there places that you don't
like?
V -8 Excluding home, which three places
do you like to go the most? why?
0) F
F
F
V
( V
SV
()FF
F
F
F
F
F
9
-9 Which route do you take when you
go to school?
4-1 Do you remember what this place
was before?
-2 Where did you play at that time?
-3 What happened to those places?
-4 Do you think that this place is
better or worse now than before?
why?
-5 What will happen to this place in
the next ten years? will it become
better or worse?
-6 Do you think you will still live
here in the future? if not, where?
5-1 How many neighbors do you know?
-2 How many children do you know?
are they your age?
-3 Do you play together quite often?
6-1 Can you tell me where your three
closest friends live?
-2 Are they your classmates, neighbors,
relatives?
-3 Where do you go usually?
-4 What do you do there?
-5 Are there places where you are
not allowed to go by adults?
7-1 When you want to be alone, where
will you go?
-2 Are there places where you can do
whatever you want?
O F-V 8-1 What kind of weather don't you
like?
o F -2 What will you do then?
V -3 Is it crowded in this place?
V -4 Is it noisy in this place?
* F 9-1 Please tell me what you did all
day yesterday in detail (divide
the day into half-hour divisions
and record the weather).
L4-0 5 ?
4Asss-t*#kfr ? ?
F (m 3 A 4t a4 ? ea
Aft ?t ax e--
A & t 4tYi ?
*.#JW*kA** (
i4i X it T- Z * AI ,1 Ai Lk4 9-
SA of it ) IF A AF &4 it ? ti $
A** t ? it +
44: A# AI t% Ok 0 V ? A 4t&
4feV1*&wl it 44 & A te ?a e* Q1 ?ft ft +4IL 0 +at x S itJ
Ae 1b T "4* aIa*&?
it E § ! t a a * t 0 a at 1?
i#ta g+am K #aat ?
a4$'7AaxE~as t ? tiua
0 a A # t at + 4L t 4 A* t e A ?
09A4+ +T At it it S
aL n It It a t R q I a 4 1 A A
im a + a a ? in**a- a
a0 A TS -4 A-a?
& i#taeaaaita-a$ se Ae a91?
A A ( % ,e I A 441 a ) 
Aft Aa A Ka ?
*. 4 a f Itm-1 A *AL 4 t A 4 a ?ti ta
A1a A it it a aaa A
4 A t r 0 Kt a . A A;
^,- As A t -k a A a it A -H )
(tita-0A MM- ?
( -1+4 A M 4$ - A ait I A At- a)>
Notes
-It is suggested that follow this question the
child should be asked to give a comparison be-
tween the place which he previously lived and the
place he is living now. The word "place" in Chinese
does not necessarily mean "home", it can also be
an expression of a large area like the word "nei-
ghborhood" used in English, hence it is more fle-
xible to use.
-See the analysis of drawing on page 20.
-To identify the places visited.
-The mode of transportation is limited to busing,
bicycling and walking and is not the main concern
of this thesis.
-To identify the playmates.
-To identify the activities being performed.
-This is less important because it is difficult for
children to differentiate between the places he
doesn't like and the places he feels dangerous.
-"Real attitude" can better be detected through
forcing people to make a choice, therefore, the
question could be better had it had this function
built in.
-It has been found from this study that little can
be learned by asking such a question. Not much
description and judgement has been given by the
children about their routes.
-The key point in these four questions is "a good
memory about the past". Unfortunately this is not
true in many cases.
-Generally speaking, children are not very concern
or have a clear idea about the far future.
-The number of the people he knew is difficult to
be determined.
-It may be better to find out the frequency of
"playing together" through daily activity report.
The answer to this question can only be used as
a general reference.
-Identify the influence of proximity on chosing
his playmates.
-This may be a repetitive of question 3-6.
-Both of the concepts of "being alone" and "being
free to do anything" is vague and may not be exist
to these children since children are constantly
under supervision of adults.
-Unless further evidence can be found to indicate
that parents are aware of the importance of an
indoor recreational space (see page 14, priority
ranking) due to the climatic condition in Taipei,
this question will be optional.
-It can alert the researchers that the degree of
crowdedness and noise level are relatively scaled
by different groups of people, therefore, "minimum"
standard, if any, should be carefully determined.
-This is a very useful question. The answers to
which can be used to identify the time spent pat-
tern and verify the consistancy between what the
child said and what he acturally did. Also, the
answer is expressed in a fairly precise manner
and can be compared in a quantitative way.
to each of the households which meets
the research requirements' and then
pick up the sample according to the
table of random number.
2. Questionnaire
The tables on page 128 and 129 are a
review of the original questionnaires.
Chinese version is the actural one used
in the interview and is accompanied
'or reference. Abbreviations used in the
tables are as follows:
F: indicates that the answer to that
question is likely to be a fac-
tural statement and is easier to
be quantified.
V: Indicates the answer is most likely
to be a value judgement and the
quality is the main concern.
B: Indicates that the question is asked
for gathering background information
Important question, recommended.
0 Less important question, optional.
9 Unclear or inappropriate, not re-
commended.
Notes are also given to evaluate the
effectiveness of these questions.
Appendix 129
(continue)
* F-V 10-1 Please draw me a map and tell me 4, M4A ,nA e t * -The usefulness of the drawing is , at the present
your impression about Taipei city. time, heavily depend on the "insight" the resear-
cher gained from it. It is difficult to precisely
analyze the drawing except counting the number of
places shown and comparing the orientation to the
real world. To understand the perception and be-
havior only by drawing seems to be not so pro-
mising.
* V 11-1 If you had the choice which place 4e. is a it A4te9 ? -The real criteria underlying the choice probably
in Taipei would you like to live? could better be revealed by asking the question
why did you chose it? in a comparative manner: "Would you like to move
to place X instead of living here? why?".
Questionnaire -Parents
Questions Notes
B 1-1 How long have you lived here? A Ar t &
B -2 Where did you live before? * a ?
F -3 Can you describe that place?
F -4 How many people live in this house as 4 Akt ?
now?
o F -5 Are there relatives or friends &1& ?4AMt ? -It has been evident that most of the households
living with you? in urban areas consists of nuclear families,
F -6 How many neighbors do you know? 4 a A Y 9 ? -The precise number is difficult to be determined.
F-V -7 Where do your three closest friends 6 aS*a0-Aa4 C Aa 3 a*1? -It is not so important to set up an objective
(or relatives/neighbors) live? standard about what a "close" friend is, it is
more important to see whether there is any reli-
able people the family can trust so that to in-
dicate the coherence between this family and its
neighbors.
* V 2-1 Was the place you lived before t 144VA a t as eA0 i?
better or worse than the place IsM aaf ( A I
you are living now?
In what ways?
( F 3-1 What does your child usually do 9EA isqta dS ?
after school?
Where does he/she play? £A s? -This may not be necessary because generally speak-
o F -2 Can you tell me what he/she did ti snaat A-* kas!fg ? ing, parents are well acknowledged about their
all day yesterday? children's activity.
* F-V 4-1 Are there places where you don't 4**** a Tak e ? Alt& 7
allow him/her to go? why?
0 F 5-1 Do you know where his/her three 4aa* fe4L-AALO tet ?
best friends live?
} 6-1 Does this place have good or bad 440* e gr e+A At a *to 13*
influence on your child's develop-
ment?
o F -2 Did you ever attend the neighbor- t"A"AA - -Obviously the system of the neighborhood meeting
hood meeting? does not function very efficiently and effectively.
o F -3 Did you suggest anything in the a The meeting is sponsored by the local government
neighborhood meeting? 44d te gr t and held every six months.
o F -4 What were the responses from the
government!
F 7-1 Where were you brought up?
y -2 Compared with the place you grew szi .
up, is this place better or worse
in terms of a child's development?
V -3 Which place in Taipei is the best t aitqN& * A W. a+ e a*K A ? -The first thing most of the residents concerned
for child-rearing? is whether they can afford it and they were
answering the question under various consideration.
more sophisticated"games" may have to be intro-
duced if researchers want to explore the trade-
off process the subject made.
? 8-1 What is the occupation of your ' :+Ae"ze s-& ta ? -The answers of these questions seem to have little
child's elder brothers/sisters? impact so long as the physical environment is
? -2 What is your expectation for your * a***t*fte Ae A ? concerned.
child?
-3 Will he/she follow their brothers' & Ae gf6ze a ?
/sisters' footsteps?
o F 9-1 How much money do you spend on 4 n & a , i. 'Ytg it4g
rent, water, electricity and fuel
each month?
o F -2 How much does your family earn X * I A A f 3 ? -Most of the family were reluctant to give figures
every month? about their income or saving.
{ F-V 10-1 What should the government do for A A0 a *V 4* ? -It is a good question to explore the urgent issues
this neighborhood? of the neighborhood, and the relationship between
people and their government.
1 Detail household data is generally avail-
able through the household registration record
filed in the local government.
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